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ABSTRACT 
 
A spatial expression is defined as a natural language phrase which specifies a position, 
area or direction of objects, employing any of various parts of speech such as prepositions (on, in, 
…), nouns (front, rear,…), verbs (locate, stand, …), adjectives (close, distant, …), adverbs (back, 
next,…), or even pronouns (here, there). In English, expressions containing prepositional phrases 
representing spatial relations such as inclusion, contact, or contiguity are prime examples of 
spatial expressions.    
The meaning expressed by a spatial preposition indicates how its arguments physically 
relate to each other in space. Consider the following examples.   
 
a. We saw a boat on the lake.  
b. John has a cabin on the lake.  
 
 The locations assigned by the spatial preposition on as in (a) and (b) are a surface and a side of 
the reference objects, respectively. The first example, (a), gives us an image that a boat is 
floating on the lake, but (b) causes us to imagine that a cabin is near the edge of the lake. The 
same prepositional phrase can be used to represent different locations in these examples.   
How can the same preposition represent different spatial configurations? Is it a case of 
ambiguity, or of generality of meaning? What kinds of relationships are expressed via a spatial 
preposition? What semantic features can we draw from the meanings of the spatial prepositions? 
How can we decide which semantic features are necessary to specify spatial arrangements? And 
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what kinds of semantic features should we employ in order to disambiguate expressions 
containing spatial prepositions?      
My work is concerned with the semantic study of spatial expressions and their 
component spatial prepositions, especially (1) the problem of identifying what kinds of spatial 
relationships are represented via a spatial preposition, (2) the issue of distinguishing various 
spatial configurations represented by the same spatial preposition, and (3) the issue of 
interpreting spatial expressions containing spatial prepositions. My study also proposes a 
semantic model that distinguishes the various spatial relationships and configurations.    
The proposed semantic representation model is situated within the framework of 
Componential Analysis (Katz 1972; Bennett 1975; Wierzbicka 1996; and Jackendoff 1983, 
1990) and the Generative Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky 1991, 1995). To describe the meanings 
of spatial expressions containing prepositions and to study the spatial relationships between the 
Figure objects and the Ground objects, the semantic representation model I provide is based on 
the following: the concept and usage of features from Componential Analysis as well as the 
argument structure, the qualia structure and co-composition from the Generative Lexicon Theory.   
I expect that my proposed semantic representations can distinguish between the various 
meanings of the spatial prepositions. These representations enable us to disambiguate the spatial 
prepositions and their configurations by articulating the senses of prepositions on the bases of the 
various contexts in which the prepositions occur. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
This work is concerned with the semantic study of spatial expressions and their 
component spatial prepositions, especially the following: (1) the problem of identifying what 
kinds of spatial relationships are represented via a spatial preposition, (2) the issue of how to 
distinguish various spatial configurations represented by the same spatial preposition, and (3) the 
issue of interpreting spatial expressions in various contexts. Compared to works devoted to verbs 
and nouns, research into prepositions has not been developed a great deal. Understanding 
prepositions is an important task in resolving ambiguities both in semantics and in syntax. 
Therefore, prepositions have recently become the focus of researchers‟ attention. In this study, I 
examine prepositions that are commonly employed to express spatial relations, namely; on, at, 
and in. 
 
1.1 Research Questions 
Spatial expressions are natural language phrases which specify a placement, area or 
direction of objects. A demonstrative pronoun such as here or there may indicate the place of an 
object in some contexts. In general, a spatial expression includes a relational term, and two noun 
phrases which represent a located object and a reference object; depending on contexts, only one 
of the two objects appears. The relational term can be encoded through a preposition (on, in, …), 
a noun (front, left, right,…), a verb (locate, stand, …), or an adjective (close, distant, …). 
Expressions containing prepositional phrases representing spatial relations are prime examples of 
spatial expressions in English. Consider the following examples. 
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(1) a. a book on the table 
b. A book is on the table. 
c. There is a book on the table. 
d. John put a book on the table.  
 
The current study examines spatial uses of prepositions, but not of other syntactic 
categories such as adjectives (e.g., The radio is on, My boss is on to me…). As we can see in 
example (1), a spatial expression may be structured simply by a noun and a prepositional phrase 
that modifies the preceding noun as shown in (1a). It may also be structured around a copular 
verb as shown in (1b), or have an existential quantifier as in (1c), or an active verb as shown in 
(1d). In this study, consideration is given mainly to the first three types of spatial expressions in 
order to examine spatial relations solely conveyed by spatial prepositions. Verbs often assign 
additional thematic roles to the prepositional phrases, which may or may not be the locative.  
This study concentrates on the issue of how various spatial relations are represented through 
spatial prepositions.  
In all the examples in (1), there are two spatial entities: a book or the book, as the located 
object and the table as the reference object. Various treatments of spatial language have called 
the located entity, a book in example (1), the “trajectory” (Langacker 1987; Vandeloise 1991) or 
the “figure” (Herskovits 1986; Talmy 1983); the reference entity, the table in (1) has been 
referred to as the “landmark” (Langacker 1987; Vandeloise 1991) or the “ground” (Herskovits 
1986; Talmy 1983). According to Talmy (1983, 2003), a Ground refers to the bigger and 
backgrounded entity and a Figure is the smaller entity and the focus of attention. Herskovits 
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(1986) also refers to a book as a “local subject” and the table as a “local object.” I adopt the 
terminology of a Figure and a Ground following Herskovits (1986) and Talmy (1983).  
Regarding expressions with spatial prepositions, we will consider how spatial 
prepositions express relations between spatial entities, a Figure and a Ground. Consider the 
following examples: 
     
(2) a.  the potato on the dish 
b. the potato in the dish  
  
We can see different prepositions depicting the same situation. The examples in (2) 
describe a situation in which somebody put a potato on a plate. More particularly, the potato is in 
contact with the outer surface of the dish and the dish supports the potato. Two spatial 
expressions with different prepositions describe the same scene. The spatial relationship 
expressed in example (2) can be encoded using either on or in. 
Next, a morphologically simple preposition like on may express multiple spatial relations 
as in example (3).  
 
(3) a.  John‟s cabin on the lake 
b. the boat on the lake 
 
We do not interpret the spatial expressions in (3) as expressing the same spatial relation, 
contiguity or contact. In (3a), John‟s cabin is near the edge of the lake, while the boat is floating 
on the lake in (3b). That is, the same preposition on can be interpreted as representing different 
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physical relationships in different contexts. As we have seen in examples (2) and (3), a spatial 
preposition may convey multiple relations and different prepositions may represent the same 
relation. With regard to the representation, this study will investigate a way of representing the 
various spatial relations that a spatial expression may convey within contexts; with regard to the 
interpretation, I investigate ways of understanding scenes as well as any function that the 
expression indicates.  
The representation and interpretation of spatial expressions with prepositions are not the 
only things we must consider. Detailed information about the objects involved in a scene and 
general world knowledge are also needed in order to discern different spatial configurations 
conveyed by the same spatial preposition. Consider the following example. 
 
(4) a.  the fly on the ceiling 
b. the fly on the table 
c. ??the book on the ceiling 
 
In (4a), (4b), and (4c), the preposition on describes a Figure object as contiguous with a 
Ground object, but the arrangements of the two objects in each case vary depending on the 
situations that the objects encounter. It is knowledge about the ability of the fly to attach its feet 
to the ceiling that enables readers to understand that (4a) differs from (4c). A different spatial 
configuration is brought to mind in (4b). 
Herein lie the difficulties of representing and interpreting spatial relations from spatial 
prepositions. The same situation is often expressed by different prepositions in a language as in 
(2); and the same prepositional phrase represents several different situations in (3). There are 
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also situations in which we should consult physical constraints and background knowledge of the 
real world as in (4). How can the same preposition represent different spatial configurations? 
From where do these differences in understanding and interpreting spatial expressions come? 
Are they cases of ambiguity, or of generality of meaning?  
My approach to resolve these questions consists of the following parts. First, I will 
present various aspects of spatial configurations that are associated with a particular spatial 
preposition in order to show how a spatial preposition involves a diversity of spatial 
configurations and relationships. To spell out the diverse relations, I examine spatial expressions 
containing the same prepositional phrases or Figure objects and Ground objects. Second, I will 
show how we distinguish various spatial configurations represented by the same spatial 
preposition by examining spatial relations and spatial entities.  
Finally, in order to provide a formal way to explain the questions, I propose a semantic 
representation model for spatial expressions which gives us information about a preposition and 
spatial entities, a Figure object and a Ground object. This model is based on semantic features 
from a componential approach as well as semantic structures and generative mechanisms from 
the Generative Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky 1990, 1995). My representation model is composed 
of semantic structures that explicate spatial entities and spatial relations based on basic senses of 
the spatial prepositions.  
The semantic features in this representation model are used to describe meanings of 
spatial prepositions and to represent spatial relations pertaining to the prepositions. The features 
characterize arrangement, dimensionality and orientation of the spatial entities in order to specify 
configurations of the entities. The features also inform us of distinctive factors and common 
factors of the spatial prepositions. The common factors reveal the situation as in (2), when 
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different prepositions describe the same scene; the distinctive factors make the examples (3) 
clear, in which a preposition conveys various spatial relations. Thus, we can say that one of the 
main goals in this study is to establish semantic features for spatial prepositions and entities. The 
basic senses of prepositions are delimited by using semantic features. The representation model 
provides information about the co-occurring arguments. Due to the information about the co-
occurring words, this model provides phrasal level explanations as well as context information. 
Detailed exemplification and explanation is presented in chapter 5.  
 
1.2 Theoretical Frameworks 
The proposed semantic representation model is situated within the framework of 
Componential Analysis (Katz 1972; Bennett 1975; Wierzbicka 1996; and Jackendoff 1983, 
1990) and the Generative Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky 1991, 1995). Both approaches employ 
semantic features to represent the senses of lexical items.  
Componential analysis is founded on the idea that the meaning of each term can be 
analyzed by a set of meaning components or properties in the lexicon. The meaning components 
for spatial prepositions are focused on expressing geometric relations (Cooper 1968; Leech 1969; 
Bennett 1975; Miller & Johnson-Laird 1976; Herskovits 1986). This approach relies on a system 
of meaning representations involving a limited number of semantic features which are the main 
components of which meanings consist. In order to describe the meanings of spatial prepositions 
related to spatial configurations, I need to define the semantic features of spatial prepositions. I 
will adopt concepts inherited from geometric or topological relations. The features for spatial 
expressions are categorized broadly in two parts, features of spatial relations and features of 
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spatial entities. The spatial relational features are made up of arrangement features and physical 
relation features. The features for spatial entities are specified as region and orientation features.  
The Generative Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky 1991, 1995), henceforth GLT, is a 
developed version of componential analysis. The GLT designs lexical entries which are 
structured into four levels and encode different senses, and allow for various word senses 
through compositions of different features. The four levels of lexical representation in GLT, 
which will be explained in chapter 2, are connected by a set of generative devices, referred to as 
type coercion, co-composition and selective binding. The generative devices allow the 
compositional interpretation of words in context. The fact that the GLT suggests a process 
providing contextual information leads me to adopt this theory to model spatial interpretations 
for my study. In the case of prepositions, knowledge about the arguments and spatial entities in 
the context of the given spatial preposition has a fundamental impact on the interpretation of a 
relation expressed via a preposition. 
To describe the meanings of spatial prepositions and to study the spatial relationships 
between the Figure object and the Ground object, the semantic representation model I provide is 
based on the concept and use of features from componential analysis as well as semantic 
structures and generative mechanisms from the GLT. Spatial properties are represented together 
with all other properties of a given object. Within the frameworks of componential analysis and 
the Generative Lexicon Theory, I introduce new semantic structure that illustrates the spatial 
information needed to identify specific configurations between spatial entities. The newly 
introduced semantic structure plays roles not only to demonstrate configurations but also to 
differentiate multiple meanings of words that represent spatial relations.  
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I expect that my proposed semantic representations will illustrate the various meanings of 
the spatial prepositions and their derived readings within contexts. The representation also 
enables us to disambiguate prepositions and their configurations by articulating the senses of the 
prepositions on the basis of contexts in which the prepositions occur. Ultimately, my research 
aims to develop a new semantic representation model for spatial expressions based on 
componential analysis and the Generative Lexicon approach.  
 
1.3 Outline of the Dissertation 
My study is organized as follows. In chapter 2, I present an overview of componential 
analysis and summarize earlier studies on locative prepositions. Then I describe the Generative 
Lexicon Theory. I present in detail the argument structure, the qualia structure and the co-
composition process that serve as the theoretical basis for modeling semantic representations 
for spatial expressions.  
Chapter 3 presents various spatial configurations expressed by the spatial prepositions, on, 
at, and in. First I demonstrate prepositions expressing multiple configurations and spatial 
relations in contexts. Then, I present an overview of research on distinguishing ambiguity, 
generality, and indexicality. While presenting the issues pertaining to multiple senses, I turn to 
polysemy of the spatial prepositions, applying the standard ambiguity tests.  
In chapter 4, I provide semantic features for representing spatial relations, spatial entities, 
and the integration of those features. The semantic features about spatial relations describe how a 
Figure object and a Ground object are arranged in a space with the values of „contact‟, „overlap‟, 
„adjacency‟, or „inclusion‟ and how two spatial entities are physically related in a space with the 
values of „support‟, or „attach‟. Features about spatial entities describe an orientation, 
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dimensionality, or region of the spatial entities. Arrangements are related to topological or 
geometrical relations; physical relations of spatial entities describe how two entities are linked to 
each other. They are more related to physics in some sense, the way spatial objects interact in 
space.  
I introduce a loci structure which explicates semantic features of spatial entities and 
spatial relations, and contributes to the determination of specific configurations. The semantic 
representation model incorporates the loci structure into the Generative Lexicon Theory‟s 
semantic structures in order to enumerate spatial features. The semantic structure for spatial 
expressions is composed of the loci structure as well as the argument structure and the qualia 
structure adopted from the Generative Lexicon Theory. I conclude the chapter by integrating all 
the semantic features to be used to describe spatial expressions into a matrix.  
Chapter 5 exemplifies the semantic representation model with the spatial prepositions, on, 
at, and in. First I delimit the basic senses of spatial prepositions and define any derived senses or 
usages from the basic senses based on the semantic representation model. The interpretation of 
spatial expressions is represented using semantic structures. The representations outline the 
information about the prepositions and their co-occurring arguments to provide contextual 
information. In the semantic structures, Figures and Grounds are specified and specific locations 
of the Figures are provided. In addition to describing the locations, if there are any purposes or 
functions of the spatial entities, the proposed semantic representation also explicates this 
information. 
In chapter 6, I investigate Korean spatial expressions. Because prepositions do not appear 
in the Korean language system, we first examine spatial terms representing spatial relations 
which may correspond to spatial prepositions in English. Particles in Korean mark both semantic 
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and grammatical relations and they are attached to preceding nominals. Among various particles, 
-ey corresponds to the English spatial prepositions „at‟, „on‟, and „in‟. In the preceding chapter, I 
propose semantic structures composed of the qualia structure by Pustejovsky (1991, 1995) and 
the loci structure for specifying configurations of spatial expressions; I demonstrate that the 
semantic structures represent various configurations that a spatial preposition may convey based 
on the co-composition mechanism. The semantic structures used to describe English are applied 
to Korean spatial expressions. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Semantic Frameworks for Spatial Expressions 
 
English prepositions have been studied from the semantic point of view. Much of this 
work has focused on issues of word meaning, for example, polysemy, core / prototypical 
meanings, meanings related to static / dynamic relations or denotational constraints on 
interpretations (Brugman 1981, 1988; Brugman & Lakoff 1988; Dirven 1993; Lakoff 1987; 
Hawkins 1988, Herskovits 1986; Nam 1995; Tyler & Evans 2003; Vandeloise 1991). In order to 
define spatial prepositions, Jackendoff (1983), Landau and Jackendoff (1993), Landau (1994), 
and Talmy (2000) provide a restricted list of primitives which are universal and innate 
topological notions inherited by all human beings and encoded by spatial components. 
According to Levinson (2003a; 2003b), Bowerman & Choi (2003), Herskovits (1986), 
Vandelosie (1986), Brugman (1983), Lakoff (1987), and Brugman & Lakoff (1988), spatial 
components in language depend on conditions in several ways by cultural conventions. In this 
chapter, I review the existing research about Componential Analysis (Leech 1969; Bennett 1975) 
of spatial prepositions and the Generative Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky 1991, 1995). Rather than 
offering a chronology on defining the senses of prepositions, I choose to focus on semantic 
models on which I will build for my proposed study. 
The category of spatial prepositions is broadly divided into two groups: prepositions of 
static location and prepositions of direction (Bennett 1972; Jackendoff 1983; Zwarts 1997; 
Zwarts & Winter 2000; Kracht 2002; Zwarts 2005, 2006). When prepositions are followed by 
verbs, it becomes distinct whether they describe location or direction. For example, the 
preposition at is used to represent a static location of an object in most cases, e.g., John is 
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waiting for his friend at the store. There are cases in which at represents a direction or a 
destination, e.g., The dog jumped at my face or We arrived at the park. A group of prepositions 
such as on and in mainly express static location and this study will focus on the static location 
uses.  
The usages, the interpretation and the representations of the meanings of spatial 
prepositions cannot be determined by themselves. That is, the meanings of spatial prepositions 
are not determined isolated from context. The uses of direction or location of the preposition at 
are established by the verb, and both senses and usages are marked off within contexts. As an 
approach to systematically describe the meanings and the structure of spatial prepositions, we 
consider their meanings in relationship to other lexical items, that is, within contexts. The 
meaning of a word is assigned through its interaction with other components such as other words 
in a given context or according to people‟s background knowledge.  
My interest lies in representing spatial relations conveyed by spatial prepositions and how 
best to model the semantic representation and interpretation of prepositions. We both adopt and 
adapt the componential approach which has long been used to analyze meanings in terms of 
semantic features in order to establish semantic representation models. We extend the Generative 
Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky 1991, 1995) to develop a formal description of spatial expressions 
containing spatial prepositions in English.  
This chapter is organized as follows. First, I present the essentials of decompositional 
analysis, especially focusing on prepositions. Following this, I briefly introduce argument 
structure, qualia structure and a generative mechanism from the Generative Lexicon Theory as a 
developed version of componential analysis.  
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2.1 Componential Approach  
I adopt the componential approach as a framework for semantic analysis of spatial 
prepositions. In the componential analysis, words are not the smallest units but are built of 
smaller components of meanings which are combined differently to form different words. The 
smaller components are called semantic components or primitives, and the semantic analysis 
employing these primitives is called componential analysis.  
Most current theoretical approaches to lexical semantics can be divided into two types: 
the componential approach and the schematic approach. The componential approach relies on a 
system of meaning representation involving a limited number of semantic features (Katz (1972), 
Bennett (1975), Wierzbicka (1996), and Jackendoff (1983, 1990)). The schematic approach takes 
the position that word meanings must be undertaken within more complex conceptual structures, 
often relying on an image-driven representational form, such as the „image schemas‟ developed 
by Lakoff & Johnson (1980), Lakoff(1987), Johnson (1987) and Talmy (2003); the image 
schemata establishes patterns of people‟s understanding of lexical items using diagrams.  
In the componential framework, word meanings are composed of atomic elements, also 
known as a set of semantic features. There has been a variety of features proposed for semantic 
representations. This approach shows the fact that semantic features can be used to deduce and to 
infer relationships among meanings defined by the componential representation. For example,  
 
(6) a. girl = [-adult; -male; +human] 
b. woman = [+adult; -male; +human] 
c. boy = [-adult; +male; +human] 
d. man =[+adult; +male; +human] 
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As we can see in the example (6), this representation expresses the semantic relation of 
man-woman  and boy-girl  as antonyms, and that they all belong to the same semantic category. 
That is, the feature [+/- male] explains that they are antonymous; the feature [+human] allows 
them to belong to the same semantic category. Girl and boy can also be categorized in the same 
way due to [-adult] and [+human]. Based on semantic features which are held in common, a 
group of lexemes constitute a semantic category. Shared semantic features among lexical items 
characterize a semantic category and idiosyncratic features discriminate one word from another. 
These characteristics of semantic description provide not only shared meanings, but also unique 
meanings of words. 
More developed types of the componential approaches which model semantic 
interpretations have focused on the composition not only at the word level but also at the level of 
clauses. At the word level, word meanings are decomposed into semantic primitives or features. 
Composition at the clausal level combines the meanings of constituents which may result in a 
change in the meaning of the phrases (Nunberg 1995, Pustejovsky 1995, Copestake and Briscoe 
1995, Jackendoff 1997).  
Katz and Fodor (1963), Syzmanek (1988), Jackendoff (1990), Pustejovsky (1995), 
Wierzbicka (1996) and Lieber (2004) use different kinds of features to define meanings. For one 
thing, Jackendoff often employs abstract terms and logical symbols for semantic primitives, but 
Wierzbicka uses intuitively clear everyday words.  Jackendoff (1972, 1983, 1990, 1991, and 
1996) is concerned with the structural description of the meaning of verbs. Jackendoff (1992:10) 
states that “there is a form of mental representation called conceptual structure that is common 
to all natural languages and that serves as the syntax of thought.” In order to describe the senses 
of verbs, he employs semantic primitives such as BE, GO, STAY, ORIENT, TO, CAUSE, 
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FROM, THING, and PATH. Jackendoff (1990) argues that the arguments and the meaning of a 
word are hierarchically arranged as shown in (7). 
    
(7) Jackendoff‟s Lexical Conceptual Structure (1990:45) 
    John ran into the room 
    Syntactic Structure: [S [NP John] [VP ran [PP into [NP the room]]]]     
    Conceptual Structure: [Event GO ([Thing JOHN], [Path TO ([Place IN ([Thing ROOM])])])] 
                 
Wierzbicka (1988, 1996) also analyzed word meanings by way of decomposing words 
with semantic primitives, which should be words that cannot be further explicated by simpler 
words. In Wierzbicka‟s recent work (1996), she provides fifty-six primitives including I, YOU, 
HERE, NOW, DO, HAPPEN and more.  
Let us consider a componential approach that defines one of the spatial prepositions: on. 
Bennett (1975:67) proposed the following definitions of on by breaking each down into the 
minimal components that distinguishes it from other meanings, as shown in (8).  
 
(8) on y    
a. [locative y]]    
b. [locative [surface of y]]    
c. [locative [interior of y]]   
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The semantic feature „locative‟ makes it possible for us to figure out what is the shared 
meaning of the preposition on, especially when it represents a spatial relationship
1
. This feature 
is also present in the description of other prepositions such as at, on, in, into, over, under, above, 
below, and so on, since they belong to the same semantic category, spatial prepositions.  
Bennett (1975) positively marked or simply left unmarked each preposition for certain 
designated components of meaning, according to the structuralists‟ principle of markedness. His 
system of semantic analysis is based on three theoretical approaches to semantics, namely: case 
grammar and componential analysis. 
 
(9) a. Case Grammar - Five cases are taken into account, as elements occurring in the 
underlying representations of sentences: locative, source, path, goal, and extent. The 
basic sense of each preposition has just one of these cases, though it can express two 
or three of them, depending on the context. 
b. Componential analysis – Bennett distinguishes the following semantic features: 
anterior, posterior, higher, lower, exterior, interior, proximity, transverse, 
length and surround. 
 
Bennett combines cases and semantic components to define the prepositions. In order to find a 
general meaning of prepositions such as at, on, or in, he focuses on the noun phrases that follow 
the prepositions.  
Compared to the examples in (6), the representations in (8) do not have feature values 
such as „+‟ or „-.‟ An attribute of the words in (6) is identified through binary taxonomy because 
                                                 
1
 Temporal relation and idiomatic / metaphoric uses of the preposition on are outside of the scope of this study.  
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each attribute can only assume one of two states. While such oppositions could theoretically be 
established for all words, this would be impractical in many cases. There are several variations 
on these pairs, depending on how they relate to each other and how they can be used with other 
words. Linguists have devised a number of ways to represent these semantic features. Bennett 
(1975) expresses semantic features of words with internal bracketing as shown in example (8) 
rather than with symbols as shown in example (6).  
Another advantage of componential analysis is compositionality and the possibility of 
adding features, as we can see in examples (6) and (8). Bennett‟s componential description of on 
explains sense extensions by adding necessary semantic features such as „surface‟ or „interior.‟ 
Hyponyms of a particular word can easily be seen as those that share the same set of features but 
have one or more additional features that make their meaning more specific. A hypernym of a 
word lacks one or more of the former‟s features, but retains the rest, and no others. Thus 
componential analysis is well suited for representing fields of semantically related items in the 
same manner as kinship terminology. 
The componential approach, however, has limitations. Most of all, this approach 
emphasizes decomposition of meanings and it requires nearly as many features as there are 
lexical items, so there is hardly any simplification of the overall description. If the features are 
dependent on one another with a complementary distribution such as a gender, we can reduce the 
features using binary values, +/-. However, not all features can be represented by binary values, 
for example, age.  
Bennett‟s representation (1975) provides information related to the lexical unit itself 
without giving information about context. All the uses of a preposition are reduced to one core 
sense, which is the one introduced in the lexicon, and the context provides other aspects of 
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meaning which do not belong to the prepositions in and of themselves (Leech 1969; Bennett 
1975). Moreover, the label locative for the meanings of prepositions is so general that it does not 
convey detailed meanings. In order to compensate for this limitation of decompositional 
representation, Pustejovsky (1991, 1995) provides devices to derive the sense in context for the 
meaning representation. As many linguists assert, we cannot fully understand an utterance just 
by considering words without considering their contexts. In the remaining part of this section, I 
present the Generative Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky 1995) that I am adopting for my research. 
  
2.2 Generative Lexicon Theory 
Pustejovsky (1991) developed the Generative Lexicon Theory, the theory of lexical 
semantics that explores the lexicon as a dynamic system. The main assumption of the GLT is “a 
core set of word senses is used to generate a larger set of word senses when individual lexical 
items are combined with others in phrases and clauses” (Pustejovsky 1995:2). Pustejovsky 
maintains that lexical semantics should account for the polymorphic nature of language and the 
semantic well-formedness of utterances, and explain the creative use of words in contexts based 
on generative rules.  Lexical entries are given in terms of feature structures. The representation 
of nouns includes a specification of their meaning structures, which encode the form, content, 
agentive and purpose (telic) roles. 
In this study, I redefine the lexical representations for semantic structure and outline a 
generative operation presented in the Generative Lexicon Theory (GLT) by Pustejovsky (1991, 
1995).  I outline a theory of lexical semantics embodying a notion of co-compositionality as well 
as several levels of semantic description, where the semantic load is spread more evenly 
throughout the lexicon. Specialized roles are designed for spatial relationships of different spatial 
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prepositions. I present spatial relations, namely, regional roles and orientation roles. These 
definitions are used to construct a feature-based semantic representational model which 
contributes to interpreting spatial expressions.  
The GLT provides us with a model which couples expressive lexical semantic 
representations with mechanisms that capture the relationship between those representations and 
their syntactic expressions. The GLT suggests a system consisting of four levels of linguistic 
representation (Pustejovsky 1995: 61) in order to claim relatedness among senses of a word. 
These are, namely: (1) the argument structure, which includes the specification of number and 
type of logical arguments; (2) the event structure, which is a definition of the event type of an 
expression, e.g. a state, process, or transition; (3) the qualia structure, involving the essential 
attributes of an object or event as defined by the lexical item; and (4) the lexical inheritance 
structure, describing the way in which a lexical item is globally related to other concepts in the 
lexicon. The semantics of a lexical item a is viewed as a structure consisting of these four 
components, which are connected by a set of generative devices, referred to as type coercion, 
co-composition or selective binding, that allow for the compositional interpretation of words in 
context. Among these structures, my study concentrates on argument structure, qualia structure, 
and co-composition. 
GLT proposes that nominal complements carry lexical information used to shift the sense 
of the governing verb (Pustejovsky, 1995). It means that GLT allows some nominal arguments to 
constrain the meaning of their verbal predicates. Co-composition is viewed here as a unification. 
This operation is triggered off only if both the verb and the noun contain very specific lexical 
information. I will generalize the notion of co-composition so as to deal with polysemy of spatial 
prepositions in various contexts.  
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The principle of compositionality is a crucial assumption in many contemporary semantic 
theories. According to Cann (1933:3), “an adequate semantic theory must be able to explain how 
the meanings of smaller expressions contribute to the meanings of larger ones that contain 
them.” A wide-spread view of compositionality is that the meanings of smaller expressions 
determine the meaning of a larger one with reference solely to the way they are combined in 
syntax. Pustejovsky‟s (1995) co-composition offers an example of enriched composition.  
The GLT focuses on compositionality and the creative use of words, and is concerned 
about lexical coherence in the structure pertaining to semantic description. Pustejovsky (1995) 
explains his theory as designed to account for “the creative uses of words in novel contexts.”  
 
2.2.1 Argument Structure 
The argument structure specifies the number and semantic properties of arguments to a 
lexical item. The argument structure (Pustejovsky 1995:67) of a word is taken to be the minimal 
specification of its syntax, and the arguments in the structure are different from the general 
concepts of arguments, which a predicate or a noun syntactically takes as its complements or 
specifiers. Pustejovsky categorizes arguments by listing three different types, true arguments, 
default arguments, and shadow arguments based on the way that the arguments are 
syntactically realized.   
True arguments are perhaps the most obvious and basic arguments to talk about because 
they are the ones that are always syntactically realized. Thus, true arguments are obligatory to 
make a grammatically well-formed expression. For example, the verb eat requires a subject, 
making (10) ungrammatical without an argument. 
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(10) a. * Ate. 
b. John ate (the pizza). 
 
The NP argument in (10b), John, is an expression of eat‟s true argument. However, the 
verb eat can exist with or without a direct object: 
 
(11) a. Joe ate. 
b. Joe ate the pizza. 
 
In this case, the argument expressed by the pizza is optional. Optional arguments like the 
one seen in (11b) are default arguments. The difference between true and default arguments is 
that true arguments are obligatorily realized in the syntax, while default arguments are optional. 
It is important to note that both default and true arguments are necessary for the logical well-
formedness of the sentence. It must be true that when one eats, something must be eaten, just as 
one must devour something in order to be devouring. 
Shadow arguments are arguments that are usually not expressed in the syntax, but appear 
within the semantic content of the verb.  
 
(12) a. The checker bagged the groceries. 
b. The boxer punched the bag. 
 
In both (12a) and (12b) information is semantically encoded within the verbs. In (12a), it 
is clear that the groceries were put into bags, and in (12b), it is clear that the boxer punched the 
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bag using his fist. The shadow argument will only surface in the syntax if there is some new 
information, as in (13a) and (13b). 
 
(13) a. The checker bagged the groceries into paper bags/ *into bags. 
b. The boxer punched the bag with his bloody fist/ ?with his fist. 
 
The arguments for a lexical item are represented as a list structure where the type of 
argument is directly encoded in the argument structure (ARGSTR), as shown in the following 
example (14): 
 
(14) build 















artifactARG
individualanimateARG
ARGSTR
2
_1
 
  
In the above example (14), the verb build takes two true arguments, one for its subject 
(ARG1) and the other for its complement (ARG2); one is an animate individual and the other is 
an artifact. The default argument material is not necessarily expressed syntactically.  
Consider examples of other prepositions. In (15), the argument structure is used to 
describe the number and types of the preposition on and between. 
 
(15) a. on 
     














GroundARG
FigureARG
ARGSTR
2
1
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      b. between 
























23
12
1
GroundARG
GroundARG
FigureARG
ARGSTR  
 
Similar to the verb build, the preposition on takes two true arguments in a spatial 
expression; one is a Figure and the other is a Ground. The preposition between requires two 
reference objects, thus it takes three arguments. In some cases such as (15a), the Figure is not 
always syntactically realized as a subject, but the Ground is a complement of the preposition. 
More detailed representations of the preposition on are provided in chapter 4.   
 
2.2.2 Qualia Structure 
The qualia structure is “the set of properties associated with a lexical item which best 
explain what that word means” (Pustejovsky1995:77), and is the representation which gives “the 
relational force of a lexical item.” This structure consists of the specification of four basic roles, 
viz. the constitutive role, the formal role, the telic role and the agentive role, each of which 
provides a distinct but essential component to uniquely determine the meaning of a word.  
 
(16) The four roles of the qualia structure 
a. The FORMAL role contains the basic category which distinguishes the meaning of 
a word within a larger domain, e.g., orientation, magnitude, shape, dimensionality, 
color, or position. 
b. The CONSTITUTIVE role represents the relation between an object and its 
constituent parts, e.g., material, weight. 
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c. The TELIC role defines the purpose or function of the object, if there is one. In 
other words, the purpose that an agent has in performing an act is specified and a built-
in function or aim that specifies certain activities is represented.  
d. The AGENTIVE role gives the factors involved in the object‟s origins or “coming 
into being,” e.g., creator, artifact, or natural items. 
  
Now consider how the qualia structure provides lexical information and specifies the 
meanings. 
 
(17) a. The book is thick 
        b. The book is useful to study this topic.  
        c. This book is good. 
 
In (17a), the book is understood as a physical object and in (17b), the sense of the 
information is contextually distinct. This kind of sense alternation appears in various types of 
publications such as magazines or newspapers. In (17c), two readings, a physical object and 
information, are possible.  
The Generative Lexicon model defines a language for making types, where qualia can be 
unified to create more complex concepts out of simple ones. Following Pustejovsky (2001), the 
ontology divides the domain of individual words into three levels of type structure. 
 
(18) a. Natural types: Natural kind concepts consisting of reference only to Formal and 
Const qualia roles.  
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        b. Artificial types: Concepts making reference to purpose, function, or origin. 
c. Complex types: Concepts integrating reference to a relation between types.   
  
For example, a simple natural physical object (19), can be given a function (i.e., a Telic 
role), and transformed into an artificial type, as in (20).   
 
(19) 





 )physform(xFORMAL
physobj
  
 
(20) 












 x)Pred(y,TELIC
)physform(xFORMAL
bjartifact_o
 
 
Artificial types (the “unified types” in Pustejovsky 1995) behave differently from naturals, as 
they carry more information regarding their use and purpose.  
The third class of types is that of complex types. Complex types, such as book and 
university are given a unique status in GL, implemented as dot objects (Pustejovsky 1995), in 
order to capture their properties of belonging to a different semantic domain (Pustejovsky and 
Boguraev 1993), which Pustejovsky refers to as orthogonal (contradictory) inheritance in a type 
hierarchy
2
. Dot objects have a property that Pustejovsky refers to as inherent polysemy. This is 
the ability to appear in selectional contexts that are contradictory in type specification. 
                                                 
2
 Copestake et al (1993) apply typed feature structures to lexical structures. The type system includes the type 
hierarchy and the constraint system operating over the types. The type hierarchy (Copestake & Briscoe, 1992; 
Pustejovsky & Boguraev, 1993) shows how features are organized in a lattice structure, in which the architecture is 
structured into three domains: entities, qualities, and events.  
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Here are Pustejovsky‟s classic data on logical polysemy motivating dot object typing. 
The type specification for the underlined NP is given after each example.  
 
(21) a. John bought a book. 
        b. John wrote a book.   
 
(22) a. The newspaper fired the editor. 
        b. The newspaper is on the table.  
        c. I agreed with the newspaper.  
 
A lexical item subsists simultaneously in multiple semantic domains. In the above 
example, the noun book has two word senses: a physical object denotation and information 
denotation. Newspaper is interpreted as an organization, a physical object, and information 
respectively in (22). The apparently contradictory nature of the two or more senses for each pair 
is explained by a deeper structure relating these senses, the dot object.   
  
 
 
                                                                                                                                                             
   
Figure 2.1 Fragment of a type hierarchy (Pustejovsky 1995:90) 
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(23) Semantic structure of book (Pustejovsky 1995:116) 
 
 
 
Lexical entries are given in terms of feature structures. The semantic structure for book 
contains the information that the argument can be either seen as a piece of information or as a 
physical object. The qualia structure specifies that the physical object holds or contains the 
information, which is analyzed as the formal role; the telic role of book is that someone w read 
the book which contains the information and the two senses of the book are indicated by dotted 
„x.y‟. In this representation e stands for event and here it is a reading event which is telic; the 
agentive role is that someone v wrote it and e‟ is the writing event.  
When a noun book and a verb begin is combined, the qualia structure allows us to derive 
readings of the expression. Based on the semantic representation of book in (23), we have two 
interpretations for the following sentences.  
 
(24) a. John began the book. 
        b. The writer began the book.  
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book
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The sentence (24a) is interpreted as John began reading the book, and (24b) as The writer 
began writing the book. The subcategorization of begin requires a human as its first argument 
and an event as its second argument, which are stated in the argument structure in (25).  
 
(25) Semantic structure of begin (Pustejovsky 1995:116) 

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1
begin
 
 
The qualia structure allows us to deal with the various interpretations of linguistic units 
and expressions. The noun the book does not specify an event directly, but the qualia structure 
describes two events related to the noun book, namely a reading event and a writing event. The 
telic role of book serves as reference for this reading in (24a) and the agentive role requires us to 
have the interpretation of (24b).   
In the GLT, the notion of qualia structure, and the four types of roles (constitutive, formal, 
telic, and agentive roles) seem to apply mainly to the description of the semantics of nouns, and 
to nouns denoting concrete objects in particular. In fact, with only a few exceptions, the nouns 
discussed by Pustejovsky (1995) all denote physical objects. Pustejovsky maintains that a qualia 
structure can be defined for all types of lexical items, but that not all lexical items need to carry a 
value for each role. 
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The qualia structure plays a role that links together the semantic contributions of 
complement nouns and their prepositions. The predicates in the qualia are there to account for a 
wide variety of forms of composition and interpretation including argument selection, adjectival 
modification, and type coercion (Pustejovsky 1991, 1995; Bouillon 1995). The advantage of the 
GLT representation over models such as Bennett‟s decompositional analysis (1975) or 
Herskovits‟ descriptive analysis (1986) is that the argument structure and selectional information 
are encoded using formal methods. On the basis of information provided by the GLT, creative 
uses of a word can be defined. The main thesis underlying the GLT is that words do not have a 
fixed and enumerable number of senses. Words have many meanings that depend on the context 
in which they occur. Studying the nature of the contexts and the ways in which they shape word 
meanings is the task that Pustejovsky has undertaken. Pustejovsky (1995) contends that 
meanings associated with words are in large measure determined by contexts.  
In Pustejovsky‟s componential analysis, each constituent adds its meaning, so that at the 
phrasal level the whole meaning is derived from the composition of the parts, together with the 
contextual information. The argument structures of verbs and their complements co-specify each 
other based on their qualia structures. In my proposed semantic model of spatial expressions, the 
format of qualia structure is adopted according to spatial relational features in order to define 
various meanings of prepositions. The arguments of prepositions are realized as Figures and 
Grounds, and the argument structure employed by Pustejovsky (1995) is modified for encoding 
the Figure and Ground information.  
Spatial prepositions are polysemous and each meaning can convey one or more spatial 
relationship depending on context. Consider the following examples: 
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(26) a. shops on 5
th
 Street 
b. snow on the roof 
c. seats on the bus  
 
The examples convey different spatial configurations, i.e. along the side of the street, 
surface of the roof, and inside of the bus, along with spatial relationships such as contact or 
support. The componential approach by Bennett (1975) has advantages in explaining shared 
meanings and differences in meanings as in the example (27).  
 
(27) on y    
a. [locative y]    
b. [locative [surface of y]]    
c. [locative [interior of y]]    
 
In my proposed semantic representation of the preposition on, the y that Bennett (1975) 
uses in example (27) is replaced with the words that comprise the Grounds. The result is the 
following as shown in example (28) corresponding to the examples in (26):  
  
(28) a. [locative 5
th
 street]]   
b. [locative [surface of roof]    
c. [locative [interior of bus]]     
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When the Ground (y) is replaced with 5
th
 street, roof, and bus, the representation properly 
explains the different spatial configurations of the examples in (28).  
Bennett (1975) provides a concrete representation system for describing the usage of the 
spatial preposition on as in the examples in (26), (27), and (28). Let us consider the following 
examples.  
 
(29) a. the picture on the wall 
b. the picture on the desk 
c. an apple on the branch 
d. the handle on the mug  
e. a happy look on his face  
 
Although the representation, [locative y], can be broadly applied to spatial expressions 
containing the preposition on, it is too vague to distinguish the different spatial configurations of 
all examples, especially the kinds shown in (29a), (29b), and (29c). Features that suggest 
themselves include contact and pressure or more abstract support. But, in (29d), a handle is part 
of a mug, and so not really in contact with it nor does it exert pressure. In (29e), a look is an 
expression that temporarily distorts a face but does not really exert pressure on it. No semantic 
features are common and exclusive to all usages, even when allowing for the effects of context. 
The semantic representation using features assigned to on must describe all the usages in (29).  
Pustejovsky‟s qualia structure and argument structure are useful for providing 
information about the co-occurring words and arguments of the predicates. The qualia structure 
is composed of four roles, namely, the constitutive role, the formal role, the telic role and the 
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agentive role. I propose to adopt the format of this structure by reconfiguring the roles; this is 
explained in chapter 5. In the rest of this chapter, I outline generative operations that combine the 
argument structure and the qualia structure to derive various senses within contexts. 
 
2.2.3 Co-composition  
The GLT (Pustejovsky 1995) includes operations which are a set of generative devices 
connecting the argument structure, the event structure, the qualia structure, and the inheritance 
structure. The devices that connect the lexical semantic levels of description provide the 
compositional interpretation of terms in context. The generative operations are carried out by 
means of type coercion, selective binding and co-composition. Pustejovsky employs these 
mechanisms to explain the polysemy that is found in a predicate and its arguments, e.g. begin a 
book vs. begin reading a book vs. begin to read a book, and the arguments modified by a 
predicate such as fast car or fast typist.  
Pustejovsky explains the sense extension of verb phrases with different complements 
based on the following co-composition process. The formal definition is given in (30).   
 
(30) Co-composition based on Qualia Unification (Pustejovsky 1995:124) 
a. Co-composition describes lexical structures in which more than one function 
application is allowed.  
b. Function Application with Qualia Unification: For two expressions, α, and β with the 
qualia structures QSα and QSβ, respectively, then, if there is a qualia value shared by α 
and β, [QSα … [Qi = γ]] and [QSβ … [Qi = γ]], then we can define the qualia unification of 
QSα and QSβ, QSα ∩ QSβ, as the unique feature of these two qualia structures. 
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In the Generative Lexicon, relational words such as verbs and adjectives are taken as 
functions and nominals are taken as being their arguments. Co-composition is a unification 
operation that constrains function application and this process is activated when the verb and the 
noun contain common semantic information.  
The co-composition works as follows: first, a verb and a complement combines; second, 
if one of qualia roles in the semantic structures of the verb and that of the complement  are 
conformed with each other, the shared information allows the phrase to generate another 
semantic structure for the verb phrase. In this way, co-composition makes use of semantic 
information of both the verb and the argument in a phrase to create senses that are not listed in 
the lexicon. Co-composition aims to explain the process by which semantic structures of the 
arguments affect the total meanings of the expressions. The composition of qualia structures 
results in a derived sense of the verbs where the verbal and complement qualia role, Qi = γ, 
match, and the qualia role of the complement, Qi = γ, becomes the qualia role for the entire verb 
phrase.  
Based on the co-composition process, a word may have novel meanings which are not yet 
lexicalized. This occurs when there is an important change in the word meaning or when the 
meaning is not just a certain combination of the meanings of its parts. For instance, through the 
process of co-composition, the verb bake can be interpreted as „a change-of-state‟ verb in (31a) 
or as „a creation‟ verb in (31b) with particular complements. One example of a type of co-
composition given by Pustejovsky is the case of the verb „bake‟. 
 
(31) a. John baked the potato. 
        b. John baked the cake. 
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Compared to Levin and Rappaport (1995) who suggest that „bake‟ would have to be 
entered as both forms in separate lexical entries, Pustejovsky (1991) proposes that the 
complements „potato‟ or „cake‟ in (31) carry information which acts on the governing verb, 
essentially taking the verb as argument.  
Pustejovsky assumes these differences in senses can be derived through the generative 
mechanism of co-composition, which applies at the level of the entire verb phrase. When bake is 
combined with the complement potato, whose agentive role is specified as „natural kind‟, the 
change of state interpretation remains. The noun potato does not contain a specification of an 
event structure, therefore, the process of co-composition does not apply.  
Pustejovsky‟s lexical structures for bake in (32a) and for cake in (32b) explain why the 
noun cake shifts the meaning of bake to “creation”, while potato keeps its default meaning, 
“change-of-state.”  
  
(32) Semantic Structure (Pustejovsky 1995:123-125) 
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In the example (32a), the semantic structure of the verb „bake‟ shows a simple event, 
which only has one event, process. In the argument structure, ARG2 is mostly assigned with 
complements such as „potato‟ or „fish‟. The lexical conceptual paradigm is state change, since 
the condition of the complements undergoes a change. But if the complement of the verb is a 
product noun such as „cake‟, the meaning „change of state‟ no longer exists and the meaning of 
the verb becomes „creation‟ of the product. In (32b), the semantic structure of the noun „cake‟ 
includes argument structure and qualia structure. When the noun is an artifact, the formal role 
describes shape or type of the noun; the agentive role shows how the noun comes into being; and 
the telic role explains the purpose of the noun. The qualia structure in (32b) presents „cake‟ made 
of material (mass) by its constitutive role; „cake‟ becomes food by its formal role. The purpose 
of „cake‟ eaten by someone is encoded based on the telic role; it is made by baking using the 
agentive role.  
Let us consider how these two separate semantic structures cooperate to extend the senses 
of the verb. The process of co-specification, the agentive value of cake makes reference to the 
process within the phrase, and serves as a main factor. The semantics for the verb phrase bake a 
cake operates according to the following process (Pustejovsky. 1995:124): the complement co-
specifies the verb based on the same feature of the agentive role in the qualia structure, which is 
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bake_act; the composition of the qualia structure results in a derived sense of the verb, where the 
verb matches the complement is agentive roles and the complement‟s formal role becomes the 
formal role for the entire VP. The value of the complement co-specifies the verb and adds 
meaning to the verb by co-composition. Pustejovsky calls this co-specification of qualia structure 
as qualia unification through the identity of qualia values for AGENTIVE in the verb and its 
argument. That is, QA(bake) = QA(the cake).  
The creation sense of bake is provided in part by the meaning of a cake, by virtue of its 
being an artifact. Pustejovsky explains that a default argument of cake, mass, should be under the 
creation process as an artifact of bake. According to Pustejovsky (1995), when we compose a 
semantic structure for the verb phrase, bake a cake, cake is the second argument of bake as in 
ARG2 and identifies the values and modulates the qualia structure of bake.   
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When the verb „bake‟ is accompanied by the argument „cake‟, the verb is interpreted as 
meaning „creation‟ instead of „change of state‟. The verb „bake‟ meaning „change of state‟ has a 
simple event structure [E = e1:process] in (32a). The interpretation of the verb becomes 
„creation‟ with a complex event structure [E= e1:process ; e2:state] in (33) and the number of 
necessary arguments in the argument structure is increased. The information about the cake‟s 
AGENTIVE role in (32b) affects the qualia structure of the verb „bake‟ in (33). The noun cake, 
ARG2 in (33), specifies an event associated with creation as an agentive role in the qualia 
structure. This co-specification is the basis, when „cake‟ becomes the complement of „bake‟ and 
the two words are semantically composed of one sense extension. The basic semantic structure 
of „bake‟ does not take an artifact as its object. In this way, semantic structures of two lexical 
items cannot be added to each other through the basic word compounding process, however, 
shared information in their qualia structures makes it possible to co-compose their meanings. The 
presence of complements contributes to not only specifying the interpretation of the verb, but 
also to extending the senses of the verb.  
Co-composition explains how word senses are understood when they are combined 
within a phrase by relating them to the constraints the words impose on the arguments, which 
allow us to derive phrasal level semantic information. This mechanism combines the meanings 
of two words which may result in a change or an extension to those meanings themselves.  
The componential approach has advantages in that semantic features can be not only 
combined, but also combined incrementally to explicate lexical items. However, the 
disadvantage of the componential analysis by Bennett (1975) is that this approach only provides 
the meaning of the lexical item. I anticipate that the relational force, as a redefined qualia 
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structure, the argument structure, and co-composition will compensate for the aspect that is 
lacking in Bennett‟s approach.  
Next, I will consider the possibility that other semantic operations can explicate various 
meanings and that more components are necessary for semantic representation in order to specify 
the spatial configurations of the expressions. In chapter 5, I demonstrate a preliminary semantic 
template for representing senses and configurations of the spatial expressions. The next chapter 
is focused on various semantic configurations that contribute to the value of the lexical structure.  
Together with the argument structure, the qualia structure provides lexemes with a 
complex multi-layered representation of their content (Pustejovsky 1995: 76). Pustejovsky‟s 
analysis contains componential analyses of meanings and information about co-occurring 
arguments.  
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CHAPTER 3 
Spatial Configurations and Meanings 
 
Compared to other parts of speech, the number of prepositions in English is relatively 
small (Jackendoff & Landau 1991). Some prepositions represent multiple spatial relations that 
describe the position of one object in relation to another object. While the number of spatial 
prepositions is small, the number and variety of spatial relationships denoted by them are many. 
This provides an insight into the problems and challenges of the inherent ambiguity and 
vagueness in our usage and understanding of spatial prepositions. Let us consider if the various 
meanings of prepositions are really distinct concepts; how do we figure out which meanings are 
the proper ones in the appropriate contexts? 
There are two main approaches devoted to representing spatial prepositions, namely, the 
minimal specification / monosemy approach (Bennett 1975; Cooper 1968; Leech 1969; Lindner 
1981; Miller & Johnson-Laird 1976) and the full specification / polysemy approach (Brugman 
1988; Brugman & Lakoff 1988; Hawkins 1984; Herskovits 1986; Vandeloise 1991). From a 
monosemic view, each lexical item is associated with a single highly abstract sense. One of the 
monosemic approaches to prepositional semantics is Bennett‟s (1975) work. Bennett‟s work 
focuses on the analysis of the spatial and temporal uses of several English prepositions and 
suggests that each preposition has a single core sense and further semantic denotations are 
derived from the contexts in which they occur.  
From the polysemic perspective, a lexical item has several distinct senses and different 
uses. Herskovits (1986) provides multiple uses types to account for the meanings of spatial 
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prepositions. Tyler and Evans (2003) suggest criteria for determining distinct senses for 
polysemy.  
Vandeloise (1991) claims a clear diachronic component in the organization of a 
polysemous category on the basis that the meaning of a word evolves from simple to complex.  
 
[T]he dimensionality of the object is often only a superficial consequence of the 
preposition itself, and not an essential characteristic of the use of the preposition. 
Seductive geometric generalizations, often based on simplified analyses, hide the true 
nature of the prepositions they attempt to explain (Vandeloise 1991: 7).  
 
In Vandeloise‟s view, geometric idealizations can only provide a partial account of the 
controversial issue of prepositional usage. As an alternative, Vandeloise argues that in the 
analysis of prepositions more emphasis should be placed on functional factors. This view is 
implemented in his analysis of French prepositions (1984, 1991) and in his study of the English 
topological preposition in (1994).  
In the following section 3.1, I present various spatial configurations that can be 
represented by the prepositions on, at, and in. Following the descriptions of the spatial 
configurations illustrated by each preposition, I explore where the various meanings of the 
prepositions come from, especially focusing on the issue of non-specificity in meanings. We can 
see that spatial expressions containing spatial prepositions delineate various configurations based 
on the Figure and the Ground. In section 3.2, I present an ambiguity test (Zwicky and Sadock 
1975) and criteria for determining distinct senses (Tyler and Evans 2003). These bases account 
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for the diversity of meaning in a given context, which is explained as ambiguity rather than by 
generality of meaning.  
 
3.1 Various Spatial Configurations  
The simplest type of spatial expressions containing prepositional phrases in English 
generally consists of three elements, one preposition and two nouns. The nouns refer to an object 
to be located (Figure) and a reference object (Ground); the preposition refers to the spatial 
relationship between the Figure and the Ground (Landau& Jackendoff 1993). See the following 
examples. 
 
(34) a. a book on the table 
         b. A book is on the table.  
 
As in the examples (34), a spatial expression is structured simply using a noun and a 
prepositional phrase that modifies the preceding noun as shown in (34a). It may also be 
structured around a copular verb as shown in (34b). There are also spatial expressions that are 
not composed of three constituents. For instance, an expression „The book is nearby‟, has only 
one noun and one preposition instead of two nouns, since the Ground object can be inferred from 
the context. The environments in which a spatial expression appears are varied, but the most 
important constituent is the spatial preposition.  
Prepositions are one of the main linguistic elements that are used to indicate spatial 
relationships between Figure objects and Ground objects. One of the main functions for spatial 
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prepositions is to indicate a specific location in a large space (Miller & Johnson-Laird 1976), for 
example, the preposition in limits the location of a Figure within a Ground.  
In this section, I present the eight spatial prepositions that are most frequently used 
among all the prepositions. The Brown Corpus and the British National Corpus contain slightly 
different numbers of frequency and order. In the Brown Corpus, the frequency is marked as the 
percentile of occurrence in the total number of 1,735,718 words. For instance, the preposition of 
occurs at a rate of 3.57% in the frequency, which means it appears around 62138 times. The 
frequency numbers given for the words indicate a way to rank the words in importance and in 
repetition of use. The rank number refers to the rank of appearance in the whole corpus. The 
following table shows distributions from the Brown Corpus and the British National Corpus.  
 
Table3.1 Distribution of preposition frequency   
a. Brown Corpus   
Rank Prep. Freq(%) Rank Prep. Freq(%) Rank Prep. Freq (%) 
2 of 3.58 58 into 0.180 145 against 0.0616 
4 to 2.57 80 over 0.120 156 during 0.0576 
6 in 2.10 86 after 0.110 157 without 0.0574 
11 for 0.90 90 before 0.100 161 around 0.0552 
16 on 0.66 92 through 0.095 174 upon 0.0487 
18 at 0.53 100 down 0.089 244 per 0.0366 
19 by 0.52 126 between 0.072 246 among 0.0364 
26 from 0.43 129 under 0.070 261 within 0.0353 
55 up 0.19 141 off 0.063 264 along 0.0349 
57 about 0.18 143 since 0.062 269 above 0.0291 
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Table 3.1 (cont.) 
b. British National Corpus 
Rank Prep. Freq (%) Rank Prep. Freq (%) Rank Prep. Freq (%) 
3 of 2.94 61 into 0.16 145 within 0.04 
6 in 1.82 69 about 0.15 156 during 0.04 
10 to 0.93 91 like 0.11 157 before 0.04 
11 for 0.84 105 after 0.09 161 towards 0.03 
16 with 0.66 111 between 0.09 174 around 0.02 
17 on 0.51 117 through 0.07 244 upon 0.02 
19 by 0.48 123 over 0.07 246 including 0.02 
20 at 0.41 167 against 0.06 261 among 0.02 
24 from 0.18 169 under 0.06 264 across 0.02 
48 ast 0.18 185 without 0.05 269 behind 0.02 
 
The spatial prepositions on, at, and in that are examined in this study are within the top 
10 in both the Brown Corpus and the British National Corpus. According to Goethals (2001), 
frequency is a measure of probability of usefulness and high frequency words constitute a core 
vocabulary.  
Besides the rank in the frequency list, the number of senses also affects the selection of 
these prepositions in my study. According to the Collins Cobuild English Dictionary (2001), on 
contains twenty-nine senses as a preposition, among which there are spatial senses as well as 
temporal senses and others, too. The number of senses is nineteen for the preposition at, seven 
for in, thirteen for over, and twelve for under. These multiple senses of the prepositions are the 
other reason that I select them for my study. In the rest of this section, I present various 
configurations and senses for each spatial preposition.  
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3.1.1 On 
The preposition on describes “support,” “contact,” or “contiguity”3 relationships that 
exist between the Figure and the Ground objects. Most often the Figure is in physical contact 
with the surface of the Ground. The same preposition can express multiple spatial relations. The 
examples in (35) describe how Figure objects are placed relative to the surface of the Ground 
objects. They show a wide variety of CONTACT relations depending on the manner in which the 
Figures and the Grounds are physically related. 
 
(35) a. There is a tablecloth on the table.   „cover‟ 
b. John put the poster on the wall.   „attachment‟  
c. There are pears on the branch.   „hanging‟ 
d. John has a scar on his face.    „unification‟  
e. The picture on the cover of the books is ugly.   „part of‟ 
f. The house on the lake is reserved.    „adjoining‟ 
  
In (35a), the Figure, a tablecloth, is in contact with the Ground, the table, in the manner 
of covering it. The Figure, the poster, is in contact with the Ground, the wall, in the manner of 
attachment to it (35b) and pears are in contact as a manner of hanging from the branch in (35c). 
The rest of the examples, (35d), (35e) and (35f), express various types of contacts such as 
unification, being part of, and adjoining, respectively. These diverse meanings demonstrate that 
                                                 
3
 The traditional approach to the meaning of spatial prepositions is to treat them as expressing geometric relations or 
topological relations (Cooper, 1968; Leech, 1969; Clark 1973; Bennett, 1975; Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976; Talmy 
1983, 1988; Herskovits, 1986). According to Herskovits (1986), the meaning of on describes physical relation of 
support in addition to the topological relation of contiguity with line or surface. She also adopts geometrical 
concepts to describe places. 
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Figure objects can be located in different places in relation to the Ground even when the same 
preposition is used.  
The regions of the Ground objects can vary. The region of contact with the Figure is the 
surface of the Ground (35a). The supporting regions of the Ground object can be vertical as in 
(35b). The region pertaining to the example (35f) is adjacency of the Ground object. The region 
is a specific part of the Ground and it can vary according to spatial relationships. For instance, 
the regions can be identified as a surface, an interior, or broad exterior areas of the Ground. The 
upper surface of the Ground object supports the Figure object against the force of gravity.  
The various types of contact relations between Figures and Grounds show that a specific 
Figure can be assigned a different region in relation to a Ground on the basis of context 
knowledge. The choice among prepositions that describe a particular spatial scene is typically the 
outcome of the interaction among quite complicated perceptual, geometric, pragmatic and 
conventional factors (Talmy 1983, 1988; Herskovits 1986).  
Herskovits (1986) provides a detailed explanation of a geometric approach to 
descriptions of spatial prepositions. She regards various spatial relations as “usage types”4 of the 
spatial prepositions, which deviate from an “ideal meaning.”5 An ideal meaning of a preposition 
describes the most typical situations associated with the preposition and usage types account for 
situations that deviate from the typical case via “pragmatic tolerance.” Herskovits distinguishes a 
                                                 
4
 Herskovits (1986) distinguishes a series of use types for each preposition based on a convention which is called 
“sense shift” and regards ideal meanings as “unitary models that exist in people‟s minds and allow them to 
understand use types.” She applies a detailed version of the geometric approach to descriptions of spatial 
prepositions and identifies five classes of concepts in the ideal meanings of prepositions: topological, geometrical, 
physical, projective, and metric. 
5
 Herskovits (1986:49) defines the ideal meaning of the English preposition on in the following way: “for a 
geometric construct X to be contiguous with a line or surface Y; if Y is the surface of an object OY, and X is the 
space occupied by another object OX, for OY to support OX.”  
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series of usage types for each preposition and these usage types form one of the foundations of 
my study. Herskovits categorizes all the examples in (35) into one category, which she calls, 
“Spatial entity supported by a physical object,” one of 11 use types of on.6 My study will include 
identifying various spatial configurations inherent within the spatial expressions that contain the 
preposition on.  
When fine-grained specifications within spatial expressions are needed, Herskovits‟ listed 
examples are categorized into more refined groups in order to differentiate the spatial 
configurations. For example, one seemingly simple relationship like “support” does not fully 
explain spatial configurations. Due to the force of gravity, objects arranged in the vertical 
dimension tend to be supported by other objects as in (35). In chapter 5, we model semantic 
representations employing semantic features that describe spatial relations.  
 
3.1.2 At 
The preposition at is used to indicate a point in space and the location of the Figure 
objects; that is, the placement of the Figure coincides with the Ground. A spatial expression with 
at describes location in close proximity to the Ground. According to Herskovits (1986), a 
sentence or phrase with at asserts that two points, each specified by a different description, 
overlap in space, the first point typically mapped onto an object, and the second point onto a 
                                                 
6
 Herskovits‟ use types of on are the following (1986:140): (1) spatial entity supported by physical object, (2) 
accident/object as part of physical object, (3) physical object attached to another, (4) physical object transported by a 
large vehicle, (5) physical object contiguous with another, (6) physical object contiguous with a wall, (7) physical 
object on part of itself, (8) physical object over another, (9) spatial entity location on geographical location, (10) 
physical or geometrical object contiguous with a line, (11) physical object contiguous with the edge of geographical 
area.  
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fixed location on earth.
7
 Compared to other spatial prepositions, the preposition at is the least 
specific in its location. Let us examine how the locations are specified through the use of at. 
  
(36) a. John is waiting for his friend at the bank.  
b. My boat is at the lake.  
c. John works at the ballpark.  
d. There is a campsite at the river. 
e. He owns a cabin at Yellowstone. 
f. Sign your name at the end of the letter  
 
In (36a) and (36b), the bank and the lake can be understood as points defining the Figure 
objects‟ locations. Lindkvist (1950:129) explains that the preposition at is used to indicate the 
location of an object at a point in close proximity to something and the presence of the object is 
more strongly emphasized than the nearness as such. In (36c), the ballpark is usually spread out 
over a fairly large area and at is used to indicate a confined region. In (36d) and (36e), the river 
is not used to indicate a definite location, but a general area; the spot of the location is 
understood as the Figure‟s location. Lindkvist (1950: 131) describes these kinds of examples as 
location within an area or space or on a surface comprehended as a point. In (36f), the Figure 
your name is construed as if attached to a part of an entity, and the Ground designates a part that 
is within the whole. Based on the examples in (36), the location specified by the preposition at is 
a spot or a point within a z area. The spatial relation represented by a spatial expression using the 
preposition at is contiguous or juxtaposed (Leech 1969).  
                                                 
7
 Herskovits (1986:49) defines the ideal meaning of the English preposition at in the following way: “for a point to 
coincide with another” and in the formal description, “At(x,y) iff coincides (x,y), where x and y are points.” 
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Figure objects and Ground objects bear relationships of contiguity, or tend to be in the 
relations of contiguity in the case of on. Perceptual contiguity does not necessarily imply contact, 
even though contact is not removed. On the other hand, a proximity relationship would 
necessarily imply absence of contact, and for this reason the relation expressed by at cannot be 
described as one of proximity.   
According to Lindkvist‟s descriptive analysis, most spatial relations expressed by the 
preposition at are focused on the position of the located object with respect to the axis or contact 
side of the reference object. Lindkvist (1950) makes a list of contexts and the preposition‟s 
meanings based on many examples. Although he provides a detailed list of contexts for the 
meanings of spatial prepositions, his explanation is not sufficient to predict the meanings of 
spatial prepositions. He gives a list which is organized into groups of examples, but lacking 
detailed common characteristics among them.  
Based on Lindkvist‟s full description of the meanings of the prepositions and contexts in 
which the words occur, I propose to generalize and explain why these contexts appear, i.e., the 
motivation for these uses. In addition, I intend to develop a scheme that explains the 
relationships between the various uses of particular prepositions. For example, his list that 
describes regions such as “point,” “surface,” or distance such as “proximity” will be adopted in 
my proposed model as semantic features. “Point,” denoting a location within a large area is the 
most widely used for the spatial configurations of the preposition at (Cuyken 1985; Herskovits 
1986; Lintkvist 1950; Miller & Johnson-Laird 1976).  
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3.1.3 In 
The preposition in is used to indicate that a Figure object lies within the boundaries of an 
area or within the confines of a volume. Nouns denoting enclosed spaces, such as a field or a 
window, take both on and in. The prepositions have their normal meanings with these nouns: on 
is used when the space is considered as a surface, in when the space is presented as an area, for 
example; 
 
(37) a. The players are practicing on the field. (surface) 
          b. The cows are grazing in the field.   (area) 
            c. The frost made patterns on the window.  (surface) 
        d. A face appeared in the window.   (area) 
 
Notice that in implies that the field is enclosed, whereas on implies only that the 
following noun denotes a surface and not necessarily an enclosed area as follows:  
 
(38) a. The sheep are grazing in the pasture.  (It may be enclosed by a fence) 
              b. The cattle are grazing on the open range.  (not enclosed by a fence) 
    c. Three boats are on the river.    (not enclosed) 
d. Two boxers are in the ring.    (enclosed by ropes) 
 
When the area has metaphorical instead of actual boundaries, such as when field means 
“academic discipline,” in is used: 
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 (39) She is a leading researcher in the bioengineering field. 
 
Several common uses of in and on occur with the word street. See the follow examples. 
 
(40) a. The children are playing in the street. 
        b. Our house is on Third Street. 
 
The first two follow the general pattern of in and on usage. In (40a), the street is 
understood as an area enclosed by the sidewalks on either side. In the example (40b), here on 
expresses a scene of the house on either side of Third street and it does not mean that the street is 
a surface on which the house sits. Because the street is understood as a line next to which the 
house is situated, on functions much like at in its normal use: it locates the house in relation to 
the street but does not specify the exact address. For that purpose, at is used because the address 
is like a particular point on the line.  
 
Summary 
In section 3.1, I have presented various spatial configurations that the spatial prepositions 
on, at, in, over, and under describe. Definitions of the prepositions from a dictionary partially 
explain some differences, but they do not suggest the variety of spatial relationships that a 
preposition conveys. In the following, let us consider whether the multiple senses related to 
spatial configurations are due to polysemy or a simple generality of meaning.  
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3.2 Verification of Non-specificity in Meanings  
3.2.1 Ambiguity, Generality, and Indexicality 
If a word is ambiguous, it has more than one interpretation, so that its meaning is not 
specified in and of itself. Zwicky and Sadock (1975), Gillon (1990) and Lasersohn (1995) 
discussed in detail how to distinguish ambiguity from other kinds of similar phenomena. Gillon 
(1990) proposes and re-examines three types of non-specificity: generality, indeterminacy, 
vagueness. A fourth type of non-specificity
8
 is indexicality (Bach 1994; Lasersohn 1995; 
MacFarlane 2007). Lexical ambiguity should be distinguished from other types of non-
specificity. The Ambiguity Test by Zwick and Sadock (1975) presents a way of finding multiple 
senses of a lexical item, which are different from generality, vagueness, or indexicality. In 
addition, Taylor and Evans (2003) established criteria for determining distinct senses that draw a 
line between what counts as a distinct sense and a contextual inference or local understanding. 
This section provides a consistent way of making judgments as to whether the sense of spatial 
prepositions is distinct or not. First, I survey various types of non-specificity and then, the 
decision is verified by way of standard ambiguity tests. According to a generally accepted 
definition of polysemy, polysemy is associated with two or more related senses with a single 
phonological form and, as a result, our understanding may be confused with multiple senses. In 
many respects, this definition needs to be modified. Now, let us consider various types of non-
specificity and their differences from ambiguity. 
Now, let us consider various types of non-specificity and their differences from 
ambiguity. 
 
                                                 
8
 The term non-specificity can be used when people understand a linguistic expression in more than one way. 
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Ambiguity 
Ambiguity is a linguistic property involving multiplicity of interpretations. There are two 
types of ambiguity: lexical ambiguity and structural ambiguity. The latter occurs when a phrase 
or a sentence has multiple underlying structures; the former is distinguished by homonymy and 
polysemy. Let us explore the definitions of ambiguity from the previous studies.  
 
(41) Definitions of Ambiguity 
a.  Gillon (1990:400): An expression is ambiguous iff the expression can accommodate 
more than one structural analysis.  
b.  Bach (1998: 198): A word, a phrase or an expression is said to be ambiguous if it has 
more than one meaning.  
c.  Lasersohn (1995: 92): A term is ambiguous when distinct understandings of a 
phonetic form correspond to distinct grammatical representations such as distinct lexical 
entries or subentries, or a distinct constituent structure.  
 
According to Gillon‟s definition, the phrases old men and women or American history 
teacher are ambiguous because each phrase is identified with two different underlying structure, 
for example [[old men] and women], [old [men and women]] and [[American history] teacher], 
[American [history teacher]]. Thus one can say these phrases are structurally ambiguous. With 
respect to Lasersohn‟s definition, ambiguity requires distinct grammatical representations for a 
single phonetic form.  
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A more precise characterization of ambiguity is required to differentiate it from 
generality or indexicality. Ambiguity and generality seem to be similar, but they are entirely 
different and can be understood through their definitions. 
 
Generality 
Generality is often confused with indeterminacy
9
, and it is distinct from ambiguity. Every 
common noun is indeterminate but not every common noun is general.  
 
(42) Definitions of Generality 
Gillon (1990): an expression is general iff the expression‟s contents is a genus consisting 
of more than one species. 
 
An understanding of an expression is general when it does not specify details. From the 
definition in (42), metal is general, since it implies any genus of gold, copper, silver, iron, and so 
on; color, furniture, fish, and animal are general in meaning.  
In the case of spatial prepositions or prepositional phrases, the words like, above, below, 
to the left of, to the right of, in front of, behind, this side of, on the far side of, have a similar lack 
of determinacy out of context. Sloman (2009) claims two levels of indeterminacy. The first 
indeterminacy concerns specifying a person or an object is located on the left, front, or back. For 
                                                 
9
 Gillon (1990) states that “an expression is indeterminate iff there is some property for which neither is included in 
the expression‟s attribute nor is a species of any property included in its attribute.” For example, doctor is 
indeterminate as to the properties of gender, since there is always a property that is not included in the connotation 
of a nominal expression. The word parent is indeterminate from Gillon‟s definition, since its connotation does not 
include or exclude being any particular gender. Mother is indeterminate, since its connotation does not include or 
exclude being of any particular ethnic origin, animal, or human.  
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instance, the spatial prepositional phrases such as „behind Fred‟, „behind the television‟, „behind 
the chicken‟ allow the possibility of a front-back axis determined by the Figure; whereas, 
„behind the ball‟, and „behind the wall‟, do not. When the object has no intrinsic front/back or 
left/right opposition, the relevant subdivision of space are decided based on the speaker, the 
hearer, or a third person in an utterance. 
The second level of indeterminacy arises from spatial relations that the preposition 
indicates. An approach to minimizing multiple senses in favor of semantic generality is evident 
in the spatial analysis of Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976). They propose a single general schema 
of the meaning of in designed to cover examples such as those in (43), observing that “the 
schema leaves uncertain how much of the referent must be inside the relatum before one is 
willing to say it is in it, but such uncertainty is not inappropriate” (1976:385). 
 
(43) a. a city in Sweden 
        b. the coffee in the cup 
        c. the spoon in the cup  
        d. a scratch in the surface 
        e. the bone in the leg 
 
If we assign non-specificities to spatial prepositions, ambiguity comes from a polysemous 
lexical item, to which a spatial relation is related. In fact, when two or more spatial 
configurations of a spatial preposition are activated in a sentence or phrase, the expression is 
ambiguous.  
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Next, we have to consider how genuine ambiguities can be distinguished from others. 
Part of the answer consists in identifying phenomena with which ambiguity may be confused, 
such as vagueness, or generality.  
 
Vagueness 
Vagueness is often related with speaker‟s subjectivity. For example, the lexical item „tall‟ 
is vague, since the standard can be changed. The man whose height 1m 60 cm seems to be tall to 
a child whose height is 90 cm, but it is not the case to a man whose height is 1m 90 cm. The 
word „red‟ is also vague, because colors form a continuum so that there are shades of the color 
„red‟ for which we might be in doubt whether to call them red or not. This is not because we are 
ignorant of the meaning of the word „red‟, but because it is a word the extent of whose 
application is essentially doubtful.  
The contrast among ambiguity, generality and vagueness is obscured by the fact that most 
words may belong in more than one category. Sorensen (2002) gives an example „child‟ which is 
ambiguous between the sense of „offspring‟ and „immature offspring‟. The latter reading of 
„child‟ is vague in that there are borderline cases of immature offspring. The word „child‟ is also 
general in that „child‟ covers both boys and girls. As we can see in the example „child‟, a word 
does not have only one aspect of non-specificity in its meanings.  
  
Indexicality 
Indexicals are expressions such as „I‟, „you‟, „here‟, „there‟, „now‟, „then‟, „this‟, or „that‟, 
whose references depend on speakers and hearers in the discourse on a given time and place. If 
the reference changes, then so, too, must the sense. These examples can be used in a context 
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where what is being indicated is not defined solely by the words used, so that some aspect of the 
context of the utterance has to be used to interpret what is said. Consider the following examples.  
 
(44) a. Today is sunny.  
        b. I am here now. 
 
If the example (44a) is uttered today, this clearly expresses a different thought from what 
it would have expressed if it were uttered tomorrow; so the sense of „today‟ must differ on the 
two occasions. The utterance of John‟s saying (44b) is different from Mary‟s saying (44b). In the 
case that only John says the example (44b), the utterance may be different based on the time 
when John says the sentence or the place he is when he says it.  
 
(45) Definition of Indexicality 
Lasersohn (1995): An expression is indexical iff its denotation varies according to the 
pragmatic context in which it is used.  
 
According to Lasersohn (1995), time reference words like yesterday are non-specific. As 
the date changes, the specific date denoted by yesterday also changes. Likewise, demonstratives 
like this, that, here or there can denote different objects or locations with respect to the location 
of the person making the utterance.  
If we examine non-specificities based on semantic relations, the distinctions can be 
summarized. Ambiguity arises when a lexical item has more than one meaning and when these 
meanings are activated in a sentence or phrase at the same time. The generality property of a 
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word means that word is broad and extensively applied; for example man in the expression „A 
man is living creature‟, every man is living creature without any exception. A word can be vague 
due to different standards. Finally, indexicality is related with reference changes depending 
speakers and hearers in the discourse and on a time and place. In the following section, I will 
employ a standard test to verify ambiguity, the property of a word which has distinctive multiple 
senses.  
 
3.2.2 Ambiguity Tests and Distinct Senses 
The Ambiguity test refers to a kind of test that can be applied to a wide range of words or 
to syntactic constructions to determine whether they are ambiguous or not. We often confront a 
word or phrase that we can understand in two different ways, but we are not sure whether they 
are ambiguous or merely general. A number of tests have been presented by Zwicky and Sadock 
(1975). 
Common nouns denote many different objects in types, kinds, or categories and they 
often result in ambiguity. Let us compare “dish” and “book,” belonging to two different 
categories. Several semantic tests are used for ambiguity: Yes/No question, Crossed Readings 
(Zwicky and Sadock 1975), Zeugma (Cruse 1986), and Assertion/Denial.   
 
(46) Test 1. Assertion and Denial 
An ambiguous sentence has more than one reading; therefore, it is possible to assert one 
reading at the same time denying the other.  
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Examine, I don‟t like the dish at his store, for instance. The phrase the dish is ambiguous 
because two meanings of dish are activated : “food” and “a bowl.” Therefore, it is possible to 
assert that this store sells prepared food, while denying that the store sells bowls or plates.  
We would never say two dishes when we mean a serving piece and a kind of food. In 
contrast the phrase two books does not bring to mind two distinctly different meanings of the 
word book. If we make the phrase specific, it is possible to relate two kinds of books, such as an 
art book and a science book. Let us apply “sort” or “kind” as criteria to the ambiguous example 
“dish”; it is still ambiguous, because we are not sure whether it is related to names of foods or to 
the names of serving pieces.  
 
(47) Test 2. Zeugma Test 
A word has two different senses; the word is used in one sentence with a single verb or 
preposition so that the sentence does not make sense.  
 
According to Lasersohn (1995: 93), the zeugma test serves to distinguish ambiguity from 
non-specificity. 
  
“The Zeugma test works as follows: a putatively ambiguous item is placed in 
construction with a coordinate structure. If it is authentically ambiguous, then it must 
take the same reading with respect to both conjuncts, or else it takes on the flavor of a 
joke. But if it is merely non-specific, it may be understood differently with respect to 
the different conjuncts, with no joke effect at all.”  
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Zeugma is the typical rhetorical device used to make puns based on the different 
meanings of polysemous words. Let us cite Cruse‟s example expire (1986:73) and other 
candidates:  
 
(48) Zeugma Test 
a. Testing Word: expire 
Sense 1: to die  
Sense 2: to come to an end or cease to be valid 
Test: Arthur and his driver‟s license expired on Thursday.   
Result: Positive zeugma test 
 
b. Testing Word: aunt 
Sense 1: mother side aunt 
Sense 2: father side aunt 
Test: Mary‟s and John‟s aunt visited each of their houses.   
Result: Negative zeugma test 
 
In (48a), the two senses of the verb expire are activated for a noun and noun phrase; the 
first sense is related to his driver‟s license, describing its statue as no longer valid. The second 
sense if related to Arthur, describing his status as dead. If the zeugma test identifies a pun on the 
different meanings, the relevant word is polysemous and therefore ambiguous.  
How do we decide whether these correspond to different senses? Now let us apply the 
above tests to examples of our target preposition. If a preposition is ambiguous, we can use the 
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property to construct sentences in which the preposition expresses two different relations. These 
sentences are positive when the zeugma test is applied. In the following sentences, the 
preposition takes more than a NP as a Figure or a Ground. Let us examine what the preposition 
represents.  
 
(49) Test Preposition on 
a. location vs. time 
Sense 1: location 
Sense 2: time 
Test: I saw a picture on the table and Monday 
Result: Positive zeugma test  
 
b. part vs. inside of support   
Sense 1: part 
Sense 2: inside of support 
Test: legs and cats on a chair  
Result: Positive zeugma test 
 
c. contact vs. adherence 
Sense 1: support 
Sense 2: hanging 
Test: the lamps on the table and ceiling  
Result: Positive zeugma test 
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d. transportation via wheeled vehicles vs. any powered vehicle 
Sense 1: transportation by a wheeled vehicle 
Sense 2: transportation by a motor vehicle 
Test: some children on a bicycle and the plane 
Result: Negative zeugma test 
 
Zeugma is possible in examples (49a), (49b), and (49c). In (49a), the two meanings are 
easily distinguishable due to the contrast between location versus time. The second example is 
also zeugma positive; the phrase, legs on a chair, refers to parts of a chair and cats on a chair 
shows support relationship. In (49c), the preposition on generally represents a location but in this 
case the region specified by on is different, and it is not possible to interpret them as being the 
same regions as the grounds. The examples, (49b) and (49c), satisfy distinct meanings of on. 
However, in (49d) there is no difficulty in understanding and imagining the configuration. The 
distinction of a motor vehicle from a wheeled vehicle simply comes from the generality of the 
meaning of on.  
So far we have examined standard tests of ambiguity. A clear distinction exists between 
time and location in the meaning of on. The ambiguity tests, especially the zeugma test, show 
different senses of on in the meanings of location, so we can say they are polysemous. As I have 
already explained, the meanings of spatial prepositions are directly related to spatial 
configurations, especially when they are used within contexts of spatial expressions that include 
Figures and Grounds. Thus I would like to propose that the senses of the preposition on are 
distinct in location; support, contact, and adherence, and the polysemy of on provides different 
spatial configurations.  
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With respect to non-specificities that give meaning to spatial prepositions, I consider the 
following questions in the rest of this chapter: Do configurational differences of spatial 
expression correspond to many different senses? Which criteria are used to decide the different 
configurations? 
Tyler and Evans (2003: 42) suggest a criteria for determining whether a particular 
instance of a spatial particle counts as a distinct sense.  
  
(50) Determining Distinct Sense 
For a sense to count as distinct, it must contain additional meaning
10
 not apparent in any 
other sense associated with a particular form, that is, a distinct sense must involve non-
spatial meaning or a different configuration.  
 
In order to see how this would work let us consider the sentences in (51). 
 
(51) a. The helicopter hovered over the river. 
            b. The bee hovered over the flower.    (Tyler and Evans 2003:40) 
  c. The helicopter and bee hovered over the river. 
 
In the example in (51a), over designates a spatial relation in which the Figure, coded by 
the helicopter, is located higher than the Ground. In the other example (51b), over also denotes a 
                                                 
10
 By this, Tyler and Evans (2003) mean that the interpretation of the preposition must involve meaning which is not 
strictly spatial in nature, and/or in which the spatial configurations changed with respect to other senses. It is 
important to note that some primary senses associated with spatial prepositions will crucially involve a coordinate 
system along the vertical or horizontal axes, while others will not.  
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spatial relationship in which the Figure, the bee, is located higher than the Ground. Hence, 
neither of the uses of over in (51) adds additional meaning. The same basic Figure and Ground 
configuration holds in both examples and the examples do not express any non-spatial meanings. 
When the Figure objects the helicopter and the bee are conjoined in (51c) we do not find any 
zeugma in that there is no different configuration or no additional meaning.  
In order to contrast the foregoing with an example that does appear to constitute a distinct 
sense, consider the following examples: 
 
(52) a. Joan put a shawl over her shoulder. 
            b. Joan nailed a board over the wall.  (Tyler and Evans 2003:43) 
 
In these sentences the relationships designated by over do not appear to be primarily 
spatial, in the sense that a relation along the vertical or horizontal axis is relevant. In the scene 
prompted by (52a) the Figure and Ground are horizontal and the Figure, „a shawl‟, is located in 
physical contact with the Ground, „her shoulder‟. Besides „contact‟, the Figure covers the 
Ground. In the scene prompted by sentence (52b), the Figure and the Ground are vertical and the 
Figure is located next to the Ground, „the wall‟. In these instances, the meaning of over appears 
to be that of covering the Ground. Clearly, this notion of covering represents an additional 
meaning not apparent in examples such as those in (51a) and (51b), in which „higher position‟ is 
represented. The fact that the usage in (52a) and (52b) brings additional meaning meets Tyler 
and Evans‟ assessment criterion for whether this instance counts as a distinct sense. The term 
polysemy denotes words that have different but semantically related meanings.  
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In this chapter, I have presented various spatial configurations of the spatial prepositions, 
and then examined whether these different configurations are qualified to be a distinct sense 
itself based on the ambiguity test (Zwicky and Sadock 1975) and the criteria for determining 
sense (Tyler and Evans 2003). The test confirms that different spatial configurations of the 
spatial prepositions do not arise from the generality of meanings that the prepositions contain. 
Also, the criteria suggest that additional meanings such as „covering‟ for over, can be entitled to 
be a distinct sense. In the previous section, I have showed how the spatial prepositions represent 
various configurations, and how each of them is a distinct sense of the respective preposition. 
  
3.3 Polysemy of the Spatial Prepositions 
Recent studies of lexical semantics have asserted that the meanings of lexical items are 
not fixed or static; rather the various meanings exist and there are multiple senses related one 
another. Both generative approaches (Copestake & Briscoe 1995; Pustejovsky 1995; Pustejovsky 
& Boguraev 1993) and cognitive approaches (Brugman & Lakoff 1987; Langacker 1987; Lakoff 
1987; Taylor 1991; Taylor & Evans 1995) devote efforts to investigating semantic relations and 
the nature of categorization of polysemous words.  
Within the cognitive framework, polysemy is defined as a systematic relation of 
meanings (Lakoff 1987: 316). Lakoff (1987) focuses on representing the various meanings of 
polysemous words as categorization. The basic assumption for modeling polysemy is the form-
meaning pairings of lexical items which constitute lexical categories in terms of a radial 
category, in which the polysemy exhibited by a particular lexeme is modeled. The words with 
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multiple meanings set in a radial network of senses.
11
 The radial category is useful to explain 
degrees of relatedness between senses and the appearance of chaining within categories in that 
some senses appear to be more closely related to other derived senses. Taylor (1988, 1989) 
explains the related categories among senses of words within meaning chains. A lexeme 
conveys different meanings, A, B, C, D…Z and each sense does not directly derive a new sense 
without passing through an intermediate stage where both interpretations are possible in virtue of 
some shared attributes or similarities. With respect to this process, we can expect the meaning 
extension, A (a b)  B (b c )  C (c d )  D (d e) … The previous sense is the source of the 
following sense. This meaning chain can be schematized as Figure 3.1 and the figure presents a 
simplified account of the actual process.  
 
  
Figure 3.1 Meaning chain (Heine 1997:49) 
 
The expression may be further extended to contexts where it no longer refers to the source 
concept, A, but is exclusively a marker of the target concept. Based on the meaning chain model, 
we can expect to explain polysemous words as consisting of various related senses, but the 
incorporated model is where the senses are not based on a unified common sense. That is, 
                                                 
11
 However, Sandra and Rice (1995) claim there are several weaknesses in lexical network analyses of prepositions 
due to a lack of a standard method of determining distinct usages types and due to the researchers‟ subjectivity in 
representing the meanings of the words. 
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meaning a is related to meaning b based on some shared semantic features; meaning b and 
meaning c is related. This model helps us to understand how the meaning is derived from a 
distinct sense and to explain the relationships among distinct senses. Taylor (1988) explains how 
this meaning chain analysis works in this way, in relation to his study of English and Italian 
prepositions:  
 
“…For each preposition, we recognize a central or prototypical sense. The prototypical 
sense, rather than being highly general, may well profile a very specific configuration. 
Polysemy comes about when the preposition is used in a sense which is closely related to, 
but distinct from, the prototypical instance. For example: a condition which is essential 
might not be met; a feature which is optional to the prototype now assumes central 
importance, or vice versa; or some additional feature might be required. By the same 
process, this derived meaning may in turn give rise to a further extension, and so on. The 
various senses of the word thus radiate out from the central prototype, like the spokes of a 
wheel. Senses at the periphery might well have little in common, either with each other, 
or with the central senses; they are merely related by virtue of the intervening members 
of the meaning chain.” (p. 301) 
 
Heine (1997) applies the meaning chain model to explain the grammaticalization of 
words. This model explains a process in which a lexical source concept is transferred to a 
grammatical target concept. Concrete concepts giving rise to the expression of grammatical 
concepts are referred to as source items and the latter as target items. The transition from source 
to target concept is suggestive of a linguistic process that is continuous rather than discrete. For 
example, 
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Table 3.2 Transition from source to target concept 
Stage I II III 
Type of concept Source Source  
  Target Target 
  
This overlap model is employed to explain meaning extension (Bae 2002; Choi 1999) as well as 
grammaticalization.
12
 Semantic changes are necessarily involved and arise from extensions that 
are contiguous and overlapping (Heine 1993, 1997) by allowing chains between transitions.  
On the characterization of the semantics of words, the main thesis of the Generative 
Lexicon approach is that a core set of word senses is used to generate a larger set of word senses 
when individual lexical items are combined with others in phrases or in sentences. In the cases of 
verbs, the extension of meaning is achieved by the combination of the verb with its arguments. 
According to Pustejovsky (1995), the multiple senses of a word that have overlapping, dependent, 
or shared meanings have some systematic relations while the lexical category and form do not 
change. Furthermore, the conceptual context of a word should be taken into account to clarify its 
meaning. 
Generative Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky 1995) aims to provide creativity and 
productivity of lexical items by describing multiple senses of a word through various generative 
mechanisms. The goal of the generative lexicon theory is not to unify and to link of all the 
related senses of a word, which is the goal of the cognitive semantics approach. Although the 
generative lexicon theory has many advantages in describing polysemy, Kang (2001) indicates 
                                                 
12
 Various mechanisms such as metaphor or metonymy frequently led to the semantic extensions of polysemous 
words. Metaphor refers to the mapping of concepts from different cognitive domains which are motivated by 
analogy between the concepts. Metonymy is defined as a transition within one cognitive domain and it is motivated 
by the gradual changes between contiguous concepts. 
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that some generative mechanism over-generates awkward expressions. Therefore, Kang (2001) 
suggests us to understand the generative lexicon theory as comprehension of creativity in use of 
words rather than production of them. According to Kang (1991), the issue of representing and 
describing polysemy is tried to solve on the basis of generative mechanisms by Pustejovsky 
(1995). However, issues of polysemy cannot be dependent solely on the generative mechanisms 
as Pustejovsky (1995:236) also mentions as follows. 
 
“…polysemy is not a single, nomolithic phenomenon. Rather, it is the result of both 
compositional operations in the semantics, such as coercion and co-composition, and of 
contextual effects, such as the structure of rhetorical relations in discourse and pragmatic 
constraints on co-reference.” 
 
In chapter 5, we will see how the generative lexicon model represents various senses of 
spatial prepositions through combining arguments and this representation explains multiple 
meanings associated with a single preposition are related by deriving senses from one another. 
Briefly speaking, the multiple meanings associated with each preposition are conceived as 
forming polysemy which comes from the differences in the meanings of combining arguments.  
More concrete explanation of the generative approach will be described later.  
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CHAPTER 4 
Modeling Semantic Representations of Spatial Expressions 
 
My interest lies in identifying which features relate to spatial relations and spatial entities 
pertaining to various spatial expressions. Semantic features explain similarities and differences 
among spatial prepositions and also play determinant roles in differentiating various spatial 
configurations. Based on the previous studies presented in chapter 3, I would like to adapt the 
achievements of Lindkvist (1950), Cooper (1968), Leech (1969), Bennett (1975) and Herskovits 
(1986), and to refine any insufficient parts in order to provide fine-grained specifications for 
spatial configurations. These fine-grained specifications aid in defining the semantic 
representation model for spatial expressions. According to Pustejovsky (1998:291), the same 
expression can serve countless purposes because the semantic features change in context. I 
discuss semantic features related to both spatial entities and spatial relations. Following this, I 
provide an explanation for how these semantic features are incorporated into the semantic 
representation model.   
In spatial expressions, prepositions connect a Figure and a Ground, and specify the 
spatial relations between them. In this sense, the fine-grained meanings of the prepositions must 
be defined with information about the spatial entities, the Figure and the Ground, as well as 
information about the spatial relation. Thus, in the following, I present the necessary semantic 
features for spatial entities and spatial relations.  
This chapter concludes with an introduction to a loci structure of spatial constituents, 
which is composed of multiple features such as Figure, Ground, Arrangement, Phyrel, and 
Region.  
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4.1 Semantic Features of Spatial Expressions 
4.1.1 Spatial Relations  
Spatial relations describe where one object is located in relation to another. Other words 
that denote spatial relationships may have implicit references such here or there; these refer to 
locations given by context, whereas spatial relations spelled out by spatial prepositions describe 
the location of an object with respect to another object. According to Vyvyan and Evans (2003), 
a preposition denotes a conceptual spatial relation between a Figure and a Ground, which is 
conceived as constituting an abstract spatial scene. We can say that the more specific are the 
relations from the spatial preposition, the more concrete the interpretation of the expressions and 
understanding of the scene. The relationship between a located object (Figure) and a reference 
object (Ground) is one of the most actively discussed in spatial language research going back to 
at least Lindkvist (1950). Lindkvist provides an encyclopedic account of many different contexts 
in which prepositions may occur. With regard to the preposition on, Lindkvist makes the 
following distinctions (1950:207-298): 
 
(53) a. Horizontal position on an elevation 
On indicates that an object is situated in a mainly horizontal position in contact with 
or supported by an elevation serving as a foundation, with complements denoting 
hills, mountains, rocks; islands as compared with the level of the surrounding water; 
peninsula and cape; and so on. 
       b. Position on a horizontal surface 
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On is used to indicate that an object is situated in a mainly horizontal position in 
contact with or supported by a mainly horizontal base, not considered as bounded on 
its outer sides or forming an enclosure.  
c. Position on a non-horizontal surface 
On indicates that the surface of application or point of suspension with which the 
object is maintained: with object surface, human or animal bodies; with complements 
denoting axis, pivot, or center.  
d. Location close to, in contact with, or along a line 
On is used with complements denoting road, railways, streets, rivers, lakes, seas, 
coast, shore, bank, beach, boundary lines. 
e. Relative position  
On defines the position of an object with relation to another, with complements like 
side, flank, and hand.  
f. Location in connection with a body or surface thought of as being used to serve a 
certain purpose. The complement is used not only as a support, foundation, surface 
of application, point of suspension, or line but also for some other purpose, either by 
having a definite function or by being the center of an activity peculiar to it. The 
complements denote areas pertaining to dwelling; places of employment and work; 
other means of communication or conveyance.  
g. Motion and Direction 
On indicates a movement that ends with something being place in a horizontal 
position on a foundation.  
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According to Lindkvist‟s descriptive analysis, most spatial relations expressed by the 
preposition on are focused on the position of the located object with respect to the axis or contact 
side of the reference object. Lindkvist (1950) makes a list of contexts and the preposition‟s 
meanings with a lot of examples. Although he provides a list of contexts for the meanings of 
spatial prepositions, his analysis is not sufficient to predict the meanings of spatial prepositions, 
since he gives a list, not a systematic or an organized scheme. Based on Lindkvist‟s full 
description of the meanings of the prepositions and contexts where the words occur, we need to 
generalize and explain why these contexts appear, i.e., the motivation for these uses.   
In addition, I would like to develop a scheme that explains the relationships between the 
different uses observed for a particular preposition. For example, his suggested lists that describe 
spatial relations such as “horizontal position,” “non-horizontal surface,” “close to,” or “contact 
with” will be adopted in my proposed model as semantic features.  
Contact relationships are the most common relation for the spatial configurations of the 
preposition on (Bennett 1975; Herskovits 1986; Lindkvist 1950; Miller & Johnson-Laird 1976). 
We can use a contact relation whenever any two objects are in touch with each other such as 
overlapping, matching, or including. Besides a contact relationship, other relations that  illustrate 
arrangements of two objects, such as inclusion or disconnect relations, are potentially useful for 
my study, since the study includes other prepositions such as in and at.
 13
 
                                                 
13
 Randelle et al. (1992) provide schematic diagrams of the arrangements of two objects namely, the Region 
Connection Calculus 8 (RCC-8), which demonstrates eight different topological arrangements that are possible 
between two objects.    
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The following examples in (54) show the various arrangements pertaining to the 
preposition on:  
 
(54) a. the pears on the branch  
        b. the ivy growing on the brick 
        c. A cat is lying down. The cat‟s head is on the rug and the tail is on the floor. 
 
The Figure object in (54a) is externally connected with the Ground object; the Figure 
object in (54b) covers a surface part of the Ground object. Based on the situation given in (54c), 
the Figure object partially overlaps with the Ground object.  
                                                                                                                                                             
 
 
Figure 4.1 Two-dimensional examples for the eight basic spatial relations of RCC-8 
  
In this theory, “regions” are non-empty and closed subsets of a space. RCC-8 has eight basic 
relations which are jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoined (see Figure 1) as follows : DC 
(DisConnected), EC (Externally Connected), PO (Partial Overlap), EQ (EQual), and TPP 
(Tangential Proper Part), NTPP (Non-Tangential Proper Part) and their converse relations TPP^ 
and NTPP^, respectively. The RCC-8 relations provide the basic arrangements possible between 
two entities. Four possible arrangements among the eight relations can be applied to the 
preposition on, and the four arrangements are based on contact relationships: EC, TPP, PO, and 
NTPP. 
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In other cases, spatial expressions show different arrangements of the Figure and the 
Ground as in the examples in (55) and (56). 
(55) a. the cabin on the river 
b. the shops on Main Street 
c. the gas station on the highway 
 
(56) a. the freckles on her face 
b. the crack on the wall 
 
Figures in (55) do not need to come into complete contact with Grounds. They are 
located alongside or at the edge of the Grounds. In these cases, on is associated with 
ADJACENT, which covers “alongside,” “edge of,” and “next to.” Figures in (56) are part of the 
Grounds with the arrangement of INCLUSION. In my study, various types of contact are 
explained.  
Spatial configuration may portray a specialization of static situations and localized 
related objects, spatial entities. The arrangement relationships characterize how spatial entities 
are located in a space. Figure 4.2 shows the possible arrangements that can be applied to the 
preposition on.  
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a. CONTACT               b. ADJACENCY
14
 
               
  c. OVERLAPPING          d. INCLUSION 
Figure 4.2 Arrangement feature constraints of Figures and Grounds 
 
Lindkvist‟s (1950) analysis of the above diagrams simply list various types of contexts or 
arrangements. I would like to present a formal notation to provide a general explanation for 
various spatial expressions.  
Cooper (1968) introduces formal descriptions of meanings for locative prepositions. 
According to Cooper (1968), the meaning of a locative expression is a proposition predicating 
the relation denoted by the preposition of the objects referred to by the noun phrases. He gives a 
list of primitive semantic markers and semantic descriptions based on these markers. The 
semantic markers are used as formal symbols standing for concepts. He analyzes the meanings of 
                                                 
14
 We need to differentiate three similar terms: adjacent, adjoining, and contiguous. Objects are adjacent when they 
lie close to each other, not necessarily in actual contact; as adjacent classrooms, adjacent villages, etc. Objects are 
adjoining when they meet at some junction; as adjoining farms, adjoining highways. What is spoken of as 
contiguous should touch to some extent; as a row of contiguous buildings; a wood contiguous to a plain. (Webster‟s 
Revised Unabridged Dictionary, 1998); the forty-eight contiguous states. 
F 
                                           
G 
F 
 
      G 
F 
 
F G 
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prepositions with two concepts viz., function concepts and relation concepts. The function 
concepts pick out the relevant characteristics of objects and the relation concepts describe the 
relation between the values of functions. A complex relation marker has the form R(f(x), g(y)), 
where f and g are functions markers, R is a relation marker, and x and y are the objects to be 
related. For instance, the meaning of on is defined as in (57). 
 
(57) X on Y  
i. SR<supports (Y, X)>
 15
 
ii. C(Sur (X), Sur(Y))
16
 
The surface of X is contiguous with the surface of Y 
 
For the preposition on, Cooper allows ambiguity in meaning due to the dimensionality of 
the Ground object. That is, if Ground objects are three-dimensional examples like a box, the 
meaning of the preposition on is defined by both a semantic restriction (57i) and a complex 
                                                 
15
 SR indicates a selective semantic restriction. 
Sur (X) is the surface of X; S(X) is the set of points, lines, and surfaces marking the boundary of X.  
 
If X is three dimensional, Sur (X) = S(X) 
If X is two dimensional, Sur (X) = X 
If X is one dimensional, Sur (X) = X 
 
If X is a three dimensional figure (i.e., a volume), S(X) is the set of surfaces enclosing or marking off that figure. If 
X is two dimensional (i.e., a surface), S(X) is the set of lines or the contour marking the boundary of the edge of the 
surface. And if X is one dimensional (i.e., a line), then S(X) is the set of endpoints of the line. In case S is a closed 
surface or closed line, then S(X) is empty. Clearly, S can be iterated. If X is a box-figure, then S(S(X)) is the set of 
lines forming the edge of the box. S(S(S(X))) is the set comprising of the corner of the box.  
16
 C(X, Y) means X is contiguous with Y. C is a two-place relation which holds between X and Y when they are in 
contact, when they are adjacent, very close or in juxtaposition. The concept is applicable when the contact or 
closeness is over a considerable portion of both figures and not when the contact or closeness is at one point only. 
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relation marker (57ii). Compared to Lindkvist (1958), Cooper suggests a systematic and 
organized explanation and definitions for the meanings of the prepositions. These definitions can 
explain the following examples: 
 
    (58) a. the nose on this face 
b. the desk on the floor 
c. the book on the table 
d. the picture on the wall 
e. the fly on the ceiling   (Cooper 1968: 25) 
 
Cooper (1968) presents an analysis of English locative prepositions in the context of a 
theory which provides a basis for extracting semantic readings for phrases containing these 
prepositions. The meaning of a preposition is analyzed with function concepts and relation 
concepts. The function concepts pick out the relevant characteristics of objects to be related and 
the relation concepts are specified with descriptions of spatial relations between the functions.  
Cooper‟s work provides me with a good basis for collecting semantic features that 
describe spatial relations with a formal notation. However, what I wanted to further explore and 
explain is how to provide a formal representation model that explains the possibilities of 
interpretation in distinctive senses in other contexts. For example, 
 
(59) a. the crack on the wall 
b. a bump on his head 
c. the freckles on his face   (Herskovits 1986:143) 
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The meanings of the preposition on and the configurations in (59) cannot be accounted 
for by the definition given in the previous chapter. None of the Ground objects support the 
Figure objects; and it is hard to say that the surface of the Figure and the surface of the Ground 
are contiguous. In this study, I partly adopt the way Cooper presents the meanings of 
prepositions with a formal notation and try to develop a semantic model that affords information 
on spatial entities as syntactic contexts. Based on Figure 4.2, the arrangements between a Figure 
and a Ground can be symbolized as follows.  
 
a. CONTACT (F, G) : F and G are touching 
 
 
b. ADJACENCY (F, G) : The surface / boundary / edge of F runs along the surface / 
boundary / edge of G.. F and G are next to each other. 
 
                      G 
 
Figure 4.3 (cont. on next page) 
 
 
F 
F
                                           
G 
F 
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c. OVERLAPPING (F, G) : The region of F and the region of G have common parts that 
touch each other 
 
 
d. INCLUSION (F, G) : F occupies the interior region of G; the region of F is completely 
contained in G and all of the region F  may occupy part of the space occupied by the 
region of G 
 
Figure 4.3 Notations and diagrams of arrangements between a Figure and a Ground 
 
Figure 4.3 shows notations and diagrams of various arrangements between a Figure and a 
Ground. First, CONTACT (F, G) from Figure 4.3(a) represents that the surfaces of a Figure and 
a Ground are physically touching each other. Being in contact involves another object. The 
Figure can be above, next to, or below the Ground. A Figure and a Ground are touching and their 
region of contact is a boundary, a line, or a side. The Figure should be neither above nor 
underneath the Ground (see Figure 4.3(b)). In the Figure 4.3(c), regions of a Figure and a Ground 
occupy the same area, in part. A Figure occupies part of the interior of a Ground, and the Ground 
is a three-dimensional object in order to hold the Figure inside of the Ground (see Figure 4.3(d)).  
 
 
      G 
F 
 
F G 
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4.1.2 Spatial Entities 
In addition to the features pertaining to spatial relations explained in 4.1.1, in this section 
I present features that describe spatial entities. Investigations into the spatial entities pertain to 
the located object (Jackendoff & Landau 1991; Landau & Jackendoff 1993; Herskovits 1986; 
Talmy 1983), to the reference object (Bennett 1975; Bowerman & Pederson 1996; Herskovits 
1986) and to the functional relation between the located object and the Ground object (Coventry, 
Carmichael & Garrod 1994; Vandeloise 1994). The spatial disposition of an object in a scene is 
always characterized in terms of another object (Talmy 1983). In the following example (66a), a 
picture is in contact with another object, namely “the desk”; in (66b), a picture is also in contact 
with another object “the wall.” The following examples suggest that without spatial orientation 
the configurations might be confusing and reveal the need to use spatial orientations.  
 
(60) a. a picture on the desk 
b. a picture on the wall 
 
The spatial relation feature “contact” cannot differentiate the configuration of the 
examples. Even the physical relation feature “support” for (60a) and “attachment for (60b) 
cannot distinguish them as well. The configurational difference found in (60a) and (60b) is 
mainly due to the properties of the Ground objects. The examples in (60a) and (60b) contain the 
same Figure; nonetheless, the spatial configuration of each sentence is different from the other. 
In order to provide systematic semantic features that describe and distinguish spatial 
configurations in these cases, we first think about an orientation factor in addition to features that 
describe arrangements. In (60a), we presume that the Ground object has a horizontal surface, but 
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in (60b), we imagine that the Ground object has a vertical surface. Although the two examples 
have the same Figure object, the orientation of the Ground affects the configuration of these two 
objects. According to the characteristics of orientation, we can categorize the following two 
features.  
 
a. A spatial entity G is horizontal, HORIZONTAL(G), iff the entity G is parallel to the 
land. Horizontal is one type of a directional orientation referring to the plane where the 
earth and the sky meet. 
                      
                 F                                                    F                         
           G                                                  G 
     
b. A spatial entity G is vertical, VERTICAL(G), iff the entity G is perpendicular to the 
land. Vertical is another type of a directional orientation that uses land as a reference.  
 
                                                   F                
     
                                                             G             
Figure 4.4 Taxonomy of orientation features 
 
 The identification of an axis is related to the perceptual apparatus of the human body. 
The perceptions are most often visual. The orientation features can be varied depending on 
context; for instance, a box is assigned to the horizontal feature in “the label on the top of the 
box” or the vertical feature as in “the label on the side of the box.” Features of orientation 
explain certain directional orientations defined by common axes along which the positions of 
Figure objects and Ground objects exist. We establish orientation features based on our 
background knowledge of the Grounds, for example, in our everyday lives, “walls” are placed on 
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vertical axes, and “ceilings” are placed on horizontal axes. Therefore the orientation features rely 
on the regions that the Grounds and Figures rest on or against. The orientation specifies a 
Ground‟s position relative to the land. For (60a), the HORIZONTAL feature is presumed; and 
for (60b), a VERTICAL feature is appropriate. When the orientation of the Ground object does 
not affect the location of the Figure like a ring on my finger, neither HORIZONTAL nor 
VERTICAL is spelled out. In this case, whether the Ground object stands or lies, the location 
and arrangement of the Figure does not change.  
In addition to the orientation of the Ground object, we need to consider other features 
inherent in the Ground objects. Consider these examples: 
 
(61) a. a car in the parking space  
b. a car in the garage 
 
The different locations of „a car‟ in (61) are not due to the orientation of the Ground. In 
(61a), the car is located on the surface of the Ground; in (61b), the car is located in the interior of 
the Ground. Leech (1969:161) has come quite close to resolving this problem with 
dimensionality features. He relates the characteristics of the Ground objects to dimensionality 
features. Here is what he suggested. 
 
a. 1DIME „at – no dimension relevant‟   
X    or   X 
 
b. 2DIME „on – one/two dimensional‟   
X                   X 
Figure 4.5 (cont. on next page)" 
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c. 3DIME „in – two/three dimensional‟  
                              X                
  
Figure 4.5 Dimensionality
17
 
 
In the above diagrams, X represents the object, and the location is represented in turn by 
a black dot as in Figure 4.5(a); it is represented by a line, which may be thought of as a one-
dimensional object or as a two-dimensional object (see Figure 4.5 (b)). A square represents an 
enclosed space, which may be interpreted to be a two or a three-dimensional as an area or 
volume. These categories have more to do with people‟s visual perceptions rather than with the 
Ground object‟s physical properties.  
According to Leech (1969), basic to all locative meaning is the system of „place‟.18 Leech 
considers the topological prepositions to indicate that they “ascribe” to the following NP a 
particular dimensionality, [1DIME], [2DIME], or [3DIME]. Thus, the NP that functions as a 
complement of the preposition is seen as one, two or three dimensional objects. According to 
Leech (1969:159), all locative meaning is based on the system of „place‟ and „contextual 
properties‟ as in (62). In his explanation, the feature PLA stands for place and CONC is used for 
concrete. Its contextual properties allow for its function as an adverbial relation, which is notated 
                                                 
17
 The term dimensionality is adapted to fit various studies. „DIME‟ stands for dimensionality in Leech (1969); 
Vandeloise (1991) uses „D‟; Lakoff (1987) employs „DIM‟.  
18
 Leech (1969:99) sets up a number of components for analyzing prepositional phrases. Leech‟s way to represent 
components is to adjoin or list symbols such as „‟, or „r (r stands for relation)‟. The arrow is meant to refer to  the 
terms of relative relation like „parent – child‟ or „above – below‟. The direction of the arrow indicates the relation 
and the opposite relation is exemplified by „r‟ or „r‟. Thus „a is above b‟ is rewritten a r b and „b is below a‟ 
is b r a. The components TIM, PLA, and MAN are used to represent meanings of prepositional phrases, 
where TIM represents time, PLA represents place, and MAN represents manner.  
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as „‟. In (62b), the contextual properties express that an entity X is a concrete object and X is 
located in a place that is a dimensional concrete object. 
 
(62) a. SYSTEM I „place‟ (Leech 1969: 150) 





place(x)in on/ at /  (y)'  (x)PLA  (y)
place(y)in at /on/  (x)'  (y)PLA  (x)
 
b. Contextual properties:  
CONC}PLA[DIME]{
CONC}{
(X)





 
 
Leech indicates spatial entities, symbolized as x and y along with the notation CONC to 
indicate concrete objects; spatial relations are indicated with PLA for a locative preposition and 
[DIME] for dimensionality.  
He defines the prepositions at, on, and in as spatial prepositions, as follows: 
 
(63) a. at : PLA [1DIME] 
b. on: PLA [2DIME] 
        c. in : PLA [3DIME] 
 
The preposition at expresses simple contiguity or juxtaposition, where the dimensions of 
the locations are not significant, namely: at the door, at the station, at the bus-stop, etc. On 
represents contiguity or juxtaposition with a location seen as a “line” on a map, such as „on the 
River Nile‟, or else seen as a surface like „on the wall‟, „on the ceiling‟, „on the page‟, or „on my 
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shirt‟. In expresses the concept of „enclosure‟ or „containment‟ as applied to two dimensional „in 
the middle‟ or three dimensional locations, for instance, „in the park.‟ 
Like the orientation feature, the identification of dimensionality is subjective. The choice 
of dimensional features does not directly reflect the actual physical character of the location. 
Neither „at the wall‟ nor „on the wall‟ describes the real dimensional properties of the wall. 
Leech sets container/medium, surface, and node/line in correspondence to [3DIME], [2DIME], 
and [1DIME], respectively. In „a book on the table‟, only the horizontal surface of the table is 
taken into account, so the suggested feature from Leech‟s dimensionality is [1DIME]. Based on 
Leech‟s work on dimensionality, this feature is adopted in my study. The notation „DIM‟, 
however, is followed by Lakoff (1987). The feature „1DIM‟ represents a space which is not 
specified by any boundary. It can be used in both horizontal and vertical axis. The situation in 
which the Figure and the Ground touch or face each other is „2DIM‟; „3DIM‟ is used when the 
Figure object is located inside of the Ground object or the Figure object is enclosed by the 
Ground object.  
How are the different dimensionalities of the spatial entities realized in our language use? 
How is an object realized as having a fixed dimensionality feature? Let us take a look at the 
following examples. 
 
(64) a. the rice in the bowl  
b. the crack in the bowl  
 
The examples in (64a) and (64b) demonstrate the necessity of introducing specific parts 
of the Ground objects. Depending on which part of the object is the focus of attention, the choice 
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of dimensionality is affected. In (64a), the interior space of the bowl is outlined against the rice; 
thus „3DIM‟ is assigned to the Ground object. In (64b), the surface of the bowl is contrasted with 
the crack, and „2DIM‟ is assigned to it. The same spatial entity can be assigned more than one 
dimensionality feature but not at the same time. 
Herskovits (1986:57) asserts that the regions of space associated with the objects, not the 
objects themselves, are essential to spatial expressions. Her assertion explicates the situation in 
which the same spatial object can be viewed as a two dimensional object or a three dimensional 
object as in (64). She categorizes spatial entities by the place of various types, namely: solid 
objects, loose solid substances, groups of solid objects, liquid objects, geographical objects, parts, 
geometric objects, parts of space, holes, and unbounded entities. Then she defines geometric 
descriptions that may apply to classified spatial entities.  
Herskovits (1986:64) provides the following descriptions for specifying a region denoted 
by spatial entities.  
 
(65) Geometric descriptions of spatial entities (Herskovits 1986:59-72) 
a. Parts 
- „boundary‟ describes a region, for two lines to be parallel and very close to each other 
or coincident; e.g., the path along the ocean 
- „base‟ is the surface composed of the set of points of a region which are in the lowest 
horizontal plane; e.g., The house is above that building 
- „oriented total outer surface‟ is a region for the whole outer surface of a spatial entity; 
e.g., the fly on the table. 
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- „oriented free top surface‟ is a region that is composed of the set of points of a three-
dimensional entity which are in the highest horizontal plane; e.g., the chopstick on the 
bowl. 
- „overside‟/ „underside‟ assumes the smallest vertical cylinder enclosing a three-
dimensional connected region of space; it divides the boundary of the region into two 
parts, one above, and the other below; the one above is the „overside‟ and the one below 
is the „underside‟; e.g., the boat under the bridge. 
 
b. adjacent volumes 
- „interior‟ is the space occupied by the body itself or the convex closure of a body 
- „volume / area‟ describes an empty space bounded by solid matter; e.g., chair in the 
corner. 
 
Herskovits (1986) assumes that geometric descriptions are mapped onto the objects and a 
mapping is based on geometric descriptions. Geometric descriptions are meant to represent two 
things. One is how we view a particular object as some geometric entity (e.g., a tree as a line, a 
surface as a very thin lamina, a person as a frame of reference); the other is to represent indirect 
references to a part of an object, or an adjacent region of space (e.g., an interior). The various 
geometric descriptions are related to an object as it is located in space, and the objects are 
arguments of spatial prepositions.  
As Herskovits asserts, we see the object as it is in the fundamental description of the 
world based on geometric entity and parts of the objects. To represent spatial entities and their 
spatial relations that are linked to a space, I consider applicable geometric descriptions to be the 
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region of space occupied by the object. The following are regions of objects I adapt to describe 
spatial entities: 
 
(66) Taxonomy of Region Features 
a. POINT (G): This is a specific region of G and the region is a narrowly 
localized and precisely indicated position.  
b. BOUNDARY (G): This is a region of G and the region is a line or border 
marking the farthest limit. 
c. SURFACE (G): This is an exterior region of G 
d. TOP (G) : This is a region of G and the region is a distinct side that faces opposite the 
pull of gravity; or the region is an attached part serving as a lid or covering.   
e. BOTTOM (G): This is a region of G and the region is a distinct side that faces the pull 
of gravity; or the region is the lowest surface part.  
f. INTERIOR (G): G is a three-dimensional object and the region is internal parts of G 
or the region enclosed by the boundaries of the G 
g. EXTERIOR (G): G is a three-dimensional object and the region consists of all outer 
parts or sections of G that exist outside the area.  
 
Regions consist of localized spatial entities. In all cases involving spatial entities, the 
configuration is based on an identifiable part of the Grounds; for example, point, surface, 
boundary, top, bottom, interior, or exterior, which are used as features for spatial entities. 
The semantic analysis for spatial expressions includes theories of how one entity is 
related with another entity. At least two semantic components help interpret spatial expressions: 
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the kind of spatial relationship and the spatial entities. So far we have examined semantic 
features related to these two components. In the next section, we consider how these features are 
integrated. All the features that are used to describe spatial entities are summarized in the 
following table.  
 
Table 4.1 Features for spatial entities, a Figure and a Ground 
Orientation HORIZONTAL; VERTICAL 
Dimensionality 1DIM, 2DIM, 3DIM 
Region SURFACE; BOUNDARY; TOP; BOTTOM; INTERIOR; 
EXTERIOR 
 
4.1.3 Integration of Semantic Features  
The features discussed so far provide for sense discrimination along with spatial 
configurations. In order to establish a semantic interpretation model for spatial expressions, the 
proposed features are aligned in a matrix format, as shown in (67), and Table 4.2 is a list of 
features discussed. 
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Table 4.2 Semantic features for spatial expressions  
 
Spatial 
Relations 
Arrangement CONTACT; ADJACENCY; OVERLAP; 
INCLUSION; SURROUNDING 
Physical Relation SUPPORT; ATTACH 
 
Spatial Entities 
Region SURFACE; BOUNDARY; TOP; BOTTOM; 
INTERIOR; EXTERIOR 
Dimensionality 1DIM;2DIM; 3DIM 
Orientation HORIZONTAL; VERTICAL 
 
Now let us consider integrating spatial features in a matrix spatial template.  
 
(67) Template for Spatial Features 

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     y)x,inclusion(                                  
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(a)---------------------------------------------y  GROUND
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Under feature integration, (a) describes the arguments‟ properties, which are Figure and 
Ground. The semantic component (b) indicates the arrangement features as shown in Table 4.1. 
The features in (b) represent the basic meanings of the preposition and provide information as to 
whether a Figure and a Ground are attached or not. The second features in (c) represent physical 
relations suggested by the preposition in relation to both the Figure and the Ground. The third 
component (d) specifies a region assigned by a Ground. The fourth component (e) shows 
dimensionality information of the Ground object and the orientation features listed in (f) help us 
imagine a spatial configuration. These features co-operate to represent prepositions semantically. 
In each semantic role, only one of the features which are separated by semi-colons is used. That 
is, features listed in the categories of RELATION, REGION, and ORIENTATION are not 
concurrent with other features in the same category. The features can explain how different 
meanings of the preposition are related, which I will discuss in detail in my proposed study. 
Similarities in the meanings of spatial prepositions can be accounted for in terms of the common 
features in the spatial templates. 
 
4.2 Modeling Semantic Representations  
4.2.1 Loci Structure 
I propose to adapt Pustejovsky‟s Generative Lexicon Theory (1991, 1995) by adding new 
lexical structure along with the qualia structure and the argument structure. The qualia structure 
and argument structure are useful for providing information about co-occurring words and the 
arguments of the predicates. In the original qualia structure, the main roles are the constitutive 
role, the formal role, the telic role, and the agentive role; the argument structure describes the 
number of necessary arguments. In my adaptation, a new lexical structure named loci structure is 
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appended to the whole lexical semantic structure. The loci structure represents spatial relations, 
spatial entities, and the function of the spatial relations. These are basic concepts that constitute 
the loci structure of spatial expressions. In the previous section 4.1, the components of the loci 
structure are explained and the possible values of each role in the loci structure are presented.  
Loci structure is introduced to represent spatial configurations and meanings of spatial 
expressions when spatial prepositions are used in contexts. This structure consists of seven roles, 
namely: figure, ground, arrangement, phyrel, regional, orientation, and dimensionality. In (68), I 
outline how spatial prepositions encode semantic information in the loci structure as follows. 
 
(68) Roles of Loci Structure   
a. The FIGURE role assigns an argument for a located object within the argument 
structure. 
b. The GROUND role assigns an argument for a reference object within the argument 
structure. 
c. The ARRANGEMENT role defines spatial relations where one object is located in 
relation to another.  
d. The PHYREL role is related to physical relational roles. This role defines the purpose 
of the prepositions or it specifies function and physical relations that pertain to the Figure 
and the Ground.  
e. The REGIONAL role gives the factors determining the Ground‟s geometric 
foundations such as point, line, surface, area, interior, or exterior. 
f. The ORIENTATIONAL role defines the orientation of the Ground, e.g., horizontal or 
vertical. 
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g. The DIMENSIONALITY role involves the dimension of the Ground, e.g. one-
dimension, two-dimensions, or three-dimensions. 
 
Then these roles are integrated into the loci structures as in (69).  
 
(69) Semantic Structure of a Spatial Preposition 
 
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[1]) vertical(([1]);horizontalNORIENTATIO
3dim([1]) 2dim([1]); 1dim([1]);DIM
  1])exterior([ 1]);interior([                   
 );bottom([1] 1]);boundary([ ]);surface([1REGION
  [1])abut(x, [1]);attach(x, x);],support([1PHYREL
     [1])x,inclusion( [1]);overlap(x,                                  
 [1]);,adjacent(x[1]);contact(x,TARRANGEMEN
  [1]GROUND
x    FIGURE
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y]1[ARG2
xARG1
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The argument structure specifies the necessary number of arguments. The figure role and 
the ground role in the loci structure indicate which argument pertains to the located object in the 
argument structure or the reference object. In the above representation, the first argument, ARG1, 
x and the second argument, ARG2, y apply to the Figure and the Ground, respectively. The 
arrangement role may have one feature among the categories, namely: contact, adjacency, 
overlap, inclusion, or covering. Support, attachment or hanging are available to describe the 
physical relation role. Surface, boundary, top, bottom, interior or exterior are used to illustrate 
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geometric foundations of the Figure and the Ground. For the dimensionality role, one of three 
types of dimensions is employed for the Ground. The orientation role also applies to the Ground. 
All of the roles in the loci structure do not necessarily appear in the semantic structure all the 
time.  
The loci structure enables spatial prepositions to encode information about spatial 
properties pertaining to them. See the following example. 
 
(70) Semantic structure of on 
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The spatial preposition on takes the complement noun as its argument, which supplies the 
information required for contextualizing the sense of the preposition. The preposition on in (70) 
expresses the meaning as the surface of the Figure located in contact with and supported by the 
Ground.  
 
4.2.2 Unification of Loci Roles 
Now let us apply the co-composition proposed by Pustejovsky (1995) to the spatial 
expressions. I adopt the processes of co-composition and the co-specification process to 
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represent and to interpret the spatial expressions containing prepositions. I elaborate generative 
operations that combine the argument structure and loci structure to derive various senses of the 
spatial preposition within a context. When multiple lexical items are composed into an 
expression, each one imposes semantic constraints on the other. Spatial prepositions take 
arguments as their complements. Spatial meanings related to configurations are specified by 
virtue of the arguments and the specific spatial configurations are not lexicalized. It is not the 
preposition itself that supplies multiple meanings, but the differences in meanings are the result 
of principles of semantic composition. The spatial configurations and senses expressed by spatial 
prepositions are determined by the kinds of telic or orientation roles associated with the Figure 
and the Ground. Due to this composition of lexical items in spatial expressions, co-composition 
would explain the generativity of senses pertaining to spatial configurations. Each qualia role of 
the words in the semantic structure contributes to suggesting meanings and functions of the 
expressions in the proposed semantic model.  
The various configurations of spatial expressions are triggered by the values of the 
relation of the prepositions and the arguments. Consider co-composition processes based on the 
prepositional phrases, a picture on the wall and a picture on the desk. By combining the loci 
structures for both prepositions and the complements, it is possible to derive the various 
configurations. The orientation roles of the relational force reflect combinations of both 
constituents. First of all, brief representations of the words follow:  
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(71) Semantic Structures of on, desk, and wall 
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When multiple lexical items are composed into an expression, each one imposes semantic 
constraints on the others. In the example (71a), the formal role specifies that the preposition on is 
used for locative usages and the arrangement and relation roles describe the default 
configurations of the Figure and the Ground, which indicate the position of Figure x in contact 
with and supported by the surface of Ground y. In the semantic structure of desk and wall, the 
orientation roles of these words provide the axial information. The orientation „vertical‟ 
represents the axis of the wall and „horizontal‟ of the desk.  
Co-composition makes it possible to draw “derived” senses of the prepositional phrases 
from given contexts. The preposition on, by itself, does not specify orientation. According to the 
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co-composition by Pustejovsky (1995) explained in section 2.2, the values of the qualia 
structures of the preposition and of the noun are not perfectly matched, but share with each other 
the composing process. In order to compose multiple lexical items which consist of spatial 
expressions, I need to amend the qualia unification as loci unification, as follows.   
Generative Lexicon (GL) proposes that nominal complements carry lexical information 
used to shift the sense of the governing verb (Pustejovsky 1995). It means that GL allows some 
nominal arguments to constrain the meaning of their verbal predicates. However, the functional 
application used by GL relies on the classical approach: relational words (verbs and adjectives) 
are taken as functions, while nominals are taken as being their arguments. Co-composition is 
viewed here as a unification operation that restricts function application. This operation is 
triggered off only if both the verb and the noun contain very specific lexical information. The 
scope of this particular operation is then very narrow. We claim, however, that co-composition is 
a general semantic property underlying every syntactic dependency between two words. In the 
next subsection, we will generalize the notion of co-composition so as to deal with all cases of 
word dependencies. To do it, functional application will not be driven by relational words, but by 
dependencies. 
  
(72) Co-composition for Spatial Expressions through Loci Unification 
a. From a basic sense of a spatial preposition, a complement that co-specifies a spatial 
preposition adds the semantic information of the complement to the preposition. As the 
result of this composition, a derived sense of the whole phrase is produced and the 
specific configuration is decided. The loci structure of the preposition and the 
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complement are unified on the basis of the information in the loci values of the 
preposition.   
b. Function Application with Loci Unification: For expressions, α, the spatial preposition, 
and β with loci structures LSα and LSβ, respectively, then, if there is at least one locus 
feature, R, specifies its value as β, [LSα … [Li =R [β]], then we define the locus unification 
of LSα and LSβ as LSα∪LSβ of these two loci structures. 
  
The composing process of the preposition and the Ground object is outlined in this way: 
First, the lexical structure of the preposition takes that of the Ground as its complement. Second, 
the value of the loci structure of a complement co-specifies the preposition. Third, the 
composition of the loci structure results in a derived spatial configuration, where the spatial 
preposition‟s and the complements‟ roles match and the complement‟s values pertaining to 
spatial features outweigh default values of the preposition. The value of the complement co-
specifies the preposition and adds meaning to the verb by co-composition. 
Returning to the examples of desk and wall, the semantic structures of the prepositional 
phrases on the desk and on the wall are presented in (73a) and (73b) respectively.  
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(73) a. on the desk  
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When on is combined with the complement wall, whose region role is specified as 
„surface of the wall‟, the vertical value of the orientation role is appended. In the case that on 
comes with the noun desk, the horizontal value of the orientation role is appended. Through the 
process of co-specification, the region value of wall makes reference to the process within the 
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phrase, and serves as a main factor. The semantics for the prepositional phrase on the wall 
operates according to the following process; the value of the complement, by co-specifying the 
preposition and the operation, adds meaning to the preposition by co-composition. This co-
specification of loci structure is carried out by loci unification through the identity of loci values 
for REGION in the preposition and its argument. The region roles of the preposition and the 
argument are matched as LR(on) = LR(the wall). 
To derive a spatial configuration within a given context, co-composition and co-
specification operate in spatial prepositional phrases. In the example (73), the region and 
orientation roles of the spatial preposition and its argument, the Ground, are co-specified to 
derive proper meanings within a phrasal or sentential level of context. 
The different spatial configurations found in the examples (73a) and (73b) are apparent 
within the orientation role; that is, (73a) shows horizontal orientation of the Ground and (73b) 
shows a vertical orientation. The regional roles specify which part of the Figure and Ground are 
affected by the spatial relations of the prepositions.  
In this section I presented a new loci structure to encode various spatial features that are 
related with words about spatial entities and spatial relations. A spatial preposition and its 
arguments construct spatial expressions and they compose phrasal level meanings through co-
specification with the locus values in the loci structure. I will present more elaborated semantic 
representations employing different prepositions in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Semantic Representations of Spatial Expressions 
 
The aim of this chapter is to present semantic representations of spatial expressions by 
integrating spatial features into the frameworks of componential analysis and the Generative 
Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky 1990, 1995). Based on these frameworks, I present analyses and 
formalization of the multiple meanings of spatial prepositions in English. Each preposition is 
allowed to have different independent meanings and varying degrees of indeterminacy and 
specificity. The indeterminacy and specificity of the prepositions are resolved within the context 
where the preposition occurs. Following Pustejovsky‟s studies (1991, 1995), accounting for the 
generativity of senses in spatial expressions is one of the primary goals in this chapter.  
Pustejovsky claims that a lexical item is semantically described by the argument structure, 
the event structure, qualia structure, and the lexical inheritance structure. According to 
Pustejovsky, nominals have qualia structures which determine their meaning and the meanings 
of verbs are specified with argument structures. The qualia structure is composed of the 
constitutive role, the formal role, the telic role and the agentive role. Depending on what 
particular roles are articulated, the multiple meanings of a nominal may be explained. For 
instance, the nominal, the book can be interpreted as a physical object if a constitutive role in the 
qualia structure is signified, and we can say, “I sold the book”. If a telic role is intended such as, 
reading information that the book holds, then the focus is shown in the sentence, “I discussed the 
book with my book club members.”  
I will show that a spatial preposition is elaborated semantically in the loci structure which 
is composed of the following fields: the figure, the ground, the arrangement, the physical relation, 
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the region, the dimensionality, and the orientation. The loci structure gives the particulars about 
the configurations of spatial expressions. In order to provide concrete meanings and specificity 
of spatial expressions, I describe the semantic structures of a located object and a reference 
object together. The information about the Figure and the Ground will show how a spatial 
preposition may have various configurations in contexts.  
The polysemy that Pustejovsky dealt with in his study is highly logical and systematic in 
that the meanings are derived or extended based on event types or qualia structures. Thus the 
extended or derived senses are explained by generative mechanisms such as type coercion, 
selective binding, or co-composition. However, there are some senses of spatial prepositions that 
cannot be explained by logical patterns. In contrast to the polysemy that Pustejovsky discussed, 
spatial prepositions show more varied patterns in their configurations which depend highly on 
their complements, Ground objects as well as Figure objects. For example, the preposition on 
may represent multiple spatial relations with respect to Figure objects and Ground objects. In the 
expression a cabin on the lake, the expression describes a scene in which a cabin is located near 
the lake and it is the preposition on that conveys the proximity relationship. In the case of a 
crack on the wall, a crack is located in a part of a wall. In the expression books on the table, the 
expression illustrates a scene where the table is supporting the books, where the preposition on 
conveys a supporting relationship. The meaning of a spatial preposition represents spatial 
relations and can be specified on the basis of information about the Figure object and the Ground 
object.  
The preposition on designated multiple spatial relations; however, one does not expect to 
associate each usage with contexts in order to find a distinct sense. Pustejovsky (1995) avoids 
enumerating all the senses of a word; his representation of a polysemous word provides general 
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meanings over usage and specific uses are contextually elaborated through generative 
mechanisms. Among the possible uses, logical and related senses that can be derived through 
contexts are unified into one general sense. Taylor (2003) refers to the general sense as the 
abstract sense / meaning. According to Taylor, the abstract meaning requires filtering out a lot of 
context-specific detail and needs to be rich in detail in order that the range of possible uses can 
be properly circumscribed.  
I adopt the general frameworks of componential analysis and the generative lexicon 
theory by Pustejovsky (1995), and I propose to enumerate as few abstract senses for spatial 
prepositions as possible when the sense of the spatial preposition cannot be delineated by one 
sense or when it is difficult to derive it through contexts. Several different aspects of relations in 
the semantic structure collaborate to establish the meanings for spatial prepositions. We will see 
that these relationships have a limit, converging on a single sense later in this chapter. The 
enumerated senses of a spatial preposition are mostly based on the physical relations that the 
preposition conveys. The co-composition process through feature unification helps establish not 
only basic meanings but also derived usages of spatial expressions. The semantic framework that 
deals with spatial prepositions is motivated by a concern to explain the interpretation of spatial 
prepositions in context and to account for the systematic relatedness between word senses in a 
formal way. I will also explain functions related to the Ground object as well as multiple 
configurations related to the spatial preposition. 
In the following sections, I will show formal representations of spatial expressions 
containing on, at, and in, focusing on describing the specific locations and spatial relationships 
of spatial entities. The prepositions on, at, and in have been dealt with most extensively in the 
literature. Cooper (1968), Leech (1969), Bennett (1975), Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976), 
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Jackendoff (1990) present the claim that a single relation like a geometric relation can explain 
general spatial uses of spatial prepositions. Lakoff(1987), Herskovits (1986), Vandeloise (1986), 
Cuykens (1993), Bowerman and Choi (2003) propose an „ideal meaning‟ or one basic meaning 
and several degrees of „use types‟ or derived meanings. Let us now concentrate on the 
representations, using these features, and on two possible interpretations. 
 
5.1 Semantic Representations for on 
According to the Collins Cobuild dictionary (2009), the spatial preposition on has 
twenty-five senses and seven of them denote spatial relations. The Merriam-Webster dictionary 
(2008) provides ten senses and two of them are related to locative uses. It lists four detailed uses 
and two specific uses. See the definitions for the preposition on in (74).  
  
(74) Definitions of on 
a. Cobuild Dictionary (2009)   
      i. If someone or something is on a surface or object, the surface or object is immediately 
below them and is supporting its weight. 
      ii. If something is on a surface or object, it is stuck to it or attached to it. 
      iii. If you put, throw, or drop something on a surface, you move it or drop it so that it is 
then supported by the surface. 
    iv. You use on to say what part of your body is supporting your weight. 
              v. You use on to say that someone or something touches a part of a person‟s body. 
    vi. If you are on an area of land, you are there. 
    vii. If you get on a bus, train, or plane, you go into it in order to travel somewhere. If 
you are on it, you are traveling using it.  
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b. Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2008) 
i. used as a function word to indicate position in contact with and supported by the top 
surface of; used as a function word to indicate position in or in contact with an outer 
surface; used as a function word to indicate position in close proximity with; used as a 
function word to indicate the location of something 
ii. used as a function word to indicate a source of attachment or support; used as a 
function word to indicate means of conveyance 
 
Concerned with sense enumeration of spatial uses for on, the Cobuild dictionary presents 
every possible use in a situation and the Merriam-Webster dictionary lists general situations that 
the preposition represents. I present as small a number of senses of a spatial preposition as 
possible, and explain other possible usages in spatial expressions within the proposed number of 
senses through the co-composition process.  
In addition to dictionaries, many studies have been attempted to identify the senses of on. 
Cooper (1968), Leech (1969), Bennett (1975), Miller & Johnson-Laird (1976), Herskovits (1986) 
and others have analyzed prepositional phrases of on and present their meanings are presented in 
Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 Definition of spatial expression containing the preposition on 
 Spatial expression Definition 
Cooper (1968) 
 
x on y A surface of x is contiguous with a surface of y, with 
the constraint that y supports x 
Leech (1969) x on y x is contiguous with the place of y, where y is 
conceived of either as one-dimensional (a line) or as 
two-dimensional (a surface) 
Bennett (1975) On y Locative (surface (y)) 
Miller & 
Johnson-laird 
(1976) 
On (x, y) A referent x is on a relatum y if:  
[INCL (x, REGION (SURF (y))) & SUPPORT 
(y,x)] 
Herskovits 
(1986)  
On (x, y) For a geometric construct x to be contiguous with a 
line or surface y; if y is the surface of an object Oy, 
and x is the space occupied by another object Ox, for 
Oy to support Ox 
 
Cooper (1968), Leech(1969), Bennett (1975) and Miller & Johnson Laird (1976) provide 
one sense for the expression and that sense is defined by spatial relations such as „contiguity‟, 
„inclusion‟, or „support‟. Herskovits (1986) presents this definition as an ideal meaning for on 
and suggests other „use types‟ of on. Besides these works, Goddard (2002) categorized the 
spatial expressions containing on into four distinct groups using the „natural semantic 
metalanguage‟ framework by Wierzbicka. Cienki (1989) schematizes the conceptualization of 
spatial objects as points, surfaces, or areas and also distinguishes various usage types of spatial 
prepositions. We can infer the general meaning components of on from the given definition in 
Table 5.1. The meaning components such as contiguity, support, or surface are common factors 
that define the preposition on.  
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As we can see in the above exploration, a spatial preposition sense directly affects 
configurations of spatial entities. Let us consider some spatial expressions containing the 
preposition on.  
 
(75) the book on the table 
 
This example can be the best representative example for the definitions given in Table 1. 
The book is a Figure object X and the table is a Ground object Y. This example fits Cooper‟s 
definition: a surface of X is contiguous with a surface of Y with the constraint that Y supports X. 
The same is true for Leech‟s, Bennett‟s, Miller & Johnson-Laird‟s and Herskovits‟ definitions. 
Although the previous studies, except Herskovits (1986) or Godarrd (2002), present a single 
sense for the preposition on, there are many exceptions that cannot be described based on this 
one sense. The definition employing „contiguous‟, „support‟ and „surface‟ does not clarify the 
specific  location of a Figure object relative to a Ground object in the following expressions: the 
label on the box, a ring on my finger, or a nose on the face. It is true that the surface of the 
Ground object partly identifies with the location of the Figure, but „contiguous‟ or „support‟ do 
not provide enough information for these expressions.  
In my study, I propose the following senses for on, which are based on the physical 
relations that on conveys in Table 1. These three basic definitions for the spatial expressions 
related with on are difficult to merge into one single definition, and each of these senses is useful 
to explain senses derived from them.  
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(76) a. A Figure object is supported by the surface of a Ground object; the Figure and the 
Ground are in contact. 
    b. A Figure object is attached to the surface of a Ground object; the Figure and the 
Ground are in contact. 
    c. A Ground object is adjacent to a Ground object.  
 
From these basic senses of on, we can see the different types of configurations. The 
spatial relations expressed by prepositions are relations for which the positions of Figure objects 
are determined with respect to Ground objects and these relations affect the configurations of 
spatial entities. The configurations can be construed as physical relationships between spatial 
entities such as „support‟ or „attachment‟ as well as arrangement features of spatial entities. 
Physical relationships and the arrangement feature between spatial entities illustrate more fine-
grained images of the configurations. I employ the features for physical relationships and 
arrangement features pertaining to spatial entities to distinguish the senses of spatial expressions 
containing spatial prepositions.  
In Pustejovsky‟s (1995: 2) generative approach, “a core set of word senses is used to 
generate a larger set of word senses when individual lexical items are combined with others in 
phrases and clauses.” The Generative Lexicon Theory does not simply attempt to unify all the 
possible senses of one lexical item within one semantic structure. The representational structure 
of spatial prepositions includes argument structure, qualia structure and loci structure in order to 
represent spatial expressions closer to word usage in our real world. The loci structure expresses 
related spatial entities and aspects of the meaning of the preposition with the following features: 
FIGURE, GROUND, ARRANGEMENT, PHYSICAL RELATION, and REGION. The basic 
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layout of the preposition on is given in (76). This representation of the spatial preposition on is 
intended to formally delineate meanings and configurations of lexical items, in contexts. 
The first two senses in (76) are mainly distinguished by their arrangement role and 
physical relation roles, phyrel, which are tentatively marked as A(x,y) and R(x,y),r respectively. 
For the first sense, contact(x, y) is assigned to the arrangement and support(y,x) is assigned to the  
phyrel role. The second sense is exemplified as contact(x, y) for the arrangement and attach (x, 
y) for the phyrel role. The third sense does not assume any direct contact relationship between a 
Figure and a Ground; thus this sense is distinguished from the arrangement feature contiguity 
(x,y). 
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In addition to these senses, I explain non-lexicalized senses and derivable senses, through 
context on the basis of co-composition, when multiple constituents within a phrase are combined. 
There are a rich variety of configurations for spatial expressions in real world usage, which are 
difficult to fully capture by verbally defined senses in the dictionary. Consider the configuration 
defined by „contact by outer surface‟; cookies on the plate, ring on his finger, picture on a wall, 
and light on the ceiling.  
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Now let us consider how the spatial prepositions are used in contexts. In the senses of on 
in (75) and (77), specific senses can be examined more reliably with co-occurring arguments of 
the prepositions.  
 
5.1.1 A Figure object is supported by the surface of a Ground object  
I begin with an expression a book on the desk, in which the preposition conveys a 
supporting relation between two objects: a Ground object supports a Figure object which presses 
the surface of the Ground. This is the first sense listed in both dictionaries in (78). Also, when we 
take a look at the previous studies in Table 1, we can say it is the most representative sense for 
on. The abstract representation for this sense of on is presented in (78).  
 
(78) a. on1 : A Figure object is in contact with a Ground object and the Ground supports 
the Figure  
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The following expressions are the examples that are defined under the same meaning and 
involve similar spatial configurations. 
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    (79) a. the book on the desk 
            b. the potato on the dish  
         c. the groceries on the counter  
         d. a lamp on the desk / table 
         e. a cat on the roof 
 
A preferred interpretation of the examples in (79) is that a Figure object faces the surface 
of a Ground object and the Ground object supports the Figure object against the force of gravity. 
The fact is that the top surfaces of Ground objects maintain their horizontal orientation. For desk, 
the orientation role is encoded by horizontal in the loci structure as in (80).  
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In the argument structure in (80), the „table‟, a hypernym of the „desk‟, is marked next to 
x in order to deduce a general representation for a desk, a counter, or a table. By identifying a 
hypernym of a spatial entity, we can infer a similar semantic structure for its hyponyms. Thus, 
the Ground objects in (79a), (79b) and (79c) can be represented as in (80), since the hypernym of 
these Ground objects is a table. The semantic structure for the Ground object roof in (79d) is 
exemplified as in (81). 
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What this structure demonstrates is the fact that any hypernym of the roof is a covering 
artifact in the argument structure and its activating region is surface or side; the orientation is 
horizontal in the loci structure.  
Given the representations of the Ground objects and the preposition on, the semantic 
structure resulting from feature unification
19
 within the prepositional phrase can be expressed as 
in (81). By applying the feature unification to the prepositional phrase, the preposition on assigns 
a Ground to the arrangement, physical relation (phyrel), and region roles as in the first basic 
sense representation (77). The feature unification process brings loci values of figure, ground, 
arrangement, phyrel, and region roles from the preposition and the loci values of dim and 
orientation from the desk together into the loci structure of the prepositional phrase.  
 
                                                 
19
 The full explanation is in the previous chapter. Briefly, for expressions, α, the spatial preposition on, and β, its 
complement the desk with loci structures LSα and LSβ, respectively, then, if there is at least one locus feature, R, and 
the value is specified as β, [LSα … [Li =R [β]], then we define the locus unification of LSα and LSβ as LSα ∪ LSβ of 
these two loci structures. 
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(82)
20
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]1[FIGURE
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[2]) [1], ,locate(e'FORMALQUALIA 
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The co-composition process works when multiple lexical items are composed into one 
expression and each component imposes semantic constraints on the other. In (81), the spatial 
preposition on takes an argument, the desk, as its complement that co-specifies the preposition. 
Spatial meanings related to this phrase are not fully specified yet, due to the lack of a Figure 
object. The basic sense of on and the desk is represented at this level. It is not the preposition 
itself that supplies multiple meanings, but the differences in meanings are the result of the 
principles of semantic composition of Figure objects and Ground objects. By combining the loci 
structures for both on and the desk, it is possible to derive the sense and the configuration of the 
prepositional phrase, on the desk. In the example (82), the orientation and region roles reflect 
combinations of both constituents; the arrangement and relation roles describe the default 
                                                 
20
 In the Generative Lexicon Theory, all of the participants which show up in the predicates in qualia can be listed as 
default arguments or as shadow arguments in the ARGSTR. The arguments are restricted to the following types:  
w, v, and u are animated individuals. 
e: one of four event types such as activity, accomplishment, achievement and state. 
x.y is a dotted type which combines the properties of x and y. 
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configurations of the Ground, which indicate the position of a Figure in contact with and 
supported by the surface of the Ground object.  
The representation of the Figure object book is formulated as in (83).       
 
(83) 
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Given the representation in (83), we know the function of the book is to be read and the 
factor that brings the book about is that it is written by a person in the qualia structure; the 
activating region for defining configurations involving the book is a surface or an interior of the 
book in the loci structure.  
To derive a spatial configuration within a given context, feature-unification and co-
specification operate in spatial prepositional phrases. As the result of co-composition, a sense of 
the whole phrase is produced and the specific configuration of the prepositional phrase is decided. 
The loci structures of on the desk and the book are unified on the basis of the information in the 
loci values of the preposition on. Let us illustrate a semantic representation of the example (79a).  
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When multiple lexical items are combined into an expression, each one imposes semantic 
constraints on the others. The combination of loci structures yields the illustration of the 
configuration of the expression the book on the desk, where the region value in the loci structure 
of the Ground object and that of the preposition match one another first and then the 
prepositional phrase combines with the Figure object. That is, the region value is shared by the 
preposition and the Ground object, the locus unification of the loci structure of the preposition 
and the loci structure of the desk can be processed. For the example (79a), the region and 
orientation roles of the spatial preposition and its argument, the Ground, are co-specified to 
deduce proper configurations within a phrasal level of context. 
In the representation (84), the roles in the loci structure describe the configurations of the 
Figure and the Ground, which indicate the position of Figure [1] in contact with and supported 
by the surface of Ground [2]. In the semantic structure of desk and book, the orientation roles of 
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these words provide the axial information. In addition to the examples in (84), we can see many 
different ways that Figure objects and Ground objects are in contact and one supports the other.  
 
A Figure object is hanging from a Ground object.  
Here are representative examples that a Figure object is supported by a Ground object 
and they are in contact with each other, but the actual scenes are different from the examples in 
(79).  
 
(85) a. wet shirts on the laundry line 
      b. his coat on the hanger 
        c. an apple on the branch 
 
Unlike the examples in (82), in which the surface of the Ground serves as a foundation 
and the Figure is resting on the Ground object, in (85), a Figure object is hanging from the 
Ground object; that is, a part of the Figure object is fastened to the Ground object and the other 
parts of the Figure are free to be suspended without support from below. A derived usage is 
delineated in the qualia structure of the spatial entities in (86).  
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The Ground object the hanger in (85b) is a device that bears the weight of other objects 
and this purpose of the hanger is illustrated in the telic role of the second argument. The semantic 
representation in (86) provides us with the specific configuration that the coat is pendent from 
the hanger and the hanger serves as a buttress. This representation also presents the spatial 
relation of the spatial entities as well as the function of the Ground object, which allows us to 
understand possible extensive meanings of on when the preposition on combines both a 
supporting device and a pendent like object. The telic feature of the Ground object conveys the 
specific configuration, „hanging‟.      
 
Functional Interpretation - A Figure object is transported by a Ground object  
Based on the following sense of on „A Figure object is supported by a surface of a 
Ground object‟, we can represent and interpret the following examples in this category.  
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(87) a. the student on the bus 
        b. the children on the boat 
        c. the luggage on the plane 
 
From the usage of the above examples, we can say that the surface of the Ground object supports 
the Figure object and these examples also belong to the first sense.  
So far we have focused our interpretation of spatial expressions on where the Figure 
object is located relative to the Ground object. I refer to location oriented understanding as a 
locative interpretation. In addition to the expression of a location of a Figure object, namely, the 
locative interpretation, the examples in (87) convey a purpose of the Ground object. From (87), 
we get the picture that the student is riding on the bus or the student is transported by the bus. A 
spatial expression draws on our knowledge about a function or a purpose of the Ground object as 
well as specifying the location. When this kind of understanding is involved in spatial 
expressions, I call it a functional interpretation. The semantic structure can represent both a 
locative interpretation and a functional interpretation.  
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This representation may explain situations in which a person or an animate object are on 
different types of transportation, to which hyponyms of animate or transport apply.  
 
5.1.2 A Figure object is attached to a Ground object  
In spatial expressions, on is used to express a situation in which a Figure object is 
attached or adhering to a Ground object, and the sense of this use can be represented as in (89).  
 
(89) a. on2 : A Figure object is in contact with a Ground object and the surface of the 
Figure is attached to the Ground  
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The Figure object can be an entity which has natural adhesive strength or which can be 
stuck with the aid of other materials. Spatial entities such as insects or gummed labels may attach 
to any of the surfaces of a Ground object. Physical objects such as paintings or lights adhere to 
the surface of a wall with the aid of adhesive tools. Spatial expressions in (90) describe 
configurations in which Figure objects are stuck to Ground objects or attached to Ground objects.  
 
(90) a. the picture on the wall / the easel  
b. the ivy on the brick wall  
c. mirrors on a wall 
d. chandelier on the ceiling   
e button on a jacket   
f. the fly on the ceiling / the wall  
 
The expressions in (90) are construed with the physical relation attach, where the contact 
relation is also highlighted. The surface of the Figure or part of its surface is attached to the 
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surface of the Ground object which refers to part of the construction such as a wall or a ceiling, 
clothes, or other physical objects. However, the orientations of the Ground objects are critical 
factors in the configurations of these expressions. There are many different ways that two spatial 
entities can be attached to each other with respect to the orientation of the Ground object. That is, 
a wall is standing perpendicular to a flat surface, so the configurations of (90a), (90b), or (90c) 
are premised on vertical images. When a Ground object stands parallel with a plane such as a 
ceiling, we imagine a horizontal scene for configurations of (90e) or (90f). While attachment and 
contact relations are maintained, the orientation of the Ground object assigns the general 
configurations of the expressions. The proposed representation model incorporates these 
variations. See the following representations. 
 
(91) the picture on the wall 
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The Ground object, the wall, is represented as in (91a). The orientation of the wall is 
identified as vertical and the activating region is “surface” in the loci structure, which is 
incorporated in (91b) and co-composes the whole meaning of the spatial expression. The 
expression the picture on the wall is analyzed as involving the picture as the Figure object and 
the wall as the Ground object, i.e., maintaining the relation that the Figure is attached to the 
vertically standing Ground object; they are touching each other through the contact feature. All 
of this information is expressed in (91b).  
Next, let us consider how this representation can explain a related meaning but a different 
orientational configuration such as the chandelier on the ceiling, in which we imagine a Figure 
object is attached to a horizontally situated Ground object.  
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(92) the chandelier on the ceiling 
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The loci structure specifies the orientation and activating region of the Ground object in 
(92a). The attachment relation for on is specified in the concrete with the orientation role in the 
loci structure. Contrary to the previous example where the Figure object is attached to the 
vertically standing object, the representation in (92b) enables the derivation of a horizontal 
configuration by the feature unification, also called co-composition by Pustejovsky (1925). The 
orientation role of the Ground object is incorporated in the representation of the expression the 
chandelier on the ceiling. The result of co-composition is a semantic representation of (92b) that 
explains a situation in which a Figure object the chandelier is in contact with the Ground object 
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the ceiling; the surface of the Figure is attached to the surface of a horizontally located Ground 
object.  
The difference in orientation of a Ground is not the only variation of the attachment 
relation that the preposition on conveys. We can see more diverse extensions of spatial 
expressions with respect to the kind of Ground object and the kind of Figure object that come 
together. Based on the second basic sense of on, „a Figure object is attached to a Ground object‟, 
we can derive examples that express similar relationships but different configurations.  
 
A Figure object adheres to a Ground object 
 
(93) a. the label / sticker on the box 
            b. mud on your shoes 
 
The spatial expressions containing on in (93) are used to indicate a relation of attachment 
and the two spatial entities are in contact. In these examples, the Figure objects like the label, the 
sticker, or mud have a property of sticking to other objects rather than simple attachment using 
other material. See the following representation.        
 
 (94) the label on the box  
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The Ground a box has space both inside and outside; as a container, the preposition in 
generally takes precedence over on. The preposition on usually is used with an outer surface of a 
Ground object. Therefore, although the interior of the box can be used for the Ground, surfaces 
defining the outer space are represented with the preposition on. A box does not have any typical 
position in the orientation, so the orientation role is not specified in this expression.  
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A Figure object is part of Ground object 
 In the following expressions in (95), the Figure object is regarded as part of the Ground 
object. 
 (95) a. the handle on the cupboard door  
            b. The wheels on the bus go round and round  
 c. the handle on the basket 
  d. nose on his face 
            e. leaves on a tree 
            f. hair on his head 
  g. crack on the wall 
  h. carving on the stone 
      
The physical relations are construed as attachment in the loci structure. In addition to the 
attachment relationship, the configuration in which the Figure is part of the external side of the 
Ground is represented in the constitutional role of the qualia structure.   
 
(96) nose on his face 
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For spatial expressions, spatial entities and prepositions have loci structures as part of 
their lexical entries, which among other things specify possible locations that are associated with 
the expressions. For example, the region role of the loci structure for desk is common in use with 
on. My proposed semantic representation does not attempt to give an exhaustive list of the telic 
roles that any given noun may have.  
 
A Figure object encircles a Ground object 
In the following examples, we find a different configuration due to the characteristics of 
Figure objects. The Figure objects enclose the Ground objects. See the following: 
 
(97) a. a ribbon on a candle  
        b. insulation on a water heater  
        c. ankle weights on my left leg 
        d. a tube on a pipe 
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Seemingly the Figure objects are attached to the surface of Ground objects and they are 
in contact with each other. Based on these relationships, when we describe them more 
specifically, a Ground object is encircled by a Figure object. A property of the Figure object is 
round and it bands to tie the Ground 
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The Figure object a ribbon in (98) is used to decorate some object by being tied around it, 
which is represented in the telic role of the argument [1]; thus the ultimate configuration of these 
entities are the scene in which the Figure object encircles the Ground object. We can apply this 
interpretation and representation to the examples in (97). 
 
Functional Interpretation of attachment – clothing, wearing 
Another derived usage of on describes physical relationships between Figure objects and 
Ground objects, which illustrate the location of the Figures relative to the Grounds. 
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(99) a. a hat on my head 
      b. a glove on his hand 
        c. a ring on her finger 
 
In addition to the locative interpretation for the examples in (94), we can infer a 
functional interpretation for (94). As in the previous usages of on, namely, conveying 
transportation or conveyance, in (82), the functions of the Figure objects are clarified in the 
above. Based on the phrases in (94), we can assume that a person is wearing a hat, a glove or a 
ring.  
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The functional interpretation is derived from the telic and formal roles; the telic role of a 
hat is to cover something and the formal role is someone‟s wearing the hat. In this expression, a 
hat on my head, the hat covers my head. The inheriting property from the formal role and the 
purpose from the telic role of the Figure object allow us to derive the functional interpretation of 
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wearing. If the Figure object is not a wearable artifact as in (101), then we cannot acquire this 
functional interpretation.  
 
(101) a. a bumblebee / a mosquito on my arm 
              b. dirt on my hand 
 
The spatial relationship between the two spatial entities in (101) is as a support rather 
than as an attachment, and these examples do not convey any purpose for either the Figure object 
or the Ground object.  
  
5.1.3 A Figure object is adjacent to a Ground object 
The third basic sense of on is defined and represented as in (109).  
 
(102) a. on3 : A Figure object is adjacent to a Ground object and the boundary of the 
Ground may touch the Figure.  
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This sense of on describes a scene in which a Figure object is next to or close to a Ground 
object and that the Figure is adjacent to the boundary of the Ground. This usage of on does not 
always assume a relationship of direct contact between a Figure object and a Ground object. See 
the following examples.  
 
(103) a. the sun on the horizon 
          b. clouds on the island 
          c. a city on the ocean 
          d. a cabin on the lake 
          e. a school on the street 
 
The Figure objects in (103) are contiguous with the Ground objects. None of the Figure 
objects are located on the surface of the Ground objects and the Figures are not supported by or 
adhering to the Ground objects. When the preposition on is used for the third sense (97a), the 
Ground objects are generally large areas such as geographical area rather than small physical 
objects.  
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The Figure object is next to the Ground object and they may not be in direct contact each 
other. The arrangement and physical role specify the configuration of the Figure, and we can 
distinguish this scene from a boat on the lake, which describes a boat floating on the lake.  
 
5.1.4 Summary of Semantic Representation of on 
The following Table 2 shows three explications for spatial expressions containing on, 
which represent distinct configurations between a Figure object and a Ground object. In this 
study I present three basic senses of on and derived usages from each basic sense. The first basic 
sense, i.e., spatial relationships of „contact‟ and „support‟ are prime factors; derived senses hold 
these relationships along with deviant configurations in real world scenes with respect to Ground 
objects. The second basic sense is defined by relations of „attachment‟ and „contact‟; from this 
sense, part of the Ground, encirclement, and wearing interpretations are derived. The third basic 
sense does not assume a contact relationship, although contact seems to be the most basic 
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assumption defining the preposition on. In a large domain such as a geographical area, the 
preposition on presents an image that a Figure object is contiguous with a Ground object.  
 
Table 5.2 Interpretations of spatial expressions containing the preposition on 
X on Y 
1. A Figure object (X) is supported by the surface of a Ground object (Y) ; the Figure is in 
contact with the Ground 
1-1 Support : a book on the table 
1-2 Hanging : a coat on the hanger 
1-3 Conveyance, transportation : a student on the bus 
2. A Figure object is attached to the surface of a Ground object; the Figure is in contact with 
the Ground 
2-1  Attachment : a picture on the wall / mud on your shoes 
2-2 Part of : nose on his face   
2-3 Encirclement : a ribbon on a candle / a ring on my finger 
2-4 Wearing : a ring on my finger / a hat on my head 
3. A Figure object abuts with a Ground object 
3-1 Proximity : a house on the lake  
 
The proposed semantic description of spatial expressions conjugates all features of spatial 
relations and spatial entities, focusing on configuration based explications. Spatial prepositions 
describe various locations depending on what spatial entities are put together. This is one way to 
interpret spatial expressions that focus on identifying the specific location of a located object 
related to the reference object, which I call locative interpretation. Although most spatial 
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expressions describe locations of the Figure objects relative to the Ground objects, the 
expressions may convey other meanings, which aim to retrieve a purpose or function for the 
Ground object. The latter is referred to as functional interpretation in this study. By adopting the 
qualia structure of Pustejovsky (1995), the proposed semantic representations express not only 
specific locations and configurations for the spatial expressions, but also functions or purposes of 
the Ground objects. 
 
5.2 Semantic Representations for in 
According to the Collins Cobuild dictionary (2009), the spatial preposition in has eleven 
senses and seven of them are related with locative uses. The Merriam-Webster dictionary (2008) 
provides five and only one of them denotes spatial relations. See the definitions for the 
preposition in in (105).  
 
(105) Definitions of in 
a. Cobuild Dictionary (2009)   
i. Someone or something that is in something else is enclosed by it or surrounded by it. 
If you put something in a container, you move it so that it is enclosed by the container. 
ii. If something happens in a place, it happens there.  
iii. When you see something in a mirror, the mirror shows an image of it.  
iv. If you are dressed in a piece of clothing, you are wearing it.  
vi. Something that is covered or wrapped in something else has that thing over or round 
its surface.  
vii. If there is something such as a crack or hole in something, there is a crack or hole 
on its surface.  
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b. Merriam-Webster dictionary (2008) 
used as a function word to indicate inclusion, location or position within limits 
  
The definitions given in the above dictionaries describe various configurations and senses 
of in. Based on these senses, I will present formal and systematic descriptions for spatial 
expressions containing in.  
In addition to the definitions given in (105), various researchers defined the preposition in 
using the meaning that a Figure object is located inside of a Ground object. Let us briefly 
examine the works of Cooper (1968), Leech (1969), Bennett (1975), Miller & Johnson-Laird 
(1976), and Herskovits (1986) in Table 5.2. 
 
Table 5.3 Definition of spatial expressions containing the preposition in 
 Spatial expression Definition 
Cooper (1968) 
 
x in y x is located internal to y, with the constraint that x is 
smaller than y 
Leech (1969) x in y x is „enclosed‟ or „contained‟ either in a two-
dimensional or in a three-dimensional place y 
Bennett (1975) in y Locative (interior (y)) 
Miller & 
Johnson-laird 
(1976) 
in (x, y) A referent x is in a relatum y if:  
[PART (x,z) & INCL (z,y)] 
Herskovits 
(1986)  
in (x, y) Inclusion of a geometric construct of x in a one-, 
two-, or three-dimensional geometric construct of y 
 
Cooper (1968), Leech (1969), Bennett (1975) and Miller & Johnson Laird (1976) provide 
one sense for the expression and that sense is defined by spatial relations such as „contain‟ or 
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„inclusion‟.  Herskovits (1986) and Vandeloise (1991) suggest multiple senses for spatial 
prepositions. Herskovits (1986) presents the definition in Table 5.2 as an ideal meaning for in 
and suggests other „use types‟ of in as in (106).    
 
(106) a. Spatial entity in container  
          b. Gap / object “embedded” in physical object  
          c. Physical object “in the air” 
d. Physical object in the outline of another, or of a group of objects 
e. Spatial entity in part of space or environment  
f. Accident/ object part of physical or geometric object 
g. Person in clothing 
h. Physical object in a roadway 
i. Person in an institution  
j. Participant in an institution 
 
Vandeloise (1994) presents the following senses of dans „in‟ in French. His analysis of 
the preposition in focuses on the relation of total inclusion vs. partial inclusion and container vs. 
contained relation.  
 
(107) a. a est dans b if the boundaries of the landmark (partially) include the boundaries 
of the target 
b. container / contained : a est dans b if the landmark (partially) contains the target  
 
For the first definition of Vandeloise‟s, the landmark of the preposition may not be 
mobile and the target cannot be a constituent of the landmark. In the case of container and 
contained relationship, the second sense of dans, the target cannot determine the position of the 
landmark. If the target is a constituent of the landmark, it may not share a boundary with the 
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landmark. Vandeloise‟s analysis is based on geometric, topological and functional descriptions 
that the preposition in denotes. The geometric description provides us with a three-dimensional 
concept of the Ground object. The topological relation focuses on the inclusion relation 
expressed by in. The functional concept represents the Ground as a container over the Figure.  
We can infer the general meaning components of in from the given definition in Table 
5.2 and from the proposed definitions of Herskovits (1986) and Vandeloise (1994). The meaning 
components such as „enclose‟, „contain‟, „include‟, „internal‟, „interior‟ or „boundaries‟ are 
common factors that define the preposition in. The predicates „enclose‟, „contain‟ or „include‟ 
describe how the Ground objects hold the Figure objects in space; „internal‟ or „interior‟ specify 
the region in which the Ground objects are employed to secure the Figure objects. The common 
features that define in are “inside areas of Ground objects” and “Ground objects enclose Figure 
objects” within the limited inside areas of the Ground objects. For example,  
 
(108) a. a chair in the room 
          b. a present in the box 
 
The definitions listed in Table 5.3 explicate the examples in (108). Figure objects such as 
a chair in (108a) and a present in (108b) are located internal to the Ground objects, the room, 
and, the box, respectively; the Figures are smaller than the Grounds.  
The definitions of Leech, Bennett, Miller & Johnson-Laird and Herskovits also represent 
the expressions in (108) without difficulties.  
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(109) a. a man in a hat 
              b. apples in the tree  
c. the boxer in the ring 
d. the cattle in the field 
 
The simple core definitions given in Table 5.3 do not coincide with the examples in (109). 
Cooper‟s and Bennett‟s definitions do not explain the spatial relations held in (109a), (109c), and 
(109d), but Leech‟s predicate enclosed depicts these examples. The Figure object a man in 
(109a) is not located internal to the Ground a hat and apples are not located as internal parts of 
the tree in (109b).  
Based on the given definitions, I separate containing and surrounding as senses for in 
which are based on the dimensionality feature of the Grounds and the configurations of spatial 
entities.  
 
(110) a. A Ground object contains a Figure object; the Figure is centrally located or at 
least it is not located exterior to the boundaries of the Ground;  Figure occupies the 
interior region of Ground; the region of Figure is completely included in Ground 
and all of the region Figure  may occupy part of the space occupied by the region 
of Ground 
b. A Ground object surrounds a Figure object; the Figure is bound by an outer edge 
of the Ground; the two regions of Figure and Ground occupy different areas of 
space, but the region of G completely encircle the other  
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The proposed senses of in suggest that a Figure object is located within an area of a 
Ground object. The ways of enclosing Figure objects depend on the characteristics of the Ground 
objects and the Figure objects. The Figure may be shut in a container-like object or the Figure is 
within the boundaries of the Ground. From the given basic definitions of in, we can distinguish 
various configurations and infer derived senses from spatial expressions containing in in the 
following sections.  
 
5.2.1 A Ground object contains a Figure object 
The most representative sense of the preposition in is conveyed in the expression a key in 
a box, in which in represents an inclusion relation between two spatial entities: a Figure object a 
key is located inside of the Ground object a box. The abstract semantic representation for this 
sense of in is presented in (111). 
 
(111) a. in1 : A Ground object includes a Figure object, which is inside of the Ground 
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The arrangement feature inclusion has been suggested as a main feature to encode the 
English preposition in (Cienki 1989; Herskovits 1986; Linvkvist 1950; Miller & Johnson-Laird 
1976; Oxford English Dictionary).      
When a Ground object is considered as a three-dimensional object, the Ground has an 
interior area. The Ground objects fully or partially contain Figure objects. For example: 
 
(112) a. keys in a box 
b. fish in the ocean 
          c. water in a glass 
          d. a piano in the room 
e. a driver in the car 
          f. flowers in a vase 
          g. an apple in a bowl 
 
A preferred interpretation of the examples in (112) is that the Figure objects are inside of 
the Ground objects and the Ground objects contain the Figure objects. The arrangement feature 
inclusion assumes the interior region of the Ground object. According to Lakoff and Johnson 
(1980), the concept container with a bounded surface and an in-out orientation is suggested. 
Vandeloise (1991) introduces the contained / container relationship as the sense of these 
examples. The Figure objects may be fully confined within the boundaries of the Ground as in 
(112a), (112b), (112c), (112d), and (112e).  
As in (112f), parts of the Figure object are located inside the Ground object. In the case 
of the (112g), if a pile of apples are stacked in the bowl, we use the expression an apple in the 
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bowl. Although an apple on top may not be located inside the bowl in that the apple is not 
physically included in the bowl, the pear is enclosed in the rims of the bowl. With respect to the 
degree of confinement, Johnson (1987) argues that the functional elements of containment are 
confinement, protection, or potential obscuring of the Figure object.  
Given the representation of the preposition in, the semantic structure for the prepositional 
phrase is expressed as in (113). Feature unification is applied to compose a prepositional phrase 
by combining the preposition and a Ground object. The arrangement and region roles in the loci 
structure of the preposition are specified by the Ground object.   
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The telic role in the qualia structure of a box presents the function of the box as 
containing or potentially containing some object(s) and it is a three dimensional entity. In (113b), 
the spatial preposition in takes an argument, a box, as its complement and that co-specifies the 
preposition. Spatial interpretation related to this phrase is not fully specified since the Figure 
object is not assigned. By combining the loci structures for in and a box, we derive the sense and 
configuration of the prepositional phrase in a box. The arrangement role and region role in the 
loci structure illustrate that a Figure object is placed in the interior part of a box which serves as 
a Ground object. The positions of Figures and Grounds depend on their relations to each other. 
The orientation of the Grounds assigns certain directionality to the Figures. For example, if the 
orientation is horizontal, then the Figures are either horizontal or vertical depending on the 
property of the Figures and people‟s world knowledge. When the orientation of the Ground is 
vertical, the positions of the Figures are parallel to the Grounds namely, in a vertical position.  
When a key is assigned to a Figure object as in the example (112a), the semantic 
representation of the expressions is exemplified in (114). 
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Semantic information about each lexical item is unified into the semantic representation 
given in (114). The combination of loci structures illustrates the configuration of the expression 
a key in a box. The dimension role and orientation role of the Ground object add this spatial 
account to the loci structure as the result of feature unification. The loci structure in (114) 
indicates that the position of the Figure is located within the interior part of the Ground. 
Although we do not encode information about the size of the spatial entities, the Ground object is 
big enough to hold the Figure object.  
The situations in which a Figure is located inside of a Ground vary depending on contexts.     
The inclusion may be full or partial; the Ground object includes the whole body of the Figure, or, 
part of the Figure may be outside of the Ground. See the following examples. 
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 (115) a. children (playing) in the water  
          b. a light bulb in a socket
21
 
 
In (109a) and (109b), only parts of the Figure object are interior to the Ground object. 
Regardless of partial inclusion or full inclusion, we can say the Figure is located inside of the 
Ground by way of the first suggested sense of in.  
For the proposed sense of in as (111), the following serve as Ground objects: human 
made containers such as boxes, vases, cups, etc; geographical empty areas such as caves or holes.   
Now we investigate how many different configurations exist, in which a Figure is inside of a 
Ground in a physical space.  
 
A Ground object works as a milieu of a Figure object  
A Ground object such as the water, the air, the sky, the wind, woods, etc, works as a 
physical setting that provides the environment in which a Figure acts. For example, 
 
(116) a. fish in the water 
b. birds in the air 
          c. clouds in the sky 
          d. a woman in the rain  
                                                 
21
 Vandeloise (1994) introduces the concept of “movability” and “functionality” in order to explain the acceptable 
spatial relation held between the Figure and the Ground in the following expressions.  
a. the bulb in the socket  
b. ??the bottle in the lid.  
 
The Figure object can move to the Ground object; an object that can be movable works as a Figure. He also argues 
another relevant factor accounting for the contrast is functional, “while the socket exerts a force on the bulb and 
determines its position, the opposite occurs with the cap and the bottle” (1994:173). In addition, the socket prevents 
the bulb from falling to the ground.  
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We can say that the Figures in (116) are fully contained by the Ground objects. The 
Ground objects such as the water, the air, or the sky are understood as environments or 
substances where living things or objects exist.  
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Based on the semantic structure in (117), the Ground object the water has two senses, 
namely, liquid and an area. The telic role of the qualia structure for the Ground specifies the 
function of the water with the sense of an area, which serves as an environment where the Figure 
lives. The Ground serves as a milieu for the Figure object and the Figure fish is located inside of 
the Ground, the body of water. The overall sense of this expression fish in the water holds 
inclusion and interior features that are given as the first sense of in.  
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A Figure object is part of a Ground object; the Figure may be a piece, section, member, or 
component of the Ground 
The representative semantic feature of the first sense of in is inclusion and interior. One 
of the possible situations in which a Figure is inside of a Ground, but a specific configuration, is 
found in the following examples.  
  
(118) a. the muscles in his legs 
b. a page in a book 
c. a man in the crowd  
d. windows in the house 
e. the mayor‟s office in the city building 
 
As we can see from the above examples, these examples can demonstrate roughly that a 
Figure is inside of a Ground. Concretely, the Figure object is part of the Ground object in that the 
Figure may be a component of a Ground or it is hard to separate the Figure from the Ground. The 
Figure objects may be some part of the Grounds and the parts may be pieces, sections, segments, 
members, or components as in (118a). The other examples illustrate the following: a piece is a 
part separated from the whole as in (118b); a section is generally small and a part formed by 
classifying or by partitioning; a segment is a part separated along natural lines of division; a 
member is one of the individuals composing a group as in (118c); a component is one of the 
necessary substances or objects that make up an object. The Figure object, by its location inside 
of the Ground serves as a component of the Ground object. Consider the semantic 
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representations of (118a) and the concepts of part-whole relationships between the Figure and 
the Ground.  
 
(119) the muscles in his legs 
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Muscles are tissues found in evolved animals‟ bodies. In the case of humans, they are 
present in arms, legs, hands, faces, and other interior parts of persons‟ bodies. Muscles are placed 
interiorly to body parts and their function is to enable movement. The meaning integration of 
semantic structures works by way of co-composition. In the expression the muscles in his legs, 
the preposition in elaborates the position of the muscle as being, the interior of the legs and 
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excludes other locations. Due to the expression composed of two nouns muscles as a Figure and 
his leg as a Ground, we have the part-whole reading for the whole expression.  
We can find scenes showing that a Figure object is within a Ground object, but the shape 
of the Figure object is indistinct. Consider the following examples. 
  
(120) a. honey in your tea 
   b. milk in the coffee 
 c. salt in the water 
 
The Figure objects in (120) are dissolved or mixed in the Ground objects, and the 
Grounds include the Figures. In this derived sense of in, the Figures and the Grounds have part-
whole relationships. The Figures are components, members, or parts of the Grounds. The 
following serves as Ground objects: bodies or body parts of humans and animals, constructions 
such as buildings, houses, or drinks or liquids.  
 
A Figure is involved in an activity of a Ground object 
The first basic sense of in is related with scenes where Figure objects are inside of 
Ground objects. In addition to specifying the location, the examples in this section derive another 
meaning in the following context: when a Figure object is a person and a Ground object is an 
institution or a piece of furniture, we have the interpretation that the Figure involves an activity 
or a function associated with the Ground.  
All the Figures in (121) are inside of the Ground objects. In addition, the Figure objects 
are involved in the activity of the Ground objects. Prepositions with bare noun complements 
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generally force the inference that the purpose or function of Ground objects are apparent (Soja 
1994; Stvan 1999; Li 1994). If a definite article is present in (121b) and (121c), the prepositional 
phrases represent that the Figure objects are merely in the building for any purpose.  
 
(121) a. a man / patients in the hospital
22
 
          b. people / a pastor in church  
          c. boys / students in school 
                   
According to Pustejovsky (1995), it is difficult to find the constraints on these 
interpretations, but the semantic roles in qualia structure contribute essential information to this 
reading. Consider the following semantic structures for the Ground objects in (128).  
  
(122) Semantic structure of school, hospital, and church 
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22
 British English does not employ an article for this sense.   
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As we can see in the representations in (122), the Ground objects are defined both as an 
institution and as a building. A building provides a place for the activities of an institution. The 
function of school, hospital, and church in the building are education, medical services and 
worship, respectively. Figure objects may be persons who provide the services or persons who 
receive the services. See the following representation for the expression in (121a). 
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(123) a man in the hospital  
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In (121a), the Figure a man or patients stay inside of the hospital building and the 
Figures‟ activities are related with the hospital such as patients or employees of the hospital. In 
(121b), the Figures attend chapel or a pastor officiates at a service as well as spending time in the 
church. In (121c), the Figures are involved in an activity of the school such as studying. If an 
article appears in the expression, the Figure may be a person who visits the place without any 
connection to the purpose of the Ground. 
 
5.2.2 A Ground object surrounds a Figure object 
In spatial expressions, in describes a situation in which the outer edges of Ground objects 
surround Figure objects. The sense of this use is represented as in (124). 
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(124) a. in2 : A Ground object surrounds a Figure object and the Figure is bound by an 
outer edge of the Ground 
b. 
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The Figure is practically in contact with the surface of the Ground and is bounded by the 
Ground which is not a concave object. The boundaries of the Ground need not be delineated 
precisely enough for an observer to be able to trace any crossing of the boundaries. The 
boundaries may be realized as real substances such as lines or fences; in general there is no 
concrete borderline. For example;  
 
(125) a. the cattle in the field 
b. sheep in the pasture (enclosed by a fence) 
c. cars in the road (cf. houses on the road) 
d. a squirrel in the grass 
 
The expressions in (125) depict scenes where Figure objects are located on the surface of 
Ground objects. Neither parts of the Figures nor an entire Figure are located inside of the 
Grounds, which distinguish the sense of in given in the previous section. Our interpretation of 
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these expressions is based on the real situations we have seen, in which a Figure‟s standing 
requires physical contact between the Figure and the Ground. The Figure is static within the 
boundary region defined by the Ground. The semantic representation for these expressions is 
shown in (126). 
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A field is an area of land used for keeping animals and it is usually surround by a fence. 
The field is conceived to be a two-dimensional object and the surface of the Ground object, the 
field, is a region that the Figure stands on. The Figure is surrounded by boundaries of the Ground, 
which may have fences.  
There are different ways that a Ground object surrounds a Figure object depending on the 
characteristics of the Ground object, that is: Ground objects such as kinds of clothing surrounds 
bodies or body parts; a Ground object such as a large area or geographical area may surround a 
part of a location. These variations are defined as the second sense of in in that the Ground object 
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surrounds the Figure objects and the surfaces of the Ground are regions where two entities are in 
contact with each other.  
 
A Figure object is wearing a Ground object 
As first derived senses of surrounding relationships of in, see the following examples. 
 
(127) a. a man in a white shirt 
b. a lady in boots 
          c. a policeman in uniform 
          d. the ballet dancer in a tutu 
e. a boy in suspenders / in a baseball uniform 
 
The boundaries are defined by the Ground objects surrounding the Figure objects and 
some parts of the Figure may not be fully covered by the Ground. For example, the white shirt in 
(127a) does not fully contain a man; boots do not surround a lady. Nevertheless, the Ground 
partially surrounds the Figures. See the following representations.  
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When the Ground objects are kinds of clothing and the Figures are persons, the sense of 
the spatial preposition in conveys to wear. The sense of wearing is represented in the qualia 
structure of the Ground, which conveys the derived interpretation based on the second sense of in. 
This representation also provides spatial information held between two spatial entities. The 
surface of the Ground object shirt surrounds the Figure object a man; the Figure and the Ground 
are in contact with each other.  
 
A Ground object which is a district or geographical area surrounds a Figure object 
In this use of in, Figure objects are surrounded by the limits of a Ground area or line 
which are not conceptualized as a block. Ground objects are generally represented as geographic 
locations such as land, country, state, city, territory, lake, peninsula, etc and the limits of the 
Ground are conceived to be surfaces, two-dimensional entities. For example, 
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(129) a. his house in London  
b. Wall Street in New York 
c. the state building in Ghana   
 
The Figures are understood as parts of the Grounds, but the configuration is different 
from the derived sense suggested in the previous section, the Figure is a piece, section, member 
or component of the Ground. The Ground objects are understood as three dimensional objects 
and the Grounds contain the Figures as in (118). The Ground objects in (129) are assumed to be 
two dimensional and the surface of the Ground is emphasized.  
Let us consider the following representation for his house in London.  
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As we can see the qualia structure for the Ground in (130), the Ground object may have a 
building, his house in this example, as its part and the part-whole relationship is conveyed. With 
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respect to the meaning of in in this expression, we conceive London of a horizontally placed two 
dimensional entity, of which surface is the region that his house is located. The Figure is in 
contact with the surface on the Ground and the Ground limits the possible location of the Figure.  
 
5.2.3 Summary of Semantic Representations for in 
The senses of the spatial preposition in are illustrated as two basic senses, containing and 
surrounding. The first basic sense, i.e., spatial relationships of „inclusion‟ and „interior‟ are prime 
factors; derived senses hold these relationships along with deviant configurations in real world 
scenes with respect to Ground objects. From this sense, parts of the Ground and activity 
interpretation are derived. In the first given sense of in, the Ground objects are generally entities 
that are physically concave shaped entities, containers, or media that enclose Figure objects. The 
second basic sense is defined by relations of „surround‟ and „boundary‟; from this sense the 
wearing interpretation is derived. For the second basic sense of in, Ground objects are conceived 
of as two-dimensional objects such as a field. Regional factors for these basic senses are interiors 
or surfaces which are defined by Ground objects. 
The following Table 5.4 shows two explications for spatial expressions containing in, 
which represent distinct configurations between a Figure object and a Ground object.  
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Table 5.4 Interpretations of spatial expressions containing in 
X in Y 
1. A Ground object (Y) contains a Figure object (X), which is inside of the Ground  
1-1 Containing  
1-2 Parts, members, or components 
1-3 Milieu 
1-4 Involving an activity 
2. A Ground object (Y) surrounds a Figure object (X) and the Figure is bound by an outer 
edge of the Ground 
2-1  Surrounding 
2-2 Wearing 
2-3 Geographic location  
 
Locative interpretations mainly appear in the expressions, in which the specific location 
of the Figure is identified. The locative reading is represented in the loci structure. Functional 
interpretations such as wearing or involving an activity of institutions are exposed to the derived 
sense of the spatial expressions. The qualia structures in the Figure object and the Ground object 
characterizes the purpose of the Ground object.  
In this section, I discussed the semantic representations of in. The semantic 
representations explicate spatial information to specify locations of spatial entities; functions or 
purposes of the Grounds are expressed in the qualia structure in the representations.   
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5.3 Semantic Representations for at  
The spatial preposition at is used to show a particular or exact place of an object. 
According to the Collins Cobuild dictionary (2009), the spatial preposition at has nineteen senses 
and four of them are locative uses
23
. The Merriam-Webster dictionary (2008) provides six and 
two of them denote spatial relations. See the definitions for the preposition at in (131).  
 
(131) Definitions of at 
a. Collins Cobuild (2009) 
i. You use at to indicate the place or event where something happens or is situated 
ii. If someone is at school or college, or at a particular school or college, they go there 
regularly to study 
iii. If you are at something such as a table, a door, or someone‟s side, you are next to it 
or them 
iv. When you are describing where someone or something is, you can say that they are 
at a certain distance. You can also say that one thing is at an angle in relation to another 
thing.  
   
b. Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2008) 
i. used as a function word to indicate presence or occurrence in, on or near  
ii. used as a function word to indicate that with which one is occupied or employed  
 
                                                 
23
 In addition to the locative uses, the preposition at is also used to indicate time, the means, cause, manner, rate, or 
degree.  
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According to these two dictionaries, the general definition of the spatial preposition at 
stipulates that an object is located in the same place as the situated object. The place may be a 
specific point or in the vicinity where something is situated.  
Some of the best known descriptions of at are those by Bennett (1972), Cooper (1968), 
Leech (1969) and Miller & Johnson-Laird (1976) as in Table 5.5. These semantic descriptions 
range from Bennett‟s very concise characterization of at to Herskovits‟ most exhaustive study of 
English spatial terms.  
 
Table 5.5 Definition of spatial expressions containing at
24
 
 Spatial expression Definition 
Cooper (1968) x at y x is near or in y, with the constraint that x is portable 
relative to y and y is not a geopolitical area 
Leech (1969) x at y x is „contiguous‟ or „juxtaposed‟ to the place of y, 
where the dimensionality of y is not significant 
Bennett (1975) at y locative (y) 
Miller & 
Johnson-laird 
(1976) 
at (x, y) a referent x is “at” a relatum y if:  
INCL (x, (REGION(y)) 
Cuyckens 
(1985) 
AT(x,y) INCL(x, REGION (POINT (y))) 
Herskovits 
(1986) 
at For a point to coincide with another 
 
                                                 
24
 In addition to the senses defined in the above studies, Clark (1973) introduced the concept of dimensionality to 
define at. The preposition at describes two-dimensional relations and it determines relations between points and 
lines. 
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Adopting Miller & Johnson-Laird‟s definition, Cuyckens defined at as the entity x 
included in the region of the place referred to by the entity y which is comprehended as a point. 
Cooper, Leech, Bennett and Miller & Johnson-Laird, and Cuyckens adhere to the monosemy 
approach, but Herskovits provides one ideal meaning and several distinct types of uses derived 
from its ideal meaning for at in (132).  
 
(132) Herskovits‟ use types of at (1986:140)  
a. Spatial entity at location 
b. Spatial entity “at sea”  
c. Spatial entity at generic place 
d. Person at institution 
e. Person using artifact 
f. Spatial entity at landmark in highlighted medium  
g. Physical object at a distance from point, line, or plane 
 
Based on the previous descriptions of at in Table 5.5 and Herskovits‟ (1986) use types, 
spatial relations to describe the preposition at are „near‟, „contiguous‟, and „locative‟.  
Following Herskovits (1986), I also provide basic meanings for the preposition at and 
derived senses within the frameworks componential analyses. I would like to explain the derived 
senses in a formal way and to directly connect the derived senses as well as its basic sense. Let 
us consider the following examples to set up basic meanings.   
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(133) a. the man at the wall 
b. inn at the river 
c. John at his desk 
 
In (133a), the Figure, the man, is next to the Ground, the wall. The semantic component 
„contiguity‟ describes this scene, since the Figure may or may not be in contact with the Ground.  
If the man stands against the wall, the Figure is in contact with the Ground; if the man 
stands in front of the wall, there is no contact relation between the Figure and the Ground. This 
explanation is applied to any scene in which a Figure is at the buildings, stores, or constructions. 
In (133b), the Figure, inn, is not in contact with the Ground, the river; the Figure is located near 
the Ground. The Figure is in proximity of the Ground. In (133c), the Figure is in contiguity with 
the Ground as well as the Figure may use the Ground, the desk, for work. Leech‟s definition 
characterizes at in terms of locations of the Figure objects, however, the denoting meaning in 
(133c) is not explained by his definition. Bennett‟s definition is too general and does not explain 
the different configurations shown in (133).  
In order to access the universality and reliability of definitions of basic senses, I refer to 
the definitions given in the dictionaries and previous studies. I employ „contiguity‟ and 
„proximity‟ of the sense of at which is based on the definitions in Table 5.5 for semantic 
representations of at.  
 
(134) a. A Figure is in contiguity with a Ground  
        b. A Figure is in proximity of a Ground.  
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As basic senses of at, the terms „contiguous‟ and „proximity‟ are taken for defining at. A 
formal definition will follow later. The first proposed sense of at indicates that Figure objects 
may be located within the boundary of Ground objects. In the following sections, I investigate 
various configurations and infer derived senses from the given basic definitions of at.  
 
5.3.1 A Figure object is in contiguity with a Ground object 
Compared to other prepositions shown in the previous sections such as on and in, the 
preposition at denotes the least specific location. The most representative sense of on specifies a 
surface of a Ground object; in specifies an inclusion of a Ground object. The preposition at 
indicates a place or where Figures are situated and at does not confine a specifically bound 
region like inside, outside, or surface of a Ground. For example, in the expression Mary at the 
bank, the Figure Mary may be inside of the Ground, the bank, or in front of the Ground, the bank, 
and the Figure may or may not be in contact with the Ground. The abstract semantic 
representation for this sense of at is shown in (135).  
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The Figure and the Ground are in a relation of contiguity, which is represented through the 
arrangements feature and any specific positions of the Ground objects are not illustrated.  
 
A Figure object is situated within the boundaries or areas of the Ground objects 
According to Leech (1969), the dimensionality of the Ground object is not significant. 
We infer an interpretation from the unspecified dimensionality of the Ground in the following. If 
the Ground object is a three-dimensional object which has internal space like a building or shop, 
the Figure either is inside of the Ground or it is located on the boundary of the Ground. See the 
examples in (136).   
 
(136) a. She is staying at the hotel  
    b. Mary is at the bookstore 
          c. Mary is at the office 
  
An interpretation of the examples in (136) is that the Figure objects are contiguous with 
the Ground objects and the exact points of the location are not specified. Moreover, the Figure 
objects may be inside of the Ground objects as in (136a), (136b), and (136c), although the 
specific position is not shown in this context.  
When the Ground objects denote large areas such as administrative districts, countries, or 
geographical locations, the preposition at indicates the Figure‟s general location, which is within 
the areas or boundaries constituted by the Ground objects.  
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(137) a. business conference at Paris 
          b. John‟s arrival at San Francisco 
          c. summer concerts at New York city 
          d. a resort at the mountain 
 
The specific locations of the Ground are not conveyed in these expressions and are 
indeterminate; the Figure is situated within the boundaries of the Grounds. Cuyckens (1985) 
claimed that the preposition at is simply indefinite with respect to the physical properties of the 
place of location of the Ground.     
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In the above examples, at is used with constructed buildings or geological objects 
indicating situations in which Figure objects are placed within any position of the Ground objects. 
As Cuyckens points out, the properties of the Grounds are not shown in the context. The 
dimensionality feature or region features are not provided. Both representations in (138) simply 
inform us of a Figure‟s location within an area or surface of the Ground and that the two entities 
are contiguous with each other. With respect to people‟s general world knowledge, the resort in 
(144d) is placed on the surface of the mountain.  
In general, the preposition at does not specify any exact location of the Ground, but 
sometimes at is used to indicate a specific position of the Ground.  
 
(139) a. a light at the top of the building 
b. kittens at the corner of the street 
 
When at is followed by words that express a part of an entity like top, head, bottom, front, 
back, middle, edge, and so on, the prepositions are used to indicate more concrete positions, 
which are a part of a whole Ground.  
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The part-whole relation of the Ground object is represented in the constitutive role of the 
Ground object‟s qualia structure.  
 
A Figure object is involved in an activity of the Ground object 
In addition to the Figure‟s location, the Figure‟s operation of the Ground object is derived 
from the contiguity relation. See the following examples.  
 
(141) a. prayers at the altar  
b. John at the desk  
c. a girl at the piano 
d. John at the mirror  
 
The expressions in (141) indicate that the Figures are using or manipulating or affecting 
the Grounds as expected in the situation expressed by the clause or phrase. In addition to the 
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spatial senses of at, in which a Figure is contiguous with Grounds, at indicates activities within 
the spaces of the Grounds. The Ground objects are being used according to their purpose or that 
are characteristic to the place. For example, the altar and the desk are places of service and work; 
in (141c), the expression describes a girl playing the piano and in (141d) Mary is in front of the 
mirror and looks in it. Consider the representation of (141b).  
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The ways of manipulating the Ground objects are represented in the telic role of the 
qualia structure. The function of the desk is to work within the space of the desk; in a normal 
situation, Mary is sitting on a chair which is in front of the desk and is working on the flap top of 
the desk. Mary is contiguous with the desk. In sum, at indicates a situation where people use or 
manipulate tools, machines, or other kinds of objects.  
When at is used with complements that denote places which are designed to perform 
specific activities or actions, the Figure object is involved in activities of the Ground objects. The 
possible Ground objects are museums, theaters, auditoriums, university, hospitals, factories, or 
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parts of the buildings like a stage, a room, a classroom, or an office. In this context, the Figure 
object performs an activity in relation to the purpose of the Ground object.  
 
(143) a. John at the university  
  b. Mary at the factory 
 
On the configuration of the spatial entities, the Figure objects are surrounded by the area 
of the Ground objects. The representation of (144a) is presented in the following.  
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b. 
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When the preposition at and its complement the university are combined, the loci 
structure in the semantic structure of at and the loci structure of the university are unified through 
the loci unification process. After conventional application that binds an argument, John, the 
unified loci structure specifies the location of the Figure John and the semantic structure of the 
Ground the university explicates the function of the institution. Based on the composition of 
semantic structures for each component, we have the configuration based reading and the 
function based reading.  
 
5.3.2 A Figure object is in proximity of a Ground object 
The preposition at is used to indicate that a Figure object is in close proximity to a 
Ground object.  
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(145) a. at2: A Figure object is in proximity of a Ground object  
        b. 
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This use of at describes states in which Figures are near or next to Ground objects. 
Consider the following examples. 
     
(146) a. inn at the lake / river  
b. gas station at the freeway  (Herskovits 1986:129) 
 
These expressions for at only allows us to attain a proximity reading. That is, the Figure 
objects are not located within the Ground objects. Figure objects inn and gas station are outside 
of the Ground objects but they are in close proximity to the Ground objects. The Proximity 
relation between the Figure and the Ground is described in the loci structure as in (147).  
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Spatial uses of at indicate that this preposition does not explicate any specific points of 
the Grounds or position of the Figures. Although at does not specify exact spots of the Grounds, 
the Figures‟ positions are located in close proximity to the Grounds. The locations cannot be 
anywhere outside of the Ground objects.  
 
5.3.3 At vs. In  
The preposition at describes general locations of the Figure objects or indeterminate 
configurations of the Ground objects. Generally speaking, the complements of at are relatively 
small areas and those of in denote large areas. However, when vague spots of the Ground objects 
are considered, the preposition at is employed to indicate an indeterminate position.  
     
(148) a. This plane will stop one hour at Chicago. 
          b. My parents live in Chicago. 
          c. Our plane refueled at London on its way from New York to Moscow. 
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The preposition at in (148a) is used to indicate any place in Chicago but based on this 
context, at Chicago is interpreted as a place in the Chicago airport, which is a small place 
compared with the city of Chicago; in (148b), in is used to indicate the city of Chicago.  
Here is another example where at and in are used in the same context.  
     
(149) a. Sue is at Oxford.  
          b. Sue is in Oxford. 
  
The first example in (149) is understood as Sue is a student at Oxford university; the 
second is interpreted as Sue is staying in the city of Oxford. The use of at in (149a) indicates the 
function of the Ground and the sense of institution and the telic role are profiled, rather than the 
sense of building. In (149b), the Figure object is located within the boundaries of the city of 
Oxford. 
 
5.3.4 Summary of Semantic Representations of at 
The preposition at describes general locations of the Figure objects or indeterminate 
points of the Ground objects. The senses of the spatial preposition at are illustrated as contiguity 
and proximity.  
The first basic sense, i.e., a Figure is contiguous with a Ground, simply denotes the 
arrangement of two spatial entities. This sense derives the Figure‟s involvement in the activity of 
the Ground. In the derived uses, the Figure and the Ground are still contiguous with each other 
and depending on the context, the Figure may be located inside of the Ground. The second basic 
sense is defined by relations of „proximity‟. 
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The following Table 5.6 shows two explications for spatial expressions containing in, 
which represent distinct configurations between a Figure object and a Ground object.  
 
Table 5.6 Interpretations of spatial expressions containing the preposition at 
X at Y 
1. A Figure object (X) is in contiguous with a Ground object (Y) 
1-1 A Figure object is situated within the boundaries of the Ground objects which are 
cities 
1-2 A Figure object is involved in an activity of the Ground object 
2. A Figure object (X) is in proximity of a Ground object (Y) 
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CHAPTER 6  
Spatial Expressions in the Korean Language   
 
Investigations into the semantics of spatial relational terms across languages have shown 
that most languages contain a very limited number of prepositions or postpositions which have to 
cover the whole range of possible spatial relations, and they describe spatial configurations in 
their own ways (Bowerman & Choi 2001; Bowerman & Pederson 1996; Bowerman 1996; 
Levinson 1996). Although people all live in physical space with similar configurations of spatial 
entities, perceiving the same spatial relations in a situation, the way of expressing them varies 
depending on their language (Bowerman & Choi 2001; Bowerman & Pederson 1996; Dirven 
1995; Gentner & Bowerman 1996; Sinha & Thorseng 1995). Bowerman (1996:160) claims that 
different languages structure space differently, since, “languages use surprisingly different 
criteria to calculate similarities and differences among spatial configurations, and this means that 
their spatial categories cross-cut and intersect each other in complex ways.” In other words, the 
number and ways of categorizing spatial configurations vary across languages with respect to the 
spatial terms.  
Spatial prepositions are polysemous and may be ambiguous; therefore they are difficult to 
translate into other languages. Evans and Tyler (2007) present the mismatch problem, in which 
prepositions from related languages often fail to match up in translation. For instance, spatial 
prepositions in Spanish conflate in and on in English into one category (Feist & Gentner 2003; 
Landau & Jackendoff 1993); the category belonging to on in English is subdivided into three 
categories corresponding to op, aan, and om in Dutch (Bowerman 1993); English in may be 
translated into dans (“in”), sur (“on”), and sous (“under”) in French (Evans & Tyler 2007). In 
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Korean, Japanese, and Turkish, there are no prepositions. Instead, these languages employ spatial 
nouns, verbs, and postpositions
25
 in order to describe spatial relations. As in English, some other 
languages have limited arrays of linguistic elements used to specify spatial location (Talmy 
1983).  
In this chapter, I will discuss spatial relations that are expressed by the static locative 
postposition -ey in Korean and spatial terms and expressions containing the postposition -ey. The 
Korean language
26
 represents spatial meanings through various forms such as case postpositions 
expressing locative markers, spatial nouns followed by the locative postposition, and spatial 
nouns followed by a genitive marker. All of these forms express spatial relations for which 
English uses prepositions. In the following discussion, we first investigate Korean spatial terms 
such as spatial nouns and the locative marker -ey (translated “on, in,” and “at” in English); 
second, we examine whether representations for English spatial expressions explained in the 
previous chapter are applicable for Korean data and compare the Korean locative postposition 
with the English prepositions in and at, with an application of the notion of Figure and Ground 
set forth by Talmy (1978, 1985, 2000). The basic assumption is that there are many commonly 
expressed meanings in various languages that reflect speakers‟ conceptual entities and 
relationships, since we all live in the same physical world. Research has revealed that spatial 
language has universal elements represented in different ways (Clark 1973; Jackendoff 1983; 
Landau & Jackendoff 1993; Talmy 1983). My representation model will explain differences in 
categorizing and expressing spatial relations in Korean. 
                                                 
25
 Postpositions in Korean are also referred to as particles, case/semantic markers, or post-nominals depending on 
the researcher. Postpositions generally “attach to a nominal to indicate the preceding noun‟s relation with other 
words in the sentence” (Lee 1992:147).  
26
 Korean is the official language of South Korea and North Korea, and there are about seventy-eight million Korean 
speakers. It is an agglutinative language, in which modifiers generally precede the modified words. The basic form 
of a Korean sentence is Subject Object Verb (SOV), but the verb is the only required and immovable element. 
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6.1 Spatial Terms  
In contrast with languages belonging to the Indo-European language family, Korean, 
Japanese, Turkish, and some languages in the Altaic language family
27
 do not have prepositions. 
Instead, the categories of words used by the latter languages to express spatial relations are verbs, 
nouns, and postpositions. These words are replaced with prepositions in English in order to 
communicate spatial relations between Figures and Grounds. 
 
(150) Spatial Terms in Korean 
a. Verbs  
b. Spatial Nouns  
c. Postpositions (static locative marker, dynamic locative marker, source, goal) 
 
The first category denoting spatial relations is verbs. English and Korean are also rather 
different in their methods for encoding the second spatial property we examine, namely, contact 
with the reference object. In particular, English differs from Japanese and Korean in the way that 
it encodes contact relationships involving support, either by gravity (in the case of an object on 
top of another), or by adhesion (in the case of an object attached to the side or bottom of another). 
In English, support in all cases can naturally be expressed with the basic term on. In the case of 
one object resting on another, as soon as the Figure object moves even slightly upwards from the 
reference object, the Figure object must be described as above the reference object. Similarly, in 
the adhesion contexts, once contact is broken, the Figure object is no longer on the reference 
object; rather it is to the right/left, or below. In contrast, the distinction between immediate 
                                                 
27
 The genealogical classification of the Korean language has been debated. Some linguists place it in the Altaic 
language family, while others consider it to be a language isolate.  
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support and non-support is not obligatorily encoded in Korean: the same term can be used for 
locations along an axis that are either in or out of a direct contact relationship with the reference 
object. In Korean, there are a number of verbs which can express support, but these are only used 
in cases for which the context specifically calls for such a distinction. 
 
(151) English 
a. The cup is on the table. 
b. The cup is above the table. 
 
(152) Korean 
a. 컵이       탁자에           붙어   있다 
       kep-i      takja-ey         pwute  issta 
       cup-NOM  table-LOC sticking  be 
   “The cup is on the table.” 
 
b. 컵이         탁자에          떠     있다 
       kep-i         takja-ey         tte     issta 
   cup-NOM  table-LOC floating  be 
     “The cup is above the table.” 
 
Korean speakers typically use the base form of sentences (152a) and (152b), adding verbs 
or adverbs such as those in the square brackets only when they intend to emphasize that support 
or lack of support is important to the scene. The key is that the distinction is obligatory in 
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English, so English speakers‟ attention may be drawn to this distinction every time they use one 
of these sentences, while Korean speakers‟ attention may only be drawn to the distinction when 
it is necessary.  
Choi and Bowerman (1991) compared Korean “putting” verbs with the English 
preposition in based on a pattern of categorizing space between a Figure and a Ground. In terms 
of the degree of “tightness of fit,” Korean “putting” verbs are divided into categories termed 
loose-fit and tight-fit. For example, the Korean verb kki-ta (끼다) is used to describe a situation 
in which the Figure tightly fits the Ground, like a video cassette in its box; whereas the two verbs 
neh-ta (넣다), “to move the Figure to a locus where it is surrounded by the Ground,” and noh-ta 
(놓다), “to deposit the Figure by releasing one‟s hold of it and leave it the way it exists,” 
exemplify the loose-fit case. Furthermore, Korean verbs express situations that English conveys 
via spatial prepositions. The locative marker -ey identifies spatial relations, and Korean 
predicates reinforce spatial information. For example, the Korean verb keolta (걸다, “to hang”) 
directly assigns the spatial relation conveyed in the expression a cloth on a hanger.  
The second category which designates spatial information is nouns, especially spatial 
nouns. The Korean spatial nouns
28
 followed by locative markers describe specific locations of 
the Figure objects. Static locative relations are expressed by –ey as illustrated by the examples 
below: 
 
(153) Korean 
a. 책-이 책상-에 있다 
                                                 
28
 Svorou (2006) refers to top, interior, back, etc., as axial parts.  
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chayk-i       chayksang-ey    issta   
book-NOM   desk-LOC  is 
“A book is on the desk.” 
 
b. 책이           책상          위-에      있다  
chayk-i       chayksang  wui-ey    issta   
book-NOM   desk          top-LOC  is   
“A book is on (the) top of the desk.” 
 
c. 책-이             서랍-에     있다 
chayk-i          seolap-ey    issta   
book-NOM   drawer-LOC  is 
“A book is in the drawer.” 
 
d. 책이            서랍    안-에 있다 
chayk-i        seolap  an-ey    issta   
book-NOM  drawer inside-LOC  is   
“A book is inside of the drawer.” 
 
From the examples in (153), we can see that the spatial nouns in Korean provide more 
detailed information about the Figure‟s location relative to the Ground. The distribution of 
spatial nominals follows in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1 Spatial nominals in Korean 
Korean meaning Korean meaning 
aph “front/the fore part” twi “back/rear” 
an      “interior” pakk    “exterior” 
wi “upper part/ top” alay    “lower part/bottom” 
yep “side” kawuntey “middle/center/heart” 
cwungang   “center” sai “interval/space” 
kunche/kunpang  “vicinity” cwuwi    “periphery” 
kacangcali  “edge” mothwungi  “corner” 
moseli   “corner/edge”   
 
Korean spatial nominals play an important role in specifying the locative relationship 
between a Figure and a Ground. When the locative marker -ey follows a spatial noun from the 
list above, the two components express specific locations as in (154).  
 
(154) Spatial nouns with locative postpositions  
a. wi-ey 위-에  „on/up/above/over/on top of‟‟ 
b. an-ey/eyse 안-에/에서 „in/inside‟ 
c. alay-ey/eyse 아래-에/에서 „under/ below‟ 
 
The demonstrative pronouns also convey general locations of Figure objects and may be 
followed by the locative marker -ey.  
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(155) 수건-을 여기/거기/저기-에 두었다 
swuken-ul yeki/keki/ceki(-ey) twu-ess-ta 
towel-ACC here/there/yonder(-LOC) put-PAST-DECL 
        “(I) put a towel here/there/over.” 
 
The third category expressing spatial relations are postpositions. There are numerous 
postpositions in Korean serving as morphological case markers, like the nominative -i/ -ka, the 
accusative -ul/ -lul, and the dative; and as locative, goal, and source semantic markers
29
, like the 
locative -ey, -hantey, -eykey, and -kkey, (“at, on, in”); for goal, -ey, -lo, -eykey, -hantey, -kkey 
(“to”); and for source, -eyse (“from”). In addition, there are a large number of complex markers 
that are composed of multiple postpositions in expressions of location that indicate a direction or 
a source, for example, -eykeylo (“to an animate,” formal) and -hanteylo (“to an animate,” 
informal). The functions of semantic markers in Korean are similar to those of prepositions in 
English. Korean postpositions express spatial relations and take on semantic roles; syntactically, 
take nouns, pronouns, or demonstrative pronouns as their complements. These markers are 
bound morphemes that must be attached to nouns.  
While spatial nouns in Korean denote concrete locations, postpositions, especially the 
locative marker -ey
30
, contribute common information with multiple semantic groups such as 
nouns and pronouns. Fillmore (1968:24-25) explicates various semantic roles in his Case 
Grammar framework: agentive, instrumental, dative (later on recipient and benefactive), factive, 
                                                 
29
 The study carried out by Rhee (2004) from the perspective of a grammaticalization theory makes the assumption 
that spatial terms should be considered postpositions when used in post-nominal positions. There have been no 
studies that directly address the question of whether spatial terms in PPs in Korean are nouns or postpositions. 
However, the intuitive reaction of many Korean speakers on this issue is that spatial terms in locative expressions 
are nouns, since there is no justification for a departure from their primary syntactic usage as nouns. 
30
 We can see the various uses of the Korean postposition -ey.  
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objective (later on patient), and locative. Among these, the locative marks a place or spatial locus. 
Based on the case and semantic work of Fillmore, Sohn (1999) investigates the semantics of 
Korean postpositions. According to Sohn (1999:333-334), a nominal expression (NP) takes a 
case such as nominative, accusative, dative, static locative, dynamic locative, source, goal, 
instrument, or directional. Cases are marked by postpositions. Static locative postpositions 
corresponding to at, on and in are –ekey (followed by animate nominals in a formal style), 
hanthey (animate, informal), -ey (inanimate), and -kkey (deferential). Dynamic locative markers 
are –ekeyse (followed by animate nominals in formal style), hantheyse (animate, informal), -eyse 
(inanimate), and -kkeyse (deferential). Various predicates use multiple case postpositions. In 
general, static locative markers are employed when co-occurring verbs denote “state” or 
“existence” as in (156); dynamic locative markers accompany verbs that denote “events” as in 
(157).  
 
(156) a. 수미가      학교에      있다 
                  Swumi-ka    hakkyo-ey    iss-ta 
Soomi-NOM  school-LOC  be.PAST-DECL 
“Soomi is at school.” 
 
b. 진흙-이   신발-에   묻었다 
    conhulk-i   sinbal-ey  mwu-ess-ta 
mud-NOM  shoe-LOC adhere-PAST-DECL 
“The mud adhered to shoes.” 
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(157) a. 수미가      학교에서/*에    놀았다 
Swumi-ka    hakkyo-eyse/*-ey  nol-ass-ta 
Soomi-NOM  school-LOC  play-PAST-DECL 
“Soomi played at school.” 
 
b. 수미가       도서관-에서/*-에 공부한다 
Swumi-ka    tosekwan-eyse/*-ey  kongbwuha-n-ta 
Soomi-NOM  library-LOC        study-PRES-DECL 
“Soomi is studying at the library.” 
 
In this study, we primarily investigate the static locative marker -ey, since it is employed 
in many different contexts and is comparable to English prepositions. The Korean locative 
marker -ey roughly corresponds to the English prepositions at, on, or in depending on context
31
. 
Consider the following:  
 
(158) a. 수미-가  책-을          책상-에          두-었-다 
Soomi-ga  chayk-ul      chayksang-ey  du-ess-da  
            S-NOM     book-ACC  desk-on            put-PAST-DECL 
            “Soomi put a book on the desk.” 
 
      b. 꽃-이              꽃병-에      있다 
kkoch-i           kkobyeng-ey  iss-ta 
                                                 
31
 The Korean postposition -ey is also used with different predicates to mark the dative and goal cases.  
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flower-NOM  vase-LOC   be.PAST-DECL 
           “There is a flower in the vase.” 
 
c. 수미-가         학교-에       있다 
Swumi-ka       hakkyo-ey    iss-ta 
Soomi-NOM  school-LOC be.PAST-DECL 
             “Soomi is at school.”  
 
As we can see in the above examples (158), the Korean locative marker -ey expresses a 
general spatial relation without specifying an exact location. It especially designates on, in, and 
at, which English uses to describe different kinds of spatial relations. The locative marker 
follows nouns, as in (158a), (158b), and (158c). 
Next, let us examine how various types of spatial expressions are presented in Korean. In 
describing locations of a Figure, we employ the copular verb be and the locative marker -ey, or 
the Figure and a spatial noun followed by a locative marker.  
 
(159) Locative Constructions in Korean 
a. Figure_NP-I Ground_NP-ey / Ground_NP SpatialNoun-ey issta 
Figure-NOM  Ground-LOC / Ground    SN-LOC exist 
    “A Figure is on/at/in a Ground.” 
b. Ground_NP  SpatialNoun-uy     Figure_NP 
Ground      Spatial Noun-GEN  Figure 
   “a Figure on/at/in a Ground” 
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The basic spatial expression as schematized in (159) is the construction which is most 
commonly used to answer the question about object location: “Where is X?” In general, one is 
concerned about the location of a relatively small and movable Figure supported by a relatively 
large and stable Ground, as is the relation that is found with English spatial prepositions. The 
Figure NP is typically accompanied by the topic marker –un/ -nun as in (159a) or the nominative 
marker –i/-ka as in (159b) and (159c); the Ground NP is marked by the locative postposition -ey. 
In Korean, a subject and an object are freely inverted without meaning changes. See (159b) and 
(159c). The following are sentence-level constructions of spatial expressions: 
 
(160) Locative Construction 1 
a. Figure_NP-I Ground_NP-ey / Ground_NP SpatialNoun-ey issta 
Figure-NOM  Ground-LOC / Ground          SN-LOC            be 
        “A Figure is on/at/in a Ground.” 
 
b. 책-이            책상-에          / 책상          위-에    있다 
chayk-i         chayksang-ey / chayksang  wui-ey   issta 
 book-NOM  desk-LOC    / desk top-LOC be 
  “A book is on the desk / on top of the desk.” 
    
c. 책상-에           / 책상        위-에        책-이           있다 
chayksang-ey / chayksang wui-ey       chayk-i         issta 
  desk-LOC     / desk            top-LOC   book-NOM  be 
  “A book is on the desk / on top of the desk.”    
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The locative marker -ey is used in spatial configurations of Figure objects and Ground objects. A 
spatial noun may be added to convey a more concrete location of the Figure.  
In phrase-level expressions, the genitive marker –uy (“of”) connects Figures and Grounds. 
The postposition –uy is frequently appended to a noun plus postposition to link the phrase to the 
noun that follows. Furthermore, it is used to construct spatial expressions by connecting one 
noun phrase to a head noun, although the postposition is frequently omitted (Sohn 1999). In this 
construction, spatial nouns may appear after nouns denoting the Ground. See a sample 
construction and example in (161). 
 
(161) Locative Construction 2  
a. Ground_NP  SpatialNoun-uy     Figure_NP 
Ground      Spatial Noun-GEN  Figure 
        “a Figure on/at/in a Ground” 
 
b. 책상 위-의 책 
chayksang   wui-uy  chayk 
  desk        top-GEN  book 
  “a book on the desk”  
 
c. 상자 안-의 선물  
sangja  an-uy    senmwul 
box     inside-of  gift 
“a gift in the box” 
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  Ground Spatial Noun-uy Figure (“Noun1 Spatial Noun-of Noun2): the first noun serves 
as a Ground object and the second one links to a Figure object. This construction corresponds in 
English to a noun phrase containing a prepositional phrase. The genitive case marker -uy is also 
used to construct spatial expressions by connecting one noun phrase to a head noun, although the 
postposition is frequently omitted (Sohn 1999).  
We have demonstrated that the Korean locative marker -ey corresponds to the English 
spatial prepositions at, on, or in, and that two locative constructions containing -ey are possible. 
In the following section, we first consider the various spatial relations denoted by -ey; then we 
propose formal uses of -ey in contexts.  
 
6.2 Semantic Representations for Korean Spatial Expressions 
This section explores how Korean spatial expressions containing the locative marker –ey 
are formally represented. I demonstrate various spatial relations denoted by –ey in contexts 
within the proposed spatial representations in the previous chapter.  
The Korean locative marker -ey conveys multiple spatial relations between a Figure and a 
Ground as in (162).   
 
(162) a. 영수-가         수건-을    빨랫줄-에       걸었다 
           yengswu-ka      swuken-ul     ppallayscwul-ey  kelessta  
           Youngsoo-NOM  towel-ACC  laundryline-LOC  hang 
           „Youngsoo hung a towel on a laundry line‟ 
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b. 신발-에   묻은     진흙 
           sinpal-ey  mwuten  cinhulk 
           shoes-LOC stuck      mud 
           „mud on shoes‟ 
 
        c. 수미-가       부산-에      산다 
           swumi-ka     pusan-ey     live 
           Soomi-NOM  Pusan-LOC   live 
           „Soomi lives in Pusan‟ 
 
        d. 선물-이     상자-에    있다 
           senmwul-i  sangca-ey  issta 
           gift-NOM   box-LOC  be 
           „A gift is in the box‟ 
 
        e. 진수-는      지금  군-에 있다 
           cinswu-nun  cikum  kwun-ey issta 
           Jinsoo-TOP  now   army-LOC be 
           „Jinsoo is in the army‟  
  
In example (162), we can see various spatial relations between Figure objects and Ground 
objects. For example, a support relation involves the Figure and the Ground in (162a); an 
attachment for the example (162b); a containment relation for (162d). In addition to a spatial 
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relation, the example in (162e) demonstrates the interpretation of a function of a Ground object, 
which is a Figure, a person named Jinsoo is doing his military service. As we can see in the 
above examples, Korean locative marker –ey represents multiple spatial relations and functional 
uses.  
We have examined that locative marker –ey can be translated into „at‟, „on‟, or „in‟ in 
English. Most Korean dictionaries do not provide specific meanings of spatial uses for -ey. Since 
–ey serves as a grammatical marker, the dictionaries only explain the syntactic role of the word. 
For instance, the Standard Korean Language Dictionary (1998) which is published by the 
National Institute of Korean Language defined the meaning of –ey in (163).  
 
(163) Standard Korean Language Dictionary  
a. a case marker which refers to a preceding word as an locative adverb  
b. a case marker which refers to a preceding word as a temporal adverb  
c. a case marker which refers to a preceding word as a directive adverb  
d. a case marker which refers to a preceding word as a causal adverb  
 
Dictionaries describe only grammatical distinctions of –ey. Among the explanations 
given in (163), we concentrate on the first usage. The Korean postposition -ey is one of the most 
frequently used postpositions in Korean. The meaning of this postposition corresponds roughly 
to the preposition “in the place of” in English. Based on the examples in (162) and definitions of 
Standard Korean, I propose the meanings of –ey as follows.  
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    (164) Definition of –ey  
    a. A Figure is supported by the surface of a Ground.  
    b. A Figure is attached to a Ground.              
c. A Ground contains a Figure    
 
The suggested meanings cannot be integrated  as one general meaning. When we apply 
zeugma test to –ey, the context bring out different spatial relations that are suggested in (164).   
 
 (165) a.  책이              책상과 가방에 있다. 
     chayk-i          chayksang-kwa kabang-ey issta 
      book-NOM   desk-and           bag-LOC  be 
      „There are books on the desk and in the bag.‟ 
 
           b.  사진이 가방과 벽에 있다  
     sajin-i           kabang-kwa  pyek-ey    issta 
     photo-NOM  bag-and       wall-LOC   be 
      „There are photos in the bag and on the wall.‟ 
 
In (165a), two spatial relations of the Korean locative marker –ey are activated for the Figure 
object a book: support and containment. Unless an elaborated context is given for (165b), we 
also have two readings of –ey. One photo is located in the bag and other photo is inside of the 
bag. Based on these meanings, more specific configurations are derived depending on contexts. 
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The configurations that the Korean postposition –ey denote include many various spatial 
relations. The representational structure of spatial prepositions includes argument structure, 
qualia structure and loci structure in order to represent spatial expressions closer to word usage 
in our real world.  
As a case marker which refers to a preceding word as a locative adverb, -ey requires a 
Ground noun, which is taken for a true argument in the argument structure. The semantic 
structure of the spatial expression that the postposition –ey expects denotes a relation held 
between a Figure and a Ground. Based on the above discussion, the basic layout of -ey is given 
in (166). 
 
(166)  
  












xGROUNDLOCI
entity:xARG1ARGSTR
ey
 
 
The postposition co-composes the Ground noun which is spelled out in terms of its qualia 
structure. The meaning of nominals can be considerably elaborated on a qualia structure 
consisting of semantic roles and the postposition in the loci structure provides spatial information. 
In addition to the Ground, the Locative Constructions given in (159) requires a Figure as a 
true argument. Consider the following examples. 
 
(167) a. 책-이           책상-에          있다. 
chayk-i        chayksang-ey  issta   
book-NOM  desk-LOC be  
„There is a book on a desk‟ 
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       b. ?책상-에         있다.   
            chayksang-ey  issta 
            desk-LOC     be 
           „There is on a desk‟ 
  
           c. ?책-이          있다.   
                chayk-i         issta 
            book-NOM   be 
           „There is a book‟ 
 
When we talk about spatial expressions, we cannot get a proper reading for the sentence 
(167b) and (167c), since the Figure in (167b) and the Ground (167c) are missing. In the 
argument structure of spatial expressions containing -ey, the Figure and the Ground are realized 
as true arguments.  
 
6.2.1 A Figure is supported by the surface of a Ground 
The basic sense of the Korean locative postposition –ey describes a scene in which a 
Ground supports a Figure. This sense corresponds to the first sense of on in chapter 5.  
 
(168) a. –ey1: A Figure object is in contact with a Ground object and the Ground supports 
the Figure 
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         b. 
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(y) surfaceREGION
 x)support(y,PHYREL
y)contact(x,TARRANGEMEN
yGROUND
xFIGURE
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y)  x,locate(e,[FORMALQUALIA
entity :yARG2
entity:xARG1
ARGSTR
ey
 
 
The spatial configurations holding Figures and Grounds in the following examples are 
described under the above definition. 
 
(169) a. 접시-에    감자-가    있다. 
cepsi-ey    kamca-ka    issta 
           dish-LOC  potato-NOM  be 
           „There is a potato on a dish‟ 
   
b. 학생들이 버스에 있다 
hayksayngtul-i  besu-ey   issta 
           students-NOM  bus-LOC   be 
           „There are students on a bus‟ 
 
The Figures are potato and students; the Grounds are dish and bus, respectively, in (169). 
The locative postposition designates a scene that the Ground supports the Figure and they are in 
contact with each other.  
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6.2.2 A Figure is attached to a Ground 
(170) a. –ey2: A Figure object is in contact with a Ground object and the surface of the 
Figure is attached to the Ground  
          b. 
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This sense of –ey describes the following example, which corresponds to English 
preposition on.  
 
(171) 벽-에     그림-이               있다 
          pyek-ey     kulim-i               iss-ta 
          wall-LOC  painting-NOM   be 
          „There is a painting on a wall‟ 
            
The Figure, „painting‟ is in contact with a Ground, „wall‟ and the surface of the Figure is 
attached to the Ground.  
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6.2.3 A Ground contains a Figure 
(172) a. –ey3: A Ground includes a Figure 
              b. 
 
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This semantic structure of –ey describes the following examples in Korean. 
 
(173) a. 방-에          피아노-가   있다 
              pang-ey       piano-ka      issta 
              room-LOC  piano-NOM be 
  „There is a piano in a room‟ 
 
         b. 꽃-이               꽃병-에             있다  
              kkoch-i            kkochpyeng-ey  issta 
              flower-NOM   vase-LOC           be 
              „There is a flower in a vase‟ 
 
This expression describes a scene that a three dimensional volume partially or fully 
contains a Figure. Thus the Figure is included within the Ground‟s volume or area. In this spatial 
relation, the Korean locative marker –ey may corresponds to English preposition in.  
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6.3 Summary 
In this section I explore how the meanings of the Korean locative postposition –ey 
distributed to describe spatial relations and the differences in meanings from English spatial 
prepositions. Although Korean spatial postposition -ey corresponds to English „at‟, „on‟, and „in‟, 
the designated specific meanings are vary in context. In general, the basic sense of each 
preposition in English overlaps the meaning, but derived senses of the English preposition are 
not always in common. The loci structure, which supplements the qualia structure in the 
semantic structure of spatial expressions, is an essential component to semantic interpretation in 
understanding locative constructions. I have examined the configurations of spatial entities and 
the enriched lexical entry, the loci structure, which enables access to the sense of Ground and 
which determines the semantic relation expressed by Korean locative postposition.  
The Korean postposition –ey is best known as the static locative marker. In general, most 
Korean case markers, such as nominative or accusative case marker, corresponds to one or two 
meanings. The semantic representation of a variety of meanings of the Korean locative –ey 
requires explicit distinctions of which the senses have been conveyed in contexts. This chapter 
aims to represent the various meanings of –ey by showing affinity and distinctions among the 
senses according to the Generative Lexicon Theory.   
This chapter proposes the application of the qualia structure of the Generative Lexicon 
and the loci structure to Korean spatial expressions. The Korean locative marker –ey expresses a 
wider range of relations between a Figure and a Ground than do the English spatial prepositions. 
The Korean locative –ey corresponds to English at, on and in, which requires specifying 
meanings within contexts. The co-composition of the semantic information of the Figure and the 
Ground helps it to disambiguate the meanings of –ey. By representing the meanings of Korean 
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locatives in this study, I demonstrate similarities and differences of polysemies which are found 
in -ey, and what factors contribute to the differences.
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CHAPTER 7   
Conclusions 
 
The purpose of this work has been to show how compositional analysis within the 
Generative Lexicon Theory enables us to explain semantic variation of the spatial expressions. 
The meanings expressed by spatial prepositions indicate how their arguments physically relate to 
each other in space. Consider the following examples.  This study attempted to answer the 
following questions in (173) by examining spatial expressions containing spatial prepositions.  
 
(173) a. How can the same preposition represent different spatial configurations? Is it a 
case of ambiguity, or of generality of meaning?  
b. What kinds of relationships are expressed via a spatial preposition?  
c. What semantic features can we draw from the meanings of the spatial 
prepositions?  
d. What kinds of semantic features should we employ in order to disambiguate 
expressions containing spatial prepositions?  
 
In order to explore the answer for the first question, ambiguity tests such as zeugma or 
coordination are employed. As a result of the test and Evans & Taylor‟s (2003) criteria for 
determining distinct senses, we examined that a different spatial configuration of a spatial 
preposition is entitled as a distinct sense and if the word has more than two distinct senses, the 
word is polysemy and may cause ambiguity in context. As a result of ambiguity test, we 
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determine what kinds of spatial configurations relate with a spatial preposition. The distinct 
configuration is directly related with spatial relations that the preposition may convey.   
The proposed semantic representation model is situated within the framework of 
Componential Analysis (Katz 1972; Bennett 1975; Wierzbicka 1996; and Jackendoff 1983, 
1990) and the Generative Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky 1991, 1995). To describe the meanings 
of spatial expressions containing prepositions and to study the spatial relationships between the 
Figure objects and the Ground objects, the semantic representation model I provide is based on 
the following: the concept and usage of features based on componential analysis as well as 
argument structure, qualia structure and co-composition taken from the Generative Lexicon 
Theory.  
In chapter 2, I introduced the two theoretical frameworks that I adopted in my study, 
namely: componential analysis (Bennett 1975; Leech 1969) and the Generative Lexicon Theory 
(Pustejovsky 1991, 1995). I provided an overview of the componential analyses of prepositions 
and the basic structures of the Generative Lexicon Theory and a generative mechanism, “co-
composition.” Generative Lexicon has many semantic structures and semantic operations to 
capture the creative use of words in novel contexts and to explain the polymorphic nature of 
language. Different senses can be represented by the results of interactions of mutually 
compatible roles in the lexical entry within the compositional approach.  
Chapter 3 presented various spatial configurations with different spatial prepositions, on, 
at, and in. I reviewed the indeterminacy of meanings and the standard ambiguity tests of Zwicky 
and Sadock (1975) and Gillon (1990). After presenting standard ambiguity tests that are used to 
confirm if the lexical items are really ambiguous or not, I applied the tests to spatial prepositions 
in order to show the polysemy of spatial prepositions. 
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In chapter 4, I provided the various semantic features of spatial expressions that represent 
spatial relations and spatial entities. Features for spatial entities are Figure, Ground, and 
dimensionality and orientation. The dimensionality factor is farther specified as 1DIM, 2DIM 
and 3DIM. The value of orientation is assigned as either horizontal or vertical. Features in the 
category of spatial relations are arrangement, phyrel, and region. Arrangement may be specified 
as contact, adjacency, overlap, inclusion, and covering. Phyrel represents physical relationships 
that the spatial prepositions convey, i.e., support, attachment and hanging. Then, I suggested a 
new semantic structure, the loci structure that integrates all of these semantic features together. 
Just as qualia structures determine noun meanings and argument structures are related to 
meanings of a verb, the loci structures describe the meanings of prepositions. The loci structure 
is employed as a medium to co-compose spatial prepositions and spatial entities, Figures and 
Grounds. Co-composition explains how word senses are understood when they are combined 
within a phrase by relating them to the constraints the prepositions impose on the arguments. 
This operation combines the spatial prepositions and their arguments, which allows us to derive 
phrasal level semantic information. 
Chapter 5 presents semantic representations of spatial expressions and two possible 
interpretations of spatial expressions, the locative interpretation and the functional interpretation. 
The semantic representation describes meanings within the framework of the Generative Lexicon 
Theory of Pustejovsky (1991, 1995). The Generative Lexicon Theory provides a systematic 
description of polysemy by employing a generative mechanism. This representation frame 
defines meanings of the spatial expressions and derived senses.  
Locative interpretations are used when spatial prepositions express where the Figure 
objects are located in relation with the Ground objects. Besides these locative interpretations, 
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some spatial prepositions involve the use of the Ground object in their standard function or 
purpose; for instance, a desk for working or studying, a TV for performing or watching. When 
spatial prepositions are used to convey the purposes of Ground objects, we can derive functional 
interpretations of spatial expressions. This chapter also illustrates the semantic representation 
model that is applied to the spatial prepositions, on, at, and in, and that show different spatial 
configurations of each of the prepositions and spatial entities. I expect that my proposed 
semantic representations can distinguish between the various meanings of the spatial 
prepositions. The representation enables us to disambiguate the spatial prepositions and their 
configurations by articulating the sense of the prepositions on the bases of contexts in which the 
prepositions occur. 
In chapter 6, I presented my proposed semantic representation of the spatial expressions 
in Korean, in support of a universal application of my representation model.  
This study examined the polysemous behavior of the spatial prepositions at, on, and in 
both in English and in Korean, employing the theoretical framework developed by Pustejovsky 
(1990, 1995), known as Generative Lexicon Theory and componential analysis. The 
componential analysis is demonstrated that allows us to distinguish multiple spatial 
configurations of spatial expressions by using semantic features for spatial relations and spatial 
entities.  The Generative Lexicon Theory is centrally concerned with account for the polysemy 
of words, alone and in combination, in order to account for word sense specification. The study 
set out to explore how word sense distinctions of the spatial prepositions AT, ON, and IN as 
result of its occurrence in expressions.  
The work contributes to the body of research by providing a formal representation of 
polysemy of spatial prepositions within contexts such as the located objects and the reference 
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objects. For this reason, this research contributes to our understanding of the interaction between 
spatial entities and spatial relations. In addition, this work can provide a fundamental basis for 
developing spatial tags which could be used in a text-to-scene conversion system by specialists. 
Spatial components suggested in this study will serve key roles in word sense disambiguation. 
Moreover, it is anticipated that the system developed in my dissertation will be useful to second 
language learners and developers of machine translation systems. 
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